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MR. LRMV .A:hat io our direct evidence, Mt.

CiUVRIM Jn-2,SCH, Very wello It is a.i:os't the time 

for our recess. Shall e p,roceed wits the Sudson .vaver ?i sher-,-.  

Association or wou.Id. you prefer after recess? 

M.R.A-BTIN I think this can be done rather 

bcefly. WTe have th:ee doco ents to off--er in 

4he., f isti"is " oestJlmony of John Cla: b. dated July 14- . 972,.  

all rz& -ect~j oZ oncs-'Zhrough coo,1xg syrftoems on indian 

Poinrt zmd the ~on Es-tt . The second is th.e. te iz o y 

of URic .yinsley, dated Octobear 3t-th .972, on.  

laten ativet to oli *,tci"ough cooLing on lmticn Point Unit 

No. 2, and the third is tetiny of ohn. Cla, dated 

cte~r. 30.- 1972, on the effeu t of 
• / 

I ndia n Point U-nits I emd 2 on the Hudson iRve:or atic 

life .  

The --- the Ciazk -estcimony of July cd" ...  

lymsl.ey testimony of October 30th have :v"ous y bee-n 

,served on the parties and the Board. Theree were a few 

iznadvert.iilt oxiissiona fron the Clark testimony of October. 30 

4n light of stipulation raached by the Applicant on 

inqement of fiqih, zaom refinement -nd 00 ification of th, 

figu es on the. fish impinrj-eiat - rather thmn produce an 

errata sheet, I thought it wav, si~olex to medo the app.opriate 

ptgeso I have done that and I present that testimony. it is
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essentially the sazle testimony filed on Octcber 30th as 

incxT.or-/ed and I have marked undo.:-the e, i mply 

-a disting .. it Vrom the eaxrlier tezti :cioay from there, .  

13 h o1i there be any confusJ.-n.  

k ithe: witness is hezrr at the present time but 

the paftes have stil-atec. they agee that Uif hereG1 thy 

would adpth -t' i.s testimony a, tbeir -nn and would move 

to hae the th, ""ree ---eces Off ts.t.non icoyporaed in the 

traniscript as : ' read.  

........... , 2 ny objection from the App rat "' 

~'I ~Nocbjecil-.ion.- T wonld ask~ Vr.  

aceth to identitfy the pages -- the_.,,s.d pages° 

.......... I I do it later I 

Could identify "he pges so it "is clear to everyone. 1 don't 

ha-ve the n-xbx on%, Che top of myql head.  

CRAIRMAN JENSCH: Excuse me. Does that conclude 
yowr statement Alicat? 

_e. ntir 

IMMAN JENSH, Yesr sir , 

hR. RATVINz No objection0 

ijR0 ray o objection.  

cMRI IK. JESCF1 The request of counsel for 

'Hudson River is h r en's Association is granted axe& the 

statemexints from witnesses Clark and Aysiey may be 

physically incorporated in the transcript as if orally 

presented and shall constitute evidence on behalf of the Hudson

M
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IR MACBST H : One 2Pinal matter. A stipulation 

was entered into between the Applicant and the th dsen 

River Fishrmenl s AssOciation and the " Defense 

rund involving some of the X: ... ts a -fish impingemen t and 

dated and sigpnd Octo.ber 30Th. 3.972A  Coplies of that stpulat:oE.  

h've been served on the parties and the TDO;rd an'd i wou 

simply offer to put that I the record at t-.-oint as well.  

I have copies u'tich " wuill give the reporter.  

CRAIxtFX JN5)CUi ;ty &ibjctcim 

Applicant? T.dson i.ver -- New York Atomic Ez. gy? 1 

N obje ti o.  

MR2 iKAm9o3A No objection.  

CxAxr@ A JEN'eN: The request rDili be granted 

an.d it ay be ph. i-all'incorporated in, asetrav.Cript 

if read.  

(The docueiit to be ftnished )
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MR, MCN one final matter A stipftton 

was entered into btween the Applicant and the Who 

Ri.ver F ish2:;aaen s Association' and- 'the Environmental. Defense 

Wvind involving Woe of the facts on Aish impingement and 

dated and signed October W~hy 1972. Copies ofc that StUyclataog 

have been servec! on the parties and the Doard and I wottid 

simply offer to put that in th record at this npi~t as well.  

1 h1ave copies which I will give ths reporter.  

CPiAIRM2IN JUNSCUiI Any objection? 

Applicant? Hudson :wiver -'Now York Atmic Energy? 

IIR.XTIN No objection.  

R MAfihN No objection.~ 

MR, TRS Z Noh&bsction 0 

CIIAIt2AN JERNSCH The request will be granted 

ndit nhy be Physically incorporated in the transcript as 

itf read.  

(The document to be furnished.)
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The operation of indian Poiht Units Nos. 1 and 2 with 

once-through cooling will have extensive adverse effects 

on the fish and fisheries of the HUdson Estuary. These 

effects include direct killing of a large quantity of 

Hudson fishes, disabling others, interfering with their 

life cycles, arf. disrupting their environment and their 

sustenance. Here I deal principally with the effect on 

fish and their life cycles of the heated effluent; with 

the way in which chemical contamination of the cooling 

water will effect fish; and-with the interference with 

the food chain, the lower forms that make up the food 

supply of the fishes.  

Type of Effect on Fishes 

A high megawattage nuclear power plant.such as. Indian 

Point No. 2 operating with once-through cooling withdraws 

large quantities from its source and returns-the water 

substantially heatedoften with the addition of chemical 

contaminants. Such operation has a variety of direct and 

indirect effects on fishes. The direct killing of masses 

of fish by steam generating plants on the screens and 

within the cooling system is well documented and is the 

subject of other testimony. In addition there are the 

external effects of the plants on fishes, effects that 

occur outside the plant in the estuary. The most signifi

cant external adverse impactson fish and fisheries may 

-occur at the non-lethal level; that is, they would function 

to reduce the size and vigor of natural populations without



W, causing immediate or visible kills. Occasionally there 

are direct and immediate kills, for example, cold-shock 

kills caused by abrupt plant shutdown in winter time when 
fishes resident in the "pliune area are rapidly impacted 

with cold ambient water.  

Before discussing the variety of external effects that 

.1 expect will result from operation of the Indian Point 

plants, it is appropriate to review some ecological life 

cycle functions of fishes.  

Types of Critical Functions and Areas 

In siting and operating a power plant it is essential 

to select a location and a mode of operation that will 

add the least impact on aquatic life and on the aquatic 

:environment. In reference'to fish life, the key to mini-.  

.mizing adverse impacts is to identify critical life 

:functions and avoid interference with these. ' 

Fishes perform regular seasonal rhythms of critical 

life functions going into different behavior modes.and 

migrating to different parts of their general habitat.  

This has the effect of making them especially vulnerable 

to interference at certain times of the year and in certain 

places.  

- It is absolutely essential to avoid siting power 

plants in these areas of critical function. If, due to 

inadequate knowledge and planning or other factors,a plant.  

B is constructed in one of these areas it is mandatory that
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the utility design into the plant the maximum safeguards 

necessary to reduce adverse impacts to the negligible point.  

The technology exists to accomplish this goal through 

choice of appropriate operating systems.  

Critical Areas for Hudson Fishes 

The following are the five basic critical functions 

of key Hudson River fish species and the areas involved 

with each function: 

1. Breeding* - - breeding areas 
2. Culture of young-- nursery areas 

. Nourishment - - feeding areas 
LMigration - - migratory pathways 
5. "Hibernation" .... wintering areas 

Those functions performed in the Hd son must be 

protected. This requires extreme care in the selection of 

power plant sites and mods of operation. In Table 1, I 

have indicated the areas of critical functions for each 

important Hudson species of fish (as recognized in Appendix 

11-3 of the AEC draft detailed impact statement for Indian 

Point No. 2, April 13, 1972).  

Often the critical areas are very restricted in size 

compared to the whole range of the population of a species, 

yet its survival in high abundance throughout its range 

depends upon conditions in these critical areas. It is 

Squite possible to deplete severely a population of fish 
by disrupting its breeding area or its nursery area or by 

5 interfering with its movement along a migration pathway.  

*Spawning and larval development



TABLE 1 

PRIIARY PLA;CE OF CRITICAL FUNCTIONS

,CIES BREEDING NURSERY FEEDING AREA WINTER MIGRATION 
AREA AREA ADULT AREA 

Alewife HF HF 0 0 OH 

Anchovy (bay) HE HE HG HE* HE* 

Bluefish 0 HE 0 0 OH 3 

Eel 4  0 HE and HF- HE and HF HE and HF OH 

Herri,1g 
(bl. back) HF HF 0 0 OH 

Meiden 0 HE O 0 OH3 

Shad (Amer) HF HF 0 0 OH 

Smelt HF HE 0 1-and H* OH 

Striped Bass HF HE 0 HE 2  Oi 

Sturgeon (Amer 
& Sht. nose) HE HE* O iE 2  OH 

Tomcod HE HE 0* HE OH 

White perch HF HE HE HE HE



iAdolescents may feed as adults or juveniles.  
2Some larger adults may wt-,,inter in offshore ocean areas.  
3Migration does not involve adults, 
4in river females recorded primarily in fresh, males in 
estuarine waters.  

General Notes: 

*Definitive data lacking.  

HF- Fresh water areas of Hudson. Upper part of Hudson is 
fresh-water with variable southern boundary.  

HE - Estuarine areas of Hudson. Estuarine part of Hudson has 
variable northern and southern boundaries; from Tappan Zee 
or Haverstraw Bay north to about Cornwall. This is the 
area heavily impacted by Indian Point operations.  

OH.- Migrates along Hudson pathways on way to sea or return.  

0 - Oceanic areas including open sea, bays, sounds and lower 
Hudson.



This is especially true where a power plant is located on 

a narrow reach of a tidal river or estuary, through which 

the fish must, for exc.mple, migrate to a breeding area, 

a nursery area, or a wintering area or which is itself a 

critical area.  

From Table 1 it can be seen that for all 12 species 

identified there are major critical areas in the Hudson, 

and that all but two must traverse the Hudson on migrations 

to the ocean and return. With this background it is then 

necessary to determine any adverse impact of the particular 

plant site on these critical areas and their relevant 

functions. The Indian Point plants are situated on a, 

relatively narrow reach of the Hudson and also in an area 

which is critical to the life functions of various fishes.  

Controls on plant regulation must be considered in this 

context. In order to provide sufficient protection these 

controls must be based upon the "worst case" predictions 

of adverse impact. In discussing these impacts the 

striped bass, the most important sport and commercial fish' 

in the Hudson, is used as the primary example.  

Hudson striped bass feed and make their adolescent 

and adult growth primarily in the sea. open ocean, 

bays, estuaries, ranging long distances from the Hudson in 

*search of food.  

Many return in winter to live in a near-dormant stage 

in the Hudson, where the young are found in the channels 

suspended in the mid-depths, mostly between 20 and 30



feet, and the adults are found in greatest abundance 

suspended four to eigh, feet off bottom along the slopes 

where the Hudson is 30-1-5 feet. deep.. On Cruise D-68-2 of 

the R.V Do]?,in (-iarch o3, 19(8) we found the maximuum 

concentration of adults in upper Haverstraw Bay and the 

mazimLulm concentration of juveniles north of the bay in the 

vicinity of Indian Point. Both adults alnd Juvcniles were 

in a state of metabolic reduction or senii.-hibernation, had 

low response levbls, and showed no sign of active feeding.  

Concentrated near indian Point in this semi-dormant con

dition -they are part:Lcularly defenseless and vulnerable to 

impacts from the plants.  

As water temperatures, reach the mid-4Os, striped 

bass become active again. In spring, the mature males and 

females move uprive.r past Indian Point to spawn farther 

upriver, and migrate bacik downriver after spawningto live 

and feed in the ocean during sumnmer and falli-- Therefore, 

twice in their spa.wning migration most striped bass pass 

Indian Point and are exposed there to any negative impacts 

of the plant, Another group of striped bass appears out 

of the sea in spring and ascends the Hudson to spawn 

(having winterGd to the south). This group is also subject 

to the impact of indian Point on its spa-vning run.  

Most striped bass migrate to areas above Indian Point 

for spawning, but the main nursery areas are below Indian 

Pint, and thus most young fish have to pass the constricted 

Indian Point site on their way from spawning to nursery 

areas. Because of tidal'action and salinity-induced
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circulation, each fish may be swept back and forth in front 

of the plant ten, twenty, or more times while it is in its 

planktonic or elagic stage., 
are 

The eggs/semi-buoyant and drift with the tide. After 

hatching and. living several weeks of planktonic and pelagic 

life., drifting about the estuair with the tides, the young 

striped bass appear to seek out the bottom in the shallower 

parts of the estuary. Here, while feeding along the-shallow 

bottom during late strmner and fall, •they are not so vulnerable 

to the plants. At this time the adults and advanced 

adolescents are safely out to sea feeding 

It is not feasible here to examine ea-ch species and 

describe its critical areas in relation to the Indian Point 

site. However, Table lprovides the basic information on 

!critical areas for the identified 12 important Hudson 

Ispecies.  

External Ima.cts of the Indian Point Plants 

I shall discuss below the external impacts involved 

with thermal and chemical effects. In general, the discussion 

relates to combined operations-of Indian Point Nos. 1 and 2.  

The additional plants in the area - Lovett, Danskammer, 

Roseton and Bowline Point - will, of course, heighten the effects.  

Thermal Effects 

There is little precise and comprehensive data which 

allows one to relate volume withdrawal, /\T, position of the 

heated plume, ambient water temperature and fish, 

behavior over periods-of time in such
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* a manner that it is useful for predicting the effect of 

the Indian Point No. 1 and 2 thermal pltume on the critical 

functions of Hudson fishes in a precise, quantitative manner.  

In these circiumstances, estimates and opinions must be based 

on the experience and indirect sources of information which 

are available. For example, the recent work of J.S. Meldrim 

and J. J. Gift (Ichthyological Associates, Bulletin No. 7, 

November, 1971) presents the conclusion that juvenile white 

perch, living in 'water of temperatures arnWhere in a range 

from 350 F. to 750 F., always prefer a higher temperature 

generally than that of the water they are in. When given 

a free choice then, juvenile fish in the experimental tanks 

always moved toward temperatures t1-Bt were 5 to 80 higher.  

LI-mited tests with striped bass juveniles indicated that 

they too choose higher temperatures when given a choice -

perhaps 9'F higher on average. Since different sizes of 

fish react differently, these experiments with juveniles 

do not indicatechow adults react.  

In"thermal shock" studies reported by the same 

authors, obvious thermal stress was shown for both white 

perch and striped bass, beginning with &T = 10'F and 

becoming pronounced at T = 15'F. This indicates that 

the lives of juveniles of both species are controlled 

quite closely by temperatures. The relationships are 

summarized in Figure 1. If we assume the tank experiments 

to be a reasonable imitation of nature, it 'Vould appear 

that juveniles are attracted always to temperatures som-nchat
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higher than environmvntal ambient -- usually from AT = 50F 

to 90F. They appear to be repelled by temperatures higher 

than AT = 10OF.This is the point where the experiments 

showed thermal stress beginning, stress was far worse at 

AT = 150F and there were heat deaths among the juvenile 

striped bass.  

It is apparent why fish would avoid stressful and 

lethal-temperatures just below the stress level, no matter 

how high the amdient temperature.  

Assuming that the experimental results give a. true 

picture, the Indian Point pluime would normally attract 

all juvenile fishes within its influence -- probably,to 

the outermost edge of the gradient where AT = 0.10F . W,ater 

of &T = 0.1 0F - 1.0 OF higher than ambient would extend 

over hundreds of acres of the Hudson, attracting juvenile 

fish toward the plant. These fish would move up the 

gradient seeking their preferred temperature, which would 

bring the fish into the region near the discharge point 

where the highaT's are to be found.  

Therefore, temperature working alone must inevitably 

draw juvenile Hudson fish toward the plant where they are (1) 

susceptible to being entrained with the cooling water and 

drawn into the plant and, 2).where they are subject to the 

most intense of adverse external plant effects. The heated 

effluent itself must at all times tend to concentrate 

juvenile fish in the part of the plume with higher tempera

tures, the part close to the plant where concentrations of
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chemicals are highest, where oxygen may be reduced, and 

where the food supply (of lower organisms) is most disrupted 

by adverse internal and external plant effects. But heat 

in the Hudson does not work as it does in experimental 

tanks -- in nature other influences are at work which could 

a~t times override the thermal attraction.  

Experience at Indian Point No. 1 shows that juvenile 

fish are indeed attracted by heated plume -- especially in 

winter -- as indicated by the history of massive fish kills 

at Indian Point 1 and 2 which is detailed in other testimony.  

There are no data from the l1eldrLm and Gift experiments to 

explain why there should be a stronger attraction in winter 

than spring, s ummer or fall. The explanation may lie in 

differential xvulnerability to screen impingement, which 

!could affect the kill rate or in a variation of distribution, 

-or responsivity of the fish populations.  

An environmert al explanation of the increased attraction 

of juvenile fish to Indian Point in wintertime is that in 

coldest weather the heated plunme does not rise but actually 

sinks downward. In theory this occurs to some extent 

whenever the Hudson temperature is below 39'F but is most 

pronounced in the lower 30's. This is because water becomes 

less dense from 390F down to freezing and therefore when 

heated becomes more dense and when returned to the river 

will sink through the less dense colder water.  

A sunken plume cannot be cooled by evaporation and so 

the heat tends to remain longer and spread throughout more 

.of the Hudson. Because it sinks it also brings the attractant
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force of the plume into deeper water where it reaches fish 

that may be down below-i the surface. Therefore, low river 

temperatures in the winter, juvenile striped bass and other 

species that are in deep wTaters are reached by the sunken 

plume from Indian Point 1 and attracted and brought to plant

side. The maximum attractunt effect would occur from January 

to mid-March (see ambient temperatures in Figure 1).  

At other times of the year the Indian Point heated 

water rises and tends to spread out over the estuary where 

it i ould attract mostly the fishes living nearer the surface.  

In summer, for example, this attraction might include the 

pelagic young stages of fish that were born in the spring, 

like herrings, white perch and striped bass.  

These various responses of juvenile fish have been ob

!served in relation to the plume for Indian Point No. 1, 

'a small plant. The heated discharge of Indian Points 1 and 

:2 will be four times the amount of Indian Point No. 1 alone.  

This more massive plume will serve to attract more juvenile 

fish to plantside than has occurred with only Indian Point 

No. 1 in operation.  

The responses of adult fish to heat have not been 

studied in relation to Indian Point. The Meldrim and Gift 

experiments showed that the smaller juveniles reacted 

differently to heat than the larger ones. Likewise adults 

may be expected to react at different levels than juveniles.
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Chemicals Effects 

The effluent plume carries with it not only added heat but a 

variety..of chemical contaminants released on various schedules.  

* It appears chlorine will be released in high enough concentration 

to have significant adverse effects at the non-lethel level.  

Chlorine and:.various of its compounds are poisonous to many forms 

of fish life, when in concentrations above 0.5ppm, has extended 

adverse effects on life down to 0.01 ppm, and causes avoidance 

reactions at levels down to 0.001 ppm. and perhaps lower.  

The concentrations of chemicals, such as chlorine, in the 

Hudson will be correlated with plume temperatures. as shown in the 

hypothetical diagram of figure 3 (which represents an arbitrary 

* set of conditions and is not to scale for any of the parameters).  

If the juvenile fish of the Hudson are attracted by the heated 

effluent as shown by the Meldfimn and Gift experiments, they will 

be drawn into the hotter area of the plume where they would find 

preferred temperatures of T =5 90 *F 7 and 'the mraximum and most 

adverse concentrations of chemicals such as chlorine. Juvenile 

fishes holding to their preferred temperatures for long periods of 

time would get frequenthigher doses of chlorine,enough, in my 

opinion, to have adverse effects on them. The same would hold true 

for oxygen reductions or any other effects.  

Another possibility, of course, is that the repelling effect 

of even the low concentrations spread across the Hudson could 

override the attracting effect of temperature and block the fish 

from entering the central plume area where the deleterious concen

trations occur land thus spare them entry into the danger area.
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However, if the repe i3ri effects occur, for example, attimes 

when chlorine of 0.001 ppir or greater occurs overthe whole area of 

the channel, the migrations of fish upriver or downriver would be 

interfered with. Unfortunately, at indian Point, the channel in-.  

which fish normally migrate is adjacent to the plant, as showni mA 

figure 4. This means that the maximum adverse external impacts 

will-be in the channel area, and since the fish migrate near the 

surface (approximately 20 feet) they would be exposed to the maximum 

impact when there is a rising jet with river ambient over 390 F, 

!(3, most of the migration period. Whether fish are attracted by 

the /' \T and detoured from their normal migrations, or blocked by 

repdlling effect of chemicals, the effect will be greatest-in 

* the upper part of the channel water where they migrate.  

.Synergist'ic Effects 

This is a field where virtually no work has been reported 

in relation to the environmental impacts of the Indian Point plants.  

One cannot assume, that anyof the factors such as temperature or 

various chemicals work alone, that each can be looked at singly.  

They have to be examined together to see if.synergism is present.  

For example, the effects of toxicants may become pronounced at high 

temperatures or lower oxygen concentrations, one chemical may 

increase the toxicity of another.. Insofar as'adverse effects 

* on the critical functions of Hudson River fish are concerned, we 

can expect synergism to compound them.  

Trophic Effects 

Hudson fish have a variety of diets but each-depends on some
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Jevel or part of a complex food chain, or web. The basis of most 

of the food web is phytoplankton converted by zooplankton. These 

plankton forms are subject to internal and external adverse effects 

of the Indian Point plants. They will be-entrained with the 

cooling water and subject to damage from pressure changes, temperature 

increase, changes in gas concentrations (oxygen, nitrogen, carbon 

dioxide, etc.1 turbulence, mechanical shock as they are impinged 

against pipes and chambers within the cooling system, and the effects 

of chemical releases. The damage may result in immediate death or 

in extended adverse neurologic or physiologic effects. A high pro

portion of many species will be killed outright during summer when 

the maximum adverse effects are present and synergy is at its highest.  

Unfortunately, the loss will be greatest for certain zooplankton 

species that-make up the pi'mary ..diets of juvenile striped bass, 

white perch, and other Hudson River fish. These zooplankton have 

a long generative interval, ..reproducing, only ,2 or 3 cycles 

per year. These include the major items in striped bass and white 

perch juvenile diets: Gammarus and Neomysis. Once killed, the re

placement of these species requires considerable time; it is not 

virtually instantaneous as it is for smaller, simpler plankton forms.  

Like the planktonic fish larvae, these zooplankton are moved 

back and forth with the tides; they df'ift downstream at the upper 

Are 
levels an- recirculated back upstream in the lower levels by den

s sity-induced currents so that they pass repeatedly by the Indian 

Point and so are:..repeatedly subject to death with the plant and to 

other adverse internal and external effects. The damage to. the 

food supply is greatest in the warm season, when the fish are in



their larval and early juvenile stages and must feed heavily on 

zooplankton.  

Review of Effects on Critical Functions 

We have seen that operation of Indian Point Plants No.1 & 2 

with once-through cooling will have adverse impacts on each of the 

critical functions of Hudson fish. Only the most stringent controls 

on. these plants can prevent extensive damage to the fish and to the 

Hudson and coastal fisheries. Below, I have summarized these 
leaving aside 

effects/the kills of fish on the screens or within the plant's 

cooling systems: 

Breeding. The Hudson, from Haverstraw Bay north is the breeding 

area for many species of diadromous and resident fish. The Indian 

Point plants are located in such a way as to do significant damage 

to breeding activities of' the majority of these species.  

Culture of Young. The Indian Point plant is located in the 

nursery areas of many of the important Hudson species, including 

striped bass, where its maximum adverse impacts are operant.  

Feeding. Many species of the Hudson are anadromous and do their 

.heavy feeding in oceanic areas, thus the Indian Point plants would 

not interfere with adult feeding. However, important feeding 

areas of the larval and juvenile stages are located in the vicinity 

of Indian Point where adverse impacts would be operant.  

Migration. Most of the important species migrate past Indian 

V Point as juveniles or adults as they pass to and from feeding areas, 

wintereing areas, and nursery areas. Migration occurs in the channel 

adjacent to the plant and in its upper layers where the heaviest
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adverse impacts prevail. Interference of the migration patterns 

to and from the -spawning grounds can be expected.  

Wintering. Many important species winter over in high concen

tration in the lower Hudson ....dn fact the Indian Point area is one 

of the greatest wintering areas for fish along the northeast coast.  

The indian Point plants are situated so that where they will do 

significant damage tod'the wintering juvenile fish.



Seasonal sum-ary of thermal effects on juvenile fishes.

Months

Preference - avoidance ,data from Icthy. Assoc. Bull. No.7, Nov. 1971

@00

Figure 1i,.



Figure 3.- Hypothetica. (non-scale) diagram of relation 
between thermial and chemical outputs (examplei 
chlorine) nesr the water surface and channel 
location (rising pliuie, spring2to fall).
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Figure 4. Profile of Hudson Estuary at Indian Point 
shoviing areas involved with critical functions 
of Hudson fishes.

"'<'" " .... -- .. .. . ... 7  3,"." c.. ' 

a = Migration pathway 

b = Juvenile wintering area 

c = Adult and adolescent wintering area
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we have more scientific data concerning their life history 

than we have for other speci es, therefore the striped bass 

serves as a good example for the probable impact on fish 

life which will occur wiAth peratLion of Indian Point No. 2, 

as it is now designed, and of other power plants to come.  

The anadromous striped bass is the most important, 

economically, of the species that spawn in the Hudson and 

perhaps the most valuable of all Atlantic fishes. It 

supports intense recreational and commercial fisheries.  

The recreational fishery provides the highest revenues 

and also supports substantial public participation. The most 

recent published survey of Atlantic sport fisherie:s"-is"for 

the year 1965 (10). It shows thatin 1965,613,000 persons 

fished for striped bass in the Middle and North Atlantic states 

(Maine to Cape Hatteras, N. Carolina) and caught 15,982,000 

striped bass weighing 55,340,000 pounds. The next in the 

series of quintiennial surveys - for 1970 - is not yet pub

lished; however, advance figures available from the Department 

of Commerce (31) show that even though sport fishing increased 

to 783,000 fisherman, the catch of striped bass declined in 

number caught to 14,166,000 fish, although the weight increased 

to 73,106,000 pounds. This trend - a catch of fewer fish of 

a higher average weight - is diagnostic of a fishery wherein 

-the production of young may have been undermined and which may 

be following the pattern indicated by the Staff in the Final
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Environmental Statement° (22, p V-57).  

The Department of Commerce (31) estimates the worth of 

the striped-bass sport fishery of th'e North and Middle Atlantic 

states at $59,000,000 for 1970. This is based upon the follow

ing for the North and Middle Atlantic: 

Total value of Salt Water Fishing = $417 million 

Total pounds of Salt Water fish 514 million 

Total pounds of Striped Bass Caught = 73 million

Percentage of Striped Bass to Total = 14.2 per cent 

Value of striped bass (.142 x 417) = 59 million 

This value is understated, in my opinion. It calculates 

to only 81 per pound, the average for all types of salt-water 

sport fishes. In reality, striped bass is a highly prized 

fish, and fishermen pay considerably more to pursue and capture 

them than they do for the bulk of salt water species. Salt 

water fishing expert Mark Sosin (40) concludesthat the minimum 

value of striped bass is $2.00 per pound, raising the worth of 

the sport fishery of the North and Middle Atlantic to a minimum 

of $146 million per year.  

In addition, the commercial fishery for 1970 in the Middle 

and North Atlantic (Delaware to Maine) produced 3,057,000 pounds, 

according to the Department of Commerce (41) and the fishermen 

received $795,000 for this catch. The retail value is a minimum 

of three times this amount, or about $2,400,000.  

These figures are all the reliable information available
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on striped bass catches and the only basis for estimating the 

worth of the fishery.. To improve the estimate on the sport 

I- fishery for the purpose of this testimony, it is desirable to 

confine the estimates to the area of the coast north of the 

Chesapeake Bay. To eliminate the Maryland, Virginia and North 

Carolina catches and refine the estimate more nearly to the 

segment of the coast supported substantially by the Hudson 

breeding grounds (22), one may estimate that one half the sport 

catch is influenced by the Hudson - the value would then be 

about $73 million. Adding the commercial value for the catch 

north of Maryland - $2.4 million - the total value of the Hudson

supported striped bass fishery would be roughly $75.4 million 

annually.  

These fisheries depend exclusively upon riverine-estuarine 

breeding areas. Striped bass spawn only in certain river

estuary systems, never in the open sea. There are no breeding 

rivers north of the Hudson and the nearest significant ones to 

the south are in the Chesapeake Bay, the Delaware being too 

polluted to support a significant nursery ground. In tagging 

studies, we have shown that Hudson-bred striped bass furnish 

a significant proportion of the Atlantic Coast striped bass 

fishery (5). Safeguarding the breeding of striped bass in the 

Hudson is necessary to ensure the future of the species in these 

-areas.  

0O



Striped Bass Breeding 

Striped bass breed in the part of the Hudson that extends 

north from the Tappan Zee (7). The heaviest spawning. occurs 

from the Indian Point sector of the Hudson north to the Sauger
* " 

ties sector (1). Striped bass spawn once a year andmost 

spawning takes place during a month's period, from about 

May 15 to June 15; the peak occurs in late May and early June (1).  

The eggs are released free into the water. They are 

semi-buoyant and drift with the flow of the tides. The eggs 

hatch out in about 2 days releasing yolk-sac larvae into the 

water at a size of about 1/10th inch (3 mm) (1). The yolk-sac 

larvae are planktonic; that is, they drift passively with the 

water flow. Within two weeks they grow to .25 to .30 inches 

(6 or 7 mm), absorb the yolk-sac (6), and then begin to feed 

on zooplankton (small planktonic life) performing diurnal 

migrations in pursuit of the plankters. At this point, they 

are in the post larval stage during which they remain planktonic.  

Six or seven weeks after hatching they reach 1 inch (38 mm) 

or slightly more (1) and transform to the juvenile stage. In 

this stage they take on a more typical stripe. bass appearance.  

From various studies of striped bass one can deduce 

the following pattern for the next 2 or 3 months of juvenile 

life. They apparently lead a somewhat pelagic life foraging 

* Throughout this testimony the Hudson River sectors referred 

to are those used by Carlson-McCann. (1).  

"7
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at various depths. Their diet expands to include bottom' life, 

such as amphipod crustaceans. At an age of 4 to 5 months 

after hatching, when they have reached an average size-of 3 to 

3-1/2 inches in length, they may be considered more bottom 

oriented than pelagic, except in the winter when they appear 

to remain at mid-water in a somewhat comatose state (1, 6, 7, 4).  

Adverse Impact on Striped Bass 

In this first year of life, each brood of striped bass 

is exposed to a predictable risk from the power plants that 

draw water from the Hudson for the cooling of their steam con

densers. During the first few months the larvae and young fish 

are entrained with the water pumped into the plants, during 

entrainment they are subject to lethal conditions of thermal 

impact, mechanical damage; exposure to toxic chemicals, pressure 

changes and other possible effects such as reduction of dis

solved oxygen. During their third and fourth months the striped 

bass gradually become large enough to be stopped 
by the 3/8" 

mesh screens (1). Those that are impinged on the mesh suffocate 

and die.  

In order to predict the effect upon the striped bass 

population of any one of the power plants that draw cooling water 

from the Hudson breeding areas, it is necessary to consider' 

the risk to each one of the stages in the cycle of the species' 

first year of life. I have made an analysis of the risk to 

striped bass, using data furnished by Con Edison and other
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relevant data. Because of limitations on the extent and'use

fulness of the data at hand, the analysis includes a number of 

approximations, based upon interpretive judgments. Certainly 

it will benefit from refinement whenever in the future the data 

become available to make this possible. For now, the analy

sis provides a needed comprehensive view of the potential 

effects of the Indian Point power plants on striped bass pop

ulations of the Hudson.
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ANALYSIS OF REI4OVALS 

The Indian Point pJants are located so as to have 

a maximum potential adverse effect on the striped bass 

populations. This can be seen in Figure 1 which shows the 

location of various electrical generating plants and the 

distribution of young striped bass throughout the Hudson.  

Specifically, the Indian Point plants are situated in 

areas of maximum density of all three phases of young 

striped bass: eggs, larvae, and juveniles. Also, they are 

situated so as to intercept a substantial proportion of 

larvae and juveniles as they move to the nursery areas.  

This analysis is concerned with potential damage 

to the first year class populations of the striped bass 

by depletion and death caused by Indian Point Units No. 1 

and 2. I have attempted to estimate the potential damage 

at each major life stage; first, in terms of the actual 

number that would be exposed to death at Indian Point and, 

second, in terms of the proportion of the total population' 

affected during each life stage.  

Derivation of Population Estimates 

In making this analysis it was necessary first to 

construct a relevant model of the survival or population 

curve for a typical year's brood of striped bass so that 

the population size could be estimated at any point in 

the year. The baseline data used were those for striped
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Breeding Locations of 
Hudson Striped Bass 

[Source: Carlson-McCann (1)] 
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bass generated in 1966 and 1967 as reported in the "Hudson 

River Fishery Investigations 1965-1968" by Frank T. Carlson 

and James A. McCann (1) * The Carlson-McCann data vary 

widely in their suitability for quantitative analysis, but 

they provide the only opportunity to make some baseline 

approximations of striped bass populations in the various 

early life stages. I was guided in derivation of the population 

model by studies of Pearcy (2) on the survival of winter 

flounder in the estuary of the Mystic River, Connecticut.  

The approximate population curve for young striped bass 

in the Hudson estuary is shown in Figure .2A. Basepoints for 

fitting the Hudson population model were estimates of the 

average mid-point population for each stage derived from the 

Carlson-McCann data for 1966 and 1967 (2). In these two years 

sampling of _young striped bass was conducted throughout most 

of1 the estuary and tidal. fresh waters of the Hudson using 

methods designed to be quantitative (1). The curve follows.  

Pearcy's description "...a concave form of decreasing mortality 

rates with age." (2 , p. 31).  

The steep rate of pupulation reduction at the youngest 

stages is due to a very high mortality during the first few 

weeks of life. This is typical of estuarine species that spawn 

great masses of eggs each year. For instance, a female striped 

bass aged five years and weighing 8 pounds, sheds a half mii

lion eggs (3).  

1968 data were used to aid in interpreting the baseline data.
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Estimates were maedn. for" Vaiibus stages throughout the 

first year of life of the striped bass. The stages were ,chosen 

partly on the basis of natural life history factors and partly 

on the basis of sampling -nethodollogy and effectiveness. Al

though absolute numbers are ass ned to the population curve, 

they must be considered relative values because the sampling 

errors are believed to have the effect of minimizing the population 

size; i.e., the apparent population would-be less than the actual 

population.  

Stage I - Eggs 

The distribution and characteristics of striped bass eggs 

are such that quantitative sampling of them is very difficult (1).  

Their life is short, hatching out of the egg occurs about two 

days after spawning. They have a slight negative buoyancy and 

tend to remain near the bottom where they avoid capture by con

ventional plankton sampling equipment.  

One can estimate a standing crop of eggs for.the Hudson 

estuary from the Carlson-McCann 1966-1967 sampling and, by ad

justing for the period of an average generation, one can estimate 

the total production of the estuary. This derivation, shown in 

Table 1, results in an estimate of 1.3 billion at the median 

point or half-life of the egg. Whatever sampling incompleteness 

existed in the Carlson-McCann study would tend to make this a 

minimum estimate. It appears that there may have been serious 

deficiencies in the sampling techniques. For example, in 1967 

such tine mesh was used that the plankton nets clogged up and



- lgg Produczion of Striped Bass in the fludsoh Estuary, 1966 
TABLE 1 A-n Estiaate of Average Annual 967.zio 

and ].967.

Cubic Feet 
of Water 

(in billions)

Average 
Number of 
Striped 
Bass Eggs 
Per 1000 3 
Cubic Feet

Average 
Standing Crop 
for 
Season 

(in millions)

Average 
Number 
of days 
of 
Spawning

Number of 
Generations

Production of 
Fertilized 
Eggs 

(in millions)

coxsa _. 22.5 .4.15 0. 30 1.2 10 5 6 

Saugerties 19.3 7.17 1.30 9.3 34 17 158  

Kingston [ 10.2 6.50 0.51 3.3 28 14 46 
1 ... 1 . . .. . . .  

Hyde Park 11.3 7.10 1.86 13.2 34 17 225 

arlboro 12.2 8.20 1.80 14 1 207 

CronKal1 11.8 9.64 1.40 13.5 48 24 _ 22 

Peekskill 11.0 9.00 2.87 25.8 24.5 j2 310 

Croton 20.0 23.35 0.18 4.2 20 10 42

85.3 1,318

From Table 21, Carlson-McCann (1).  

Cross-Section from Table 21, Carlson-McCann (1) times length of sector.  

Weekly abundance from'Table 21, Carlson-McCann (1) average for 1966 and 1967.  

From Carlson-McCann (1) Appendix 2-1, 3-1.  

Number of day's spawning divid.ed by 2 (average length of embryonic life).  

St-anding crop times number of generations. Figures are'rounded: to nearest 

*le n-0# indicating confidence level 0data.

River 
Sector

Leng t h 
of 
River 
Sector
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failed to pass sufficient water through to collect eggs 

efficiently (1 p. 12) The av\erage catch of eggs in 1967 

was 1/5 of that in 1966 (0.46 compared to 2.08 per 1000 cu.ft.) 

for the whole Hudson. At the Pee1: skill Sector (used to re

present Indian Point) the difference was far greater: the 1967 

average catch was only 1/16 of that for 1966 (0.34 compared to 

5.39 per 1000 cu. ft.). If the population of eggs for the 

whole river was estimated from the 1966 data alone it would be 

over 2 billion.  

Alternately, one can estimate the egg crop from Carlson

McCann's 1968 data. In the 1968 data Carlson-McCann give pre

dictions of a daily withdrawal of 463,000 planktonic eggs by 

the proposed Storm King plant for an eleven week period, or a 

seasonal total of 35.6 million.* Carlson-McCann estimated this 

to be 0.6% of the fertilized planktonic eggs produced, and thus 

the total produced in 1968 would be about 6 billion. However, 

a basic error in the procedures used by Carlson-,14cCann** led to 

an underestimate of the percentage (0.6%) which caused an over

estimate of the total produced. Therefore, in my opinion, 6 

billion, based on the Carlson-McCann sampling, is an overestimate.  

Account must also be taken of the fact that the total number 

of eggs initially spawned is expected to be much greater than the 

*Slide rule accuracy throughout this testimony.  

**The tidal influence was not considered. Since the organistmis do 

not pass the plant once but are carried back and forth past it a 
number of times, this resulted in underestimating the time of ex
posure of eggs and larvae tO pumping by the plant.



number of fertilized eggs'produced because a substantial pro

portion is not successfully fertilized and these sink to the 

bottom and die.  

Possible sources of error nctwithstanding, I consider the 

estimate of 1.3 billion viable fertilized eggs to be as good as 

is now possible and necessary for deriving a population estimate.  

Stage TI - Early Larvae 

The early larvae stage extends from the hatching of the 

egg until the yolk is absorbed and the larvae begin to feed on 

zooplankton. During this interval the larvae grow from an aver

age of 3.1 mm in total length at hatching to about 6 mm at the 

time of yolk absorption (1, 6).  

The adequacy and uniformity of the Carlson-McCann larval 

fish data are affected by sampling deficiencies and by gear 

S changes during the course of the three-year program, 1966-1968.  

Nevertheless, these are the best data available for estimating 

larval populations.  

Because the lengths of larvae sampled are not given by 

Carlson-McCann for 1966-1967, the base years for derivation of the, 

population curve, the'stage or development for the larvae that 

were caught is not apparent. However, comparison, of the 1966-1967 

data (1, figures 7 & 8) with the 1968 data (1, figure 9) and ex

amination of the lengths of larvae taken in 1968 (1, table 1) 

indicate that the method and the nets used in much of the 1966

1967 plankton sampling were such that the catch was preponderately 

f of the smaller yolk larvae. The 1968 data indicate that the-.' 

larvae caught would range from 3-7 mm and average between 5 and 

5O 6 mm in the time of-greatest larval 'occurence, May 20-June 15,
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(1, figure 9, table 1).  

In June of 1966 the early larvae were undersampled, 

apparently because the mesh was oversized (1, p. 12). Following 

this a standard .012 x .020 in. mesh was used until July 1967, 

when larger meshes were used in order to lower water resistance 

and to take the larger post larvae more efficiently (1, p. 12).  

This last change appears to have succeeded (although lengths are 

not given). The average of the two years (1966 & 1967) may be 

used as an acceptable approximation of the average density of 

.Jarvae in the Hudson during the period of their early existance.  

But the sampling in these two years is in no way representative 

of the density of the later larvae which avoid capture because 

they escape small mesh plankton nets.  

To make an estimate of the average population of early 

larvae produced in the Hudson in 1966-1967, I found it necessary 

to estimate the number produced in the estuary during each week 

of the breeding season. This was accomplished by estimating 

the" proportion of each week's standing crop of early larvae that 

was produced in that week and recruited to the existing population.  

The standing crop for each week for each sector was cal

culated from the data in Carlson-McCann (1, app. 2-2, 3-2) and a 

total was drawn for the entire Hudson for each week of the larval 

recruitment season in 1966 and 1967, i.e., the period when new 

yolk larvae are added to the population from breeding activities.  

The recruitment season extends from the first significant occurence 

of yolk larvae in the samples in mid-May until one week afte. t'*j.



last significant occurence of young yolk larvae in mid-June.  

The first occurence for 19-66 and 1967 is the time of the initial 

catch of larvae in each year (week of May 15 in 1966, May 14 in 

1967). Estimating the time of last occurence is more difficult.  

Significant spawning ended in the two years during the weeks of 

June 5-11 and June 4-10. Therefore, significant additions of 

yolk larvae should end two weeks later because the yolk stage, 

3-6 mm, lasts for no more than 2 weeks. Therefore, the last 

week of larval recruitment should be June 19-26 and June 18-25 

in the two years. This cannot be directly substantiated in the 

1966 and 1967 catches because larval sizes are not given, but 

the 1968 data for Cornwall (1, table 1) show that the average 

size of larvae (gear 1, mesh 2) begins to increase from mid to 

late June and often exceeds 8 mm. (.32 inches) by June 23-29.  

This indirectly confirms the choice of June 19-26 and June 18-25 

as the periods of last significant recruitment of larvae in 

1966 and 1967.  

The estimated average numbers produced and recruited to the 

Hudson populations each week for 1966 and 1967 are given in Table 2.  

The total, 112 million, is plotted in Figure 2 as a base point re

presenting the population of early larvae at two weeks from hatching, 

the median point of the 28-day period of substantial larvae pro

duction, June 1-28.  

According to Pearcy's model, the reduction in population 

S that corresponds to a larval length of 8 mm is 43.3 percent,-or

-17-



The lower Hudson is an arm of the sea, a long tidal 

slough running from Troy to the Atlantic Ocean. In the 

last 60 miles, from Newburgh to the sea, river water mixes 

with ocean water in gradually increasing proportions. This 

is the rich part of the Hudson, the estuarine sector. It is 

a productive breeding area for fishes, not only for resident 

species like white perch but also for migratory oceanic species 

like striped bass, shad, and herring. The oceanic fishes are 

anadromous species, meaning that the adults come up the Hudson 

to spawn and after spawning, return to the sea. The young 

grow up in the Hudson; when they are safely through early life, 

they migrate to the sea, leaving thesanctuary Of the Hudson 

* to spread out onto coastal fishing grounds.  

It is unfortunate that Con Edison has chosen the Indian 

Point area to locate a number of nuclear power plants because 

this site is in the middle of the breeding and nursery zones 

for the Hudson striped bass (4) Many other species also breed 

in this same area. The plants are destructive to the young 

stages of these fish and endanger the continuance of the en

tire fishery served by the Hudson. The plants pose a general 

ecological threat to the immediate areas where they are located.  

Striped Bass Fishery 

Striped bass are the most important Hudson fish and 

Throughout this testimony references in parenthesis are to 

the numbered list of references provided at the end of the 

testimony.



TABLE 2 - Tle Number of StL:"ipcd Bass Early Larvae Produced 'Each 
Week and Recruited t-o the HlUdson Estuary (population 
average for 1966-397)

Week of 
Production 

of 
Larvae

I

Standing Crop,' 

Numbcr 0o Larvae 
in Hudson

(in millions)

Number Remaining 
from Previous 
Weeks' Recruit
ments

Number of 
New Recruit 

Produced in 
W e e k 
(in million

May 5 - 21 0.3- 0.1 

May 22 - 28 2. 4 .1 2 3 

May 29 - June 4 7 .7 2.0 5.8 

June 5 - 11 37 .6 4.7 32. 9 

June 12 - 18 80.1 23.9 56.2 

June 19 - 25 63. 2 49 4 14. 8 

TOTAL 1_2.1 

1. In 1966; one day earlier for each week in 1967.  

2. Calculated by multiplying the average density- of' larvae for 
each week, for each sector, (1, Appendix 2,3) by the volume 
of water in the sector (Table 1, Col.. 2).  

3. Calculated by assuming a reduction to 2/3 in the first week 
following recruitment, to 1/3 in the second, and to nil in 
the third (from net escapement and changes in distribution 
(1))

0
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62.5 million remaining of 112 million, at an age of about 3 weeks 

(see figure 2B). This va.ue is used as a baseline point in 

fitting the population curve.  

* Stage III - Later larvae and pre--juveniles 

This stage extends froma the-end of the yolk stage through 

the larval and pre-juvenilE]. stages during which the striped bass 

develops the essential features of the adult form and ceases 

its planktonic existence. The endpoint of this stage is reached 

at the size of 1 1/2 inches which corresponds to an age of 10 1/2 

" ' weeks (figure 2B). During most of this period the fish are 

difficult to sample-, being large enough to escape capture by the 

plankton nets and not large enough nor distributed so as to be 

captured efficiently by the trawls used by Carlson-McCann. In 

1968, when sampling was confined to the Cornwall sector, more 

intensive development of sampling gear was conducted and a pro

gression of mesh sizes was used throughout the season (1, table 1).  

These results show more accurately the natural rate of decline 

in population and are useful in estimating the density of the 

later larvae and pre-juvenile fish (1, App. 4) based on the 

density of the early larvae.  

At Cornwall in 1968 the peak of abundance of yolk larvae 

was 12.19 per 1,000 cubic feet during the week of June 9-15 

(average size of fish was 5 - 6 mm). By the week of June 30

July 6 catches reached a low of 0.37 per 1000 cubic feet, apparent-, 

ly because the larvae drifted out of the sampling area. Then in 

0O...-°
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the' week of July 7-13 abundance increased nearly, fivefold to 

1.74 per 1000 cubic feet (average size of fish was 11 rm)-. It 

is likely that this represents the measure of their true abundance 

in the Hudson; the increase may ka,,e been caused by the penetration 

of the salt front up the estuary. to Cornwall, bringing the later 

larvae and pre-juvenile fish with it. In any event, between 

June 9-15 and July 7-13 there was a decline from 12.19 to 1.74 

fish per 1000 cubic feet, a reduction of 85.7% in the four weeks 

following the peak of yolk density. There was a further re

duction to 1.08 fish per 1000 cubic feet, or 91.1%, in the course 

of the next week, July 14-20.  

If the 1.966-1967 population of 112 million is reduced by 

these amounts, the population size remaining at the end of the 

6th and 7th weeks following hatching is 16.0 and 10.0 million.  

These points are used in deriving the population curve (Figure 

2A)..  

Stage IV - Early juveniles 

The juvenile stage begins at the time the striped bass 

ceases its planktonic mode, becomes pelagic and finally bottom 

oriented at about 1 1/2 inches (38 mm) in length and extends through

out the first year of life. It appears that the early juvenile 

stage is a period of fast growth and within the 28 days of this 

stage (August 13-Sept 9) the oung stripers will almost double 

their length, from 1 1/2 to nearly 3 inches (38-76,mm) as reflected 

in Figure 2B. (1, table 24).



The Cornwall sec-o":r i:s. the 'only one with. reliable data 

for this life stage and i have es ..:.LPated the population for the 

whole Hudson from this sector. The population of pelagic early 
juveniles can be'estimtecd --rom sampling in 1967 at the Cornwall 

sector (1, table 16) with bottom and surface trawls. The average 

density of early juveniles in the Cornwall sector is 0.60 per 

1000 cu. ft. of water, as computed in Table 3. Since there are 

.9.64 billion cu. ft. of water in the 'sector, there is an esti

mated average population of about 0.6 million early juveniles at 

Cornwall in the summer period.  

The data for 1966 are less complete but an average catch 

of 13.5 fish per bottom trawl tow in 1966 (1, table 15) compares 

0 closely enough to the 12.2 per bottom tow in 1967 to indicate 

that the 1967 data represents an acceptable average for both years.  

I have used for reference the 1968 sampling data for bottom 

,trawls (1, table 11). I have assumed that the distribution of 

young throughout the Hudson in 1966-1967 was generally similar 

to that of 1968. From Table 4 it can be seen that the population 

of juveniles in the Cornwall sector was about 25 percent of the 

whole Hudson in 1968 based on the bottom trawl sampling. There

fore, on the assumption that the same proportionate distribution 

applies to 1966-1967, the population of early juveniles would be 

about 2.4 million for the whole Hudson. This point is used in 

deriving the population curve and is plotted at 16 weeks, the 

median point of the interval 11 1/2-20 1/2 weeks from hatching 

O (Figure 2A).

-2 _-



" TABLE 3 - Striped Bass Catch in Trawls at Cornwall, 1967 

. Bottom Trawl, Surface Trawl, 
WEEK Number per tow Number per tow 

Aug. 13 - 19 15.4 1.3 

Aug. 20.- 26 8.3 2.8 

Aug. 27 - Sept. 2 15.7 133.8 

Sept. 3 - 9 7.0 0.5 

Sept. 10 16 . 28.0 0.8, 

Sept. 16 - 23 1.9 0.3 

Sept. 24 - 31 3.5 0.0 

Oct. 1 - 7 " 1.4 2.2 

28.7 0.-7 Oct. 28.7 

TOTAL 109.9 142.4 

AVG. per tow 12.2 15.8 

EST. Amount of 
Water Sampled 
Per Tow (in 
thousands of 
cubic feet) 300.0 200.0 

AVG. Number 
per 1000 
cubic feet .041 .079 

AVG. for both 
gears .060'

Source: 1, Table 16



TABLE 4 - Computation of the Proportion of Early Juveniles a-t 

the Cornwall Sector, in Trawl Sampling - 1968.

Number of Fish 
per tow 1

% of Water Volume 
in Hudson at 
Sector

Index of 
Relative 
Abundance2

Saugerties 

Kingston 

Hyde Park 

Marlboro 

Cornwall 

Peekskill

Croton-Nyack 

_AYonke-s

0.2 

0.5

1.7 

4.2 

48.5 

47.4 

37.4

9.2 

8.3

9.2 

10.5 

12.3 

11.5

597 

545

30.0 

.9 0

1120

TOTAL 2402 

Cornwall as 
a percentage 

of total. 24.8% 

1 Source: (1) Table 11 

2 Fish/tow X percent of water volume at station. Figures are 

rounded to nearest whole number, indicating confidence level 

of data.

0-
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Stage V - Later juveniles 

I was not able to establish the population of later 

juveniles from the Carlson-McCann data because sampling was 

not conducted in late fall or wipter. However, Pearcy 

(2, p. 57) indicated that of the fish which survive to become 

juveniles, 41% would survive through ten months of juvenile life.  

At this rate, 75% of the 2.4 million striped bass population 

at the 16th week would survive to the 34th week, leaving a 

population of 1.8 million in mid-February. No other estimate 

is possible with the data at hand.  

Estimation of Removals 

.The,. urDpse of thi.s ,a-rt oftheanalysis is to estimate 

the number of striped bass removed from the Hudson by Indian 

Point Units No. 1 and 2, i.e., th numbers of each stage which 

would be withdrawn from the Hudson along with the'condenser 

cooling water and either killed on the-protective screens or 

carried through the. screens into the plant where-they are exposed 

to lethal conditions.  

For eggs (Stage I) and early larvae (Stage II) this esti

mate was made by simply taking the average number of fish per 

unit of water (1000 cubic ft.) from plankton.net data for the 

sector representing Indian Point in 1966-1967 (Peekskill stations) 

for the breeding season and multiplying it by the number of....  

0 ..
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units of water pumped during the season. This- estimate of the 

quantity removed can be expressed as a percentage of the whole 

population as it is determined from the population curve (Figu-e 

. 2A).  

For later larvae and pre-juvinile fish (Stage III) the com

putation was similar except~that the number of fish per unit of water 

was based on the rate of population reduction from early larvae 

(Stage II) to larval and pre-juvenile fish (Stage III), per unit 

of water. For early juvenile fish (-Stage IV) the same general 

procedure was followed. Estimates of the number of juveniles 

per unit of water were obtained from the Carlson-McCann trawl 

data for 1967 (1, table 16). Only those of prescreenable size 

were included; the larger, screenable sizes are made up mostly 

* .... 9Ii :ater Juveniles (-Staie V).• 

-For later juvenile fish.-. (Stage V), estimates were made 

separately for each.month, using Coih Edison reports of fish 

kill .for Indian Point 1 and making suitable adjustments.  

Separate estimates were given for each of the assigned stages 

in.the first year of life of the striped bass. Taken together,.  

the estimates span the period from spawning (peak about May 29-30) 

and the emergence of early larvae to the end of the first year 

of life (May 28 of the following year). They cover the period 

when the species is most vulnerable to the operations of power 

plants at Indian Point using once through cooling. Estimates, 

of the number of fish subject to removal by the plants are made 

* 0-O
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for each stage. The eggs are treated separately. The larval 

and juvenile stages are treated sequentially by stage. The stage 

assignments are as follows: 

Life Assigned Length of Median 
Stage Dates Period Date 

I 5/17 - 6/11 .. 24 1/2 days 6/1 
II 6/1 - 6/28 28 days 6/16 
III 6/29 - 8/12 45 days 7/21 

IV 8/13 - 9/9 28 days 8/27 

V 9/10 - 5/28 261 days 1/21 

Stage I - Eggs 

The egg stage would be the least affected by power plant 

operation at Indian Point. Their exposure time would be brief 

because egg deposition occurs over a long stretch of the Hudson 

* above I-ndian Po int.and becausethe life of:the -eggs Js only two 

days..  

The Table 1 the average density of eggs at the Indian Point 

sector (Peekskill stations) for 1966-1967 was estimated at an 

average of 2.87 per 1000 cu. ft. of water (5.39 and 0.34 per 1000 

cu. ft. in 1966 and 1967) from the Carlson-McCann data for a 

_spaw4ning period averaging 24 1/2 days - 3 weeks in 1966 and 4 

weeks in 1967 at Peekskill (1, App. 2-9, 3-9). In this 3 1/2 

weeks, 5.45 billion cu. ft. of water would be pumped into the 

Indian Point No. 1 and 2 plants at a planned rate of.1,157,000 

gallons per minute (8, p. 2.3.2-3). Consequently, the removal 

by the plant operations would be 15.6 million eggs per year.-based 

on the average density for the 1966 and 1967 spawnings.  

0O"
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Stage II - Early larvae 

The estimates of removal of early larvae (Stage III were 

made following the same general procedure as outlined for eggs.  

S This stage is comprised of young larvae taken in the plankton 

nets, which appear, because of the nature of the sampling, to be 

mostly yolk larvae. One cannot be more specific because Carlson

McCann give no size data for larvae sampled in 1966 and 1967.  

However, the size data are given for Cornwall sampling in 1968 

(1, table 1) which indicate that the larvae catch was made up 

of yolk larvae (averaging 5-7 mm) and some small post-larvae 

(averaging 8-9 mm) through to the end of June when the larvae 

become very scarce. The larvae then reappear in greater abundance 

at a larger size (about 12 mm) in July. The- same scarcity a-nd 

&teappearance _ Iiu v ii- ....he. 19,67 data for Pkskill but not ... t.  

1966 data (when the finer mesh used in the net greatly reduced 

its efficiency for catching larger larvae). I have used this 

low point in abundance to mark the end of the early larvae phase 

(Stage II). This seemed appropriate because spawning terminates 

in. mid-June so there can be no further additions of yolk larvae, 

becaus'e there is a temporary diminution at this point, and be

cause the 1966 sampling failed to thake significant numbers of 

larvae past this point. Thus I have used the period from first 

appearance of larvae (June 1) at Peekskill to the temporary low 

point (June 28th) for the period.of removal by the plants at 

Indian Point of the early larvae, those effectively sampled by the
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plankton nets in 1966'-1967.  

In this 28-day period the' average density of the- ea'rly 

larvae can be deduced to be 0.92 per 1000. cu. ft. of water 

from the Carlson-McCann data, as shown in Table 5-. Since the 

Indian Point 1 and 2 plants would pump 6.2 billion cu. ft. of 

water in the 28 days, there would be 5.7 million larvae, re.

moved by the plants in one season, or 5.1% of the median popula

tion of 112 million.  

Stage. III - Later larvae and pre-juveniles 

The later larvae and pre-juvenile stage begins during 

a sampling hiatus in the Carlson-McCann data. The period in

volved is 45 days, including:weeks 5 to 10 1/2. (June: 29- Aiugust 

12) as previously mentioned. In order to estimate the densities 

of the later larvae and pre-juvenile fish (Stage IIIJ that would 

be subject to removal by Indian Point Units No. 1 and 2 during 

this. period, I have used the population curve (Figure 2A) to 

estimate the survival density at the mid-point of the period, 

7 3/4 weeks. The median population of early larvae (112 million 

corresponds to the time of peak density of larvae at Peekskill 

in mid-June --2.36 and 1.51 per 1000 cu. ft. for 1966 and 1967 

(1, App. 2-9, 3-9) or an average of 1.93 per 1000 cu. ft. The 

survival indicated at week 7 3/4 is 8.5% corresponding to a 

density of 0.16 fish per 1000 cu. ft. of water.  

The Indian Point No. 1 and 2 plants would pump 10.0 billion 

cu. ft. in the 45 days of the period removing 1.6 million larvae.
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This is 16.7% of the 9.5 million population at the 7 3/4 Week 

median.  

During this period the fish grow from less than 0.5 inch 

(6 mm) to about 1 3/4 inches (145"mm). Near the end of the period 

a small proportion are large enough to be caught on the. intake 

screens. They die there but are prevented from entering• the plant 

(1, table 24). These fish are not treated separately.  

. . .  

0
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Table 5 - Calculation of Average Larvae Densities for June 1 -' 

June 28-from Plankton Net Samples 196.6-1967

Sampling 
Week

Average of Larvae Densitie , 
Number per 1000 cubic feet

jay 28-June 3 G.  May 2 Jun 3 ..... .06.... ..... ..... . ..  

June 4 - 10 .44 

June 11 - 17 1.77 

June i18 - 24 1.20 

June 25- July 1 .40

Weighted Average
3

.92

Source:l, appendix 2-9, 3-9 

1 For 1967; 1966 is one day later each week..  
.2 Average of weekly averages for 19,66 and 1967.  
3 Based on 3 days of week 1, 7 days each of weeks 2-4, and 

4 days week 5.
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Stage IV- Early juveniles 

The early juvenile stage is assigned to a period of 28 

days, from August*13 - September 9. This is a period of fast 

growth (Figure 2B) during which the juveniles increase from 

about 1 3/4"1 (45 mm) to about 3 inches (76 mm), a size large 

enough for nearly all to be impinged on the intake screens 

(1, table 24). The juveniles become less pelagic at this time 

and more bottom oriented. This stage, then, carries them through 

the transition from mostly pre-screenable to fully screenable 

and from a more pelagic life tQ a more bottom oriented life.  

It is assumed that once they abandon the pelagic life habit 

they are no longer uniformly distributed through the water and 

subject to_,simple entrainment in the plant cooling water. Thlere

fore, over this period I have reduced entrainment from nearly 

50% to nil, as well as their passability by the intake 
screenis 

(1, table 24).  

Estimates of the 'number of early juveniles (Stage IV) 

subject to removal can be made from the quantitative trawl 

sampling conducted in 1967; the weekly results are listed in 

Table 3. Following the data' and the procedure developed in 

Table 3, but for only the four weeks from August 13 to September 
3 

we find an average density of 0.11 fish per 1000 cu. ft. of 

water. This is an even higher density than later larvae and pre

juveniles (Stage III) owing to peculiarly high catches in one 

week, particularly by the surface trawl. Nevertheless, the data 

*0• "•
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are presented as valid by Carlson-McCann and since one can only 

assume that chance variation is the cause, I have no reason to 

discard this one high estimate in.drawing a monthly average.  

However, it does make a week by week analysis unreasonable.  

The total of water withdrawn by Indian Point Units 1 and 2 

in the 28-day period is 6.2 billion gallons. The total number.  

of fish in this amount of water would be 0.68 million (0.11 x 

9 3 
6.2 x 10 / 103). The change from pelagic to bottom oriented 

mode is reflected in a linear reduction from full vulnerability 

to removal by entrainment on the first day, to nil on the last 

day. The average would be 50%, resulting in a total for the 

2:8-daY(period of A.34 million,. The size of the -fish results 

in 77.5% being screened at the intake (average for the weeks 

August 11 - September 7; 1, table 24). Reducing the 0.34 million 

by 77.5% leaves a total of 0.077 million subject tO withdrawal 

into the plant.  

In addition, from the data in Table 6 it can be estimated 

that in the 28-day period (August 13 - September 9), a total 

of203,000 fish of all species would be impinged on the screens.  

If 5% of these were striped bass than 0.010 million of the 

species would be impinged. Added to the 0.077 million above, 

the total Iror the period becomes 0.087 million -- 2.5% of 3.5 

million, the average relative population for the period.
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Stage V- Later juveniles 

This stage comprises the remainder of the first year of 

life of the striped bass following hatching, 261 days from 

September 10th to May 28th. The fish are assumed to be bottom 

oriented, nektonic, and fully screenable. Their vulnerability 

to eradication by the plants is affected by behavioral charac

teristics, most of which are, presently, quite unpredictable.  

The number of striped bass that would be killed on the 

screens by Indian Point Units 1 and 2 can be projected from 

the records of fish kills at Indian Point No. 1 that are avail

able from 1965 to 1972 (8, App. S., and stipulation to this 

Hearing., October 30, 1972; 45).' These records are not con

tinuous over the 7 years, nor are they complete for th' ihtet

va'l:s r of sampling. They appear to show"trends of dhdATg6 in 

the natural abundance or vulnerability of the species which 

comprise the screen kill over the years, and reflect variations 

in the seasonal pattern of occurence. In addition, there were 

a number of changes in the plant which may have affected screen 

kill patterns and a number of uncertainties and changes in the 

procedure for counting the fish killed on the screens. For 

these reasons it has been difficult to find a basis to use the 

Indian Point No. 1 screen kill experience to predict the effects 

of Indian Point No. 2 on a once-through cooling basis. For

tunately there is an unbroken 12-month period during which 

fish counts were made in each month -- April 1966 to March 1967 -

which coi-ncides most closely with the period during which the 

larval and early juvenile data were available from Carlson and 

McCann (1) for our analysis of stages I to IV.



mabl Ie 6 ],stiilu.)Lion ot ave ra . dail.y and Jii - er . ..L 2 .. 1:0, r .1.'Ir :i..,, Po inL Ui t:i : NO1 L. I an id 2 
for all species combined and for str4pd bass (based on 1966 and 1967 data').

1 2 3 

Unit No. 1 Units Nos. 1 & 2 All Species Striped Bass 

killd - all / kill/day -all kill per kill per sp c es (~n, species '(in month (in month (in 
kpeida (i . / pces- . fo 

Month thousands of fish) thousands of fish) I thousands of fish) 
i I 

January 7.2 *54.0 1670 84 

February 4.3 - 32.2 900 45 
March 4.4 33.0 1020 51 

April 0.5 3.8 120 6 

May 0.7 5.2 160 8 
June 0.6 4.5 140 7 

July 1.6 12.0 370 18, 

August . 0 7.5 230 12 
September 0.9 6.8 204 10 
October 1.3 9.8 300 15 

November 1.4 10.8 310 16 

December 4.6 34.5 1070 54 

T 6494 326 T O0T A LS ....

Source:. Reference 42

Unit No. 1 kills x 7.5 Derivation: 0.25 (missed periods) + 0.25 (missed fish) + 
(I.P. 1) = 1.50 x 5 (adjustment from I.P. 1 to I.P. 2 screen kill level 7.5

1.0

All species x .05. Derivation: There is no data for 1966-67 so an approximation was made based upon 
data for other years. The various estimates of striped bass kill range from: .01-.13 of total species 
kill. We chose a figure of .05 as representative of the average case. A figure of .10, representing 
a worst case would increase the kill of striped bass to about 650,000. Example sources are as follows:

Source 
Raytheon (42) 
NY DEC (42) 

Con Ed (45) 
Lauer'(37T 
Con) 

0]

Period 
Nov 6-Jan 11 '69/70 
Jan l-Mar 5' '7.0.  
Aar 6-June 18 '70 

Apr. '70

Ratio,(striped bass/all species) 

.10 

.01 

.13 

.03

.04



V, l ( .  6 li i ni ition o, .IVC :aLgo dai.y ;'nd mO , . sree. ]. .,.].J: 1 iid.,. n 
for all species combined and for stri 'bdbass (ba. ,ed on .1966 and 1967

U L:. NOJ; . .id 2 
data).

'2 t3 

Unit No. 1 Units NOs. 1 & 2 All Species Striped Bass F klldayal k (in± e ;il e 
kill/day 1/all killay,- all kill per kill per 

species (in "speces (in month (in month (in 
Month thousands of fish) thousands of fish) thousands of fish) thousands of fish) 

January 7.2 54.-0 1670 84 

February 4.3 32.2 900 45 

March 4.4 33.00 51 

April 0.5 3.8 120 6 

May .0.7 5.2 160 8 

June 0.6 4.5 140 7 

July 1. i.6 12.0 370 18 

August 1.0 765 230 

September 0.9 6.8 204 10 

October 1.3 9.8 300 15 

November 1.4 10.8 310 16 

December 4.6 34.5 1070 / 54 

6494 326 
T 0 T A L S ... " 

1 

Source: Reference 42 

2 
Unit No. 1 kills x 7.5 Derivation: 0.25 (missed periods) + 0.25 (missed fish) + 1.0 

(I.P. 1) 1.50 x 5- (adjustment from I.P. 1 to I.P. 2 screen kill level = 7.5 

3 
All species x .05. Derivation: There is no data for 1966-67 so an approximation was made based upon 

data for other years. The various estimates of triped bass kill range from: .01-.13 of total species 

kill. We chose a figure of. .05 as representative of the average case. A figure of .10, representing 

a worst case would increase the kill of striped b1ass to about 650,000. Example sources are as follows:

S.ource 
Raytheon (42) 
NY DEC (42) 

Con Ed (45) 
Lauer (37T 
Con@ (47)

Period 
Nov 6-Jan ii '69/70.  
Jan I1-Mar 5 '70 
Mar 6-June 18 '70 

Apr. '70

Ratio,(striped bass/all species) 
.11 

.10 

.01

..13 

.03 

.04
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It is agreed that the records do not represent the total-.  

daily fish kill, but only part of it; and that they understate 

*O the yearly screen mortality.  

One source of underestimation arose from the sampling 

methods used; i.e.-the incomplete-method of collecting the 

f.ish: from a sluice after they were cleaned by a water jet from 

the traveling screens which resulted in a substantial number 

washing away without being counted. The amount so lost is 

estimated at 25% by Con Edison. Secondly, ... fish counting 

was not carried out continuously; i.e., for all wash periods 

of the day and all days of the week. Typically, fish counting 

rarely has been done on weekends. To account for this incom

S -p~It.enes% .;I:adJ. .2.5 . oic~count for.the. amoia-nt- 1fish -not in

cluded because of sampling periods missed. Together, the two 

sources of error are corrected by increasing the raw daily 

averagce kill of all species by 50%; as shown in Table 6. This 

is only an approximation but there does not appear to be a 

better basis for arriving at the kill for Indian Point No. 1 in 

1966-67, and obtaining an estimate of the total'potential screen 

kill had Indian Point No. 2 been operating in the manner during 

this period.  

Specific data for Indian Point No. 2 are available from 

pre-operation tests conducted in 1971 and 1972 during which no 

S powere was produced but the pumps were operated. The test 

series of February 4th to 10th, 1971, when the pumps were 

S operated continuously for 3 out of 6 bays,_gave the following 

results:
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All species. Reported 
Bay Operation average kill in 1,000's 

Per bay For 6 bays 
26 Full flow (140,000 gpm) 4.0 24.0.  
23 Reduced flow (105,000.gpm) 3.7 22.2 
22 Reduced flow (105,000 gpm) 3.1 18:.5 

Average for 
22 & 23 Reduced flow (105,000 gpm) 3.4 '20.4

The reduced flow rate is most appropriate for estimating 

kills because Con Edison intends' to operate Indian Point No. 2 

at reduced flow in the winter period (Indian Point No. 1 is 

apparently operating now at reduced flow). Because there are 

no concurrent records for Indian Point No. 1 for this time, I 

compared the average rate of 20.4 thousand for Indian Point No. 2 

to the average daily 1966-67, February kill of 6,450 for Indian 

Poant.. Tle . Pr-h Indian1 2 ki1, of 20 .4 

thousand is 3.2 times the February daily average for Indian 

Point No. 1.  

The 1972 tests included a combination of different pumps 

for various portions of the day from Jan. 11 to Feb. 26 (42).  

The average total kill per day (adjusted for a 24-hour day and 

6 pump operation at full flow) for 10 days when fish kill counts 

were made was 97,068. At a nominal reduced flow of 105,000 gpm, 

the estimated count would be (105/140 x 97 x 103) 75,000 fish 

killed per day in full operation on once-through cooling with 

reduced flow for all. pumps of 105,000 gpm. This is approxi

mately 11.6 times the Indian Point No. 1 kill of 6,450 per day 

for February.
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On the other hand .recent data on the screen kills at Indian 

Point 1, particularly with reduced flows of water through the 

screens, indicate that, either because of changes in plant 

operation, natural conditions or reduced populations of fish 

in the Hudson, the rate.of kills has, fallen somewhat below 

the 1966-196.7-f-igures (42). In these, circumstances it is 

appropriate to estimate the increased kills due to the operation 

of Indian Point 2 on a -conservative basis.  

A very conservative estimate, reflecting both 1971 and 

197.2 reduced flow results, would be four times Unite No. 1 kill 

for Unit No. 2, or five times Unit No. 1 for the kill by both 

plants,. .Thus the total 1966-67 screen kill is estimated to have 

been 6.5 million fish of all species with operation of both 

Indian Point No. 1 and No. 2 (Table. 6). Of ithis total, 326,000 

are striped bass. By seasons, -the 1966-67 kil.-.-of 'sirlped bass 

was as follows: 

Season No. of fish killed 

September - November - 41,000 
December-February -. 183,000 
March-May -.'65,000 
June-August 37,000 

During the later juvenile-period (Stage V) (September 10 to 

May 28) the kill would have been 0.3 million (September 10 

November 30; 38,000; December 1 - February 28: 183,000; March 1 

May 28: 64,000 or 18.6% of the 'virgin' population of 1.91 milliOn
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(at the median point, mid-January).  

It is not possible to determine how accurately these 

figures will predict the screen kills of later juveniles by 

the combined operation of Indian Point No.s 1 and 2, but in 

the absence of Any recent data on all phases of the first year's 

life hist ry of striped bass, I believe this analysis of 1966 and 

19.67 data is the best available.  

Older Fiish 

Striped bass appear to be vulnerable to Indian Point power 

plant operations principally in their first year of life. Screen 

kill records available from Con Edison for Indian Point No. 1 

show that kills of striped bass of one year. of age and older have 

'bee infre .uant in ...e.nt years and con.s e ue...... we 1aVe DU . . .

cluded them in the analysis.
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Effect of Winter Conditions 

Over 70% of the fish kill on the screens occurs from 

December to March (4.7 out of 6.5 million; table 6). This 

shows that impinged species are particularly vulnerable in 

the cold season. Two major reasons for this are, first,, the 

reduced physiological state of the fish and second, the winter 

pattern of the effluent plume.  

On a research cruise of the R.V. Dolphin to the Hudson 

estuary in early March 1968, we brought many live striped bass 

up in nets and kept them in a tank on board for tagging and study 

purpcses. I observed that these fish were in a very lethargic 

state n ':he tan k, andw released agan. into the river. lhis 

lethargy is probably from their existing in a state of semi

hiberation (17) (19) during winter when there is a considerable 

saving of energy to the fish by reducing metabolism and activity.  

In this state of lethargy they are probably more readily entrained 

by the intake plume and less capable of exerting themselves to 

escape impingement upon the screens., 

/ In winter the heated effluent plume does not remain bouyant; 

to the contrary, it tends to sink beneath the surface and to 

spread toward the bottom when the water temperature goes below 

39.2 0F. (17) (18). Once beneath the surface the plume does not 

lose heat quickly as it does at the surface and thus its influence 

i.s spread more widely and persists a great deal longer.
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Some basic information is given in Figures 3A-D on water 

densities in relation to temperature. These facts set forth 

the basic premise but they are based upon pure (distilled) water.  

To make specific predictions for -the Hudson Estuary one would 

need to compute values from the actual densities of the estuary 

water and its variations.with depth, season, etc. However, if 

one assumes homogenous density, one would expect plume sinkage 

to start sometime after mid-December and extend through ui til 

sometime in late March. The reactions of fish of va r'iousv species 

to the sinking plume can be expected to be most complex - the 

number of behavioral variables is large.  

Studies have not been made of the subsurface dispersal of 
eAu -t.In nter at -ndianPoPint, 'but it is most 

probable that the sinking plume in winter serves as a far more 

effective attractor of fish than the floating plume of summer.  

One.would expect the subsurface heated water plume to be swept 

back and forth with the tides in front of the plant and to lose 

temperature as it becomes diluted with river-water. The plume 

might sink only to the pyncnocline and spread out horizontally, 

depending upon relative densities and temperatures of the upper 

and lower layers. One may expect salinity stratification during 

winter, ranging from extreme to gradual. During the Dolphin 

cruise (March 6-8, 1968) we observed rather great' stratification; 

for example, in the Indian Point area surface salinity was 

1.4 ppt while bottom salinity was 6.0 ppt.
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Peqreezs C aFr~r~clc
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Degrees fahrenheit

River Ambient 
Month 

Nov. 1 58 
Dec. 1 48 

15 42 
Jan. 1 37 

15 35 
Feb. 1 33 

15 33 
Mar. 1 33 

15 36 
Apr. 1 39 

15 45

Figure 3. A. Density curve (pure 
table (pure water). C.  
for plume-sinkage. D.  
temperatures..

water). B. Density 
Maximum temperature 

Seasonal river ambient

Q.  

0

DENSITY 
0C OF (±0.999) 

0 32-.0 841 
1 900 
2 35.6 941 
3 965 
4 39.2 973 
5 . 965 
6 42.8 941 
7 902 
8 46.4 849 

(8.13) (46.6) (841)

7Amb. Temp. Max T.  
or, for sinkage 

32 46-1/2 
33 45-1/2 
34 44-1/2 
35 43-1/2 
36 42-1/2 
37 41-1/2 
38 40-1/2 
39 39-1/2

4 ------ A

I

,3 F o' ,, . 1, fO W L
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It is also at the level of the pynciocline that the juvenile 

fish have been found located in a horizontal stratum. Because 

of the probable oc curance of the heated water at the pyncnocline 

where juvenile fish would be concentrated, the attractant force 

of the plume would be maximized. E. C. Raney (19) concludes 

that'the fish can sense the presence of the plume anywhere the 

temperature is a minimum 0.11F above ambient as a practical 

working figure (although fish are capable of sensing temperature 

differences as low as about 0.5'F (20)). The 0.10F delta T edge 

of the sunken plume could often extend a great enough distance 

from the plant so as to reach the areas of high winter concen

tration of juvenile fish and to attract them along the tempera

-t-ue gradil bh h r ...rtte mya e souc- of' thel cff 

luent. According to experi mental results, white perch at an 

.ambient temperature of 341F would prefer and be attracted to 

higher temperatures up to 420 or 43°F,3 a delta T of 8 or 90F., 

(21) (19).. The higher delta T's would be found only near the 

plant site in all probability. bn the flood tide, fish resi

dent in the warm parts of the plume would often be swept upstream 

in front of the intakes where they would be most susceptible to 

entrainment and to death by suffocation on the screens.  

Also, one might expect those fish resident in the plume 

in winter to be suddenly driven into adjoining cold water when 

chlorine added to the cooling water reaches the plume (1 hour 

per day, 6 days a week (22)). For example, salmonid fish are
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repulsed by chlorine concentrations as low as 0.001 mg/l (23).  

Fish may be driven out of the plume toward the intake and be 

drawn onto the screens. They would be especially vulnerable to 

impingement because of the stress of cold shock caused by their 

sudden movement from the plume to colder water and they could 

be impinged before they have a chance to recover from the shock.  

It is even possible that fish would be killed,directly by cold 

shock if driven very suddenly from a high plume temperature-to 

a much lower ambient temperature. (24). If killed in this manner 

they would sink and there would be no visible evidence of the 

kill. (24) 

TIPACT ON POPUT.ATT-fNS 

The extent of the removals by entrainment and impingement 

indicates that operation of Indian Point plants No. 1 and No. 2 

with once-through cooling would have a serious adverse impact 

on the striped bass.populations of the Hudson. There are some 

possible mitigating factors that must be considered but none 

that offer any certainty of significant reduction of the ad~verse 

impact.  

Proportion of the Population Removed 

To approximate the total removals from the population of 

first year striped bass by the Indian Point plants, one may 

accumulate the losses of the various early life stages. I have
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added the removals in sequential order and the- loss for each 

stage is based on the population remaining after the loss for 

the preceding stage is subtracted. This procedure is necessary 

if one assumes that all fish entrained and carried into the 

plant are killed. The results are shown in Table 7. Egg remo

vals are not included because they are so small a portion of 

the whole, population. The estimates are based primarily'on 1966 

and 1967 data.  

The effect of full time operation of Indian Point No. 2 

slong-with Indian Point No. 1, with both using once-through 

cooling, would be to remove from the Hudson 39 percent of the 

striped bass in their first year of life, from early larvae 

through to advanced juveniles. This estimate of removals is 

.ba$ed.. upenea-r'round.;operation.,;6f the-n a'nrs. It -sc-ear 

that the plant will be off line at times, but any reduction 

because of-partial operation, "down'time" for maintenance, 

and bo forth, would depend upon the time of year involved. For 

example, if the plant were not operated in May the reduction in 

removals would be low, if it were not operated in July or 

January the reduction would be great. On average, an allowance 

of 15% or 10% non-operating days would reduce the remov.ls ,to 

a total of approximately 33 to 35 percent of the Hudson population.  

'There are a number of factors that could increase the 

proportion of the kill beyond this moderate estimate; e.g., if 

the' proportion of striped bass in the total screen kill were
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higher than 5%, as it was during late 1969 and early 1970, or 

if Indian Point No. 2 killed more than 4 times as many fish as 

Indian Point2No. 1, as it did in the February 1972 tests (42), 

or if persistent sc)een problems block the intake screens and 

increase the velocity of flow, as it did in the winter of 1970.
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TABLE 7 ,. Removals of striped bass by Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 at various stages in 

the first year of life.  

STRIPED BASS SUBJECT TO REMOVAL 

IN_ DA N POINT No.1 & 2 "_, 

LIFE HISTORY ..Original Unadjust- Adjdsted Adjusted Percent Remain

STAGE AND Population ed fish population removal of popu- ing popu

LENGTH OF (Median) removed (millions)1  (millions) lation lation 

STAGE (millions) __(millions) (millions) 

II 

EARLY LARVAE 112 5.7 112 .5.7 5.1 106.3 

28 DAYS 

II 

LATER'LARVAE 

45 DAYS 9.5 1.6 .9.0 1.5 16.7 7.5 

IV 
EARLY JUVENILES 

28 DAYS 3.5 0.09 2.7 0.07 2.6 .2.63 

V 
LATER JUVENILES 
26-1 DAYS 1.9 . 0..30 i.4 .0.-25. 17.8... .1..15

PERCENTAGE OF ORIGINAL POPULATION REMAINING AT END OF FIRST YEAR: 61%

1. Adjusted at each stage for removals at the prior stage.
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Mortality of Removals 

For screenable sizes (generally above 2 inches or 51 mm) 

it is accepted that virtually all fish are dead or mortally 

injured as they come off the traveling screens at.Indian Point 

No. 1. Indian Point No. 2 is fitted with the same type of screens 

and therefore the effect of screen impingement should be just 

as lethal.  

For the smaller pre-screenable striped bass, larvae and 

juveniles that are entrained, there is a serious absence of 'data.  

There are no useful studies of the effects on pre-screenable 

stages of striped bass of passage through Indian Point No. 1 or 

No. 2. However, there are studies by Barton C. Marcy that show 

hrela'd species (11).  

Thi s work, done at the Connecticut Yankee plant at Haddam Neck 

on the Connecticut River, shows clearly that white perch yolk 

larvae are all killed by passage through the plant; at least when 

temperatures are elevated to 83*F. (28.2*C) or higher at the dis

charge. This temperature condition would be reached in the cool

ing water of Indian Point No. 2 in early June and remain until 

early October, the period when Hudson ambient temperatures exceed 

68°F. Marcy got a complete kill at 830F but tried no lower tem

peratures. Therefore, it is quite possible that a complete kill, 

or virtually complete kill, would occur at even lower temperatures.  

It is valid to assume that striped bass wouldbe affected 

in the same manner as white perch because they are such closely
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U related species. Consequently one must assume that beginning 

in early June, a lethal condition for them would exist in the 

Indian Point No. 2 cooling system. Since the peak of striped 

bass early larvae abundance occurs in June in the Hudson, those 

entrained in the cooling water would be exposed to the conditions 

of the Marc- experiment and would die (See Marcy experimental 

.Set A for June 30th. (11)).  

Marcy stated that the majority of the dead larvae and ju

veniles emerging from the plant were "mangled" and this condition 

"was more apparent in larger specimens." Thus for the species 

Marcy studied, the damage apparently was even greater for stages 

following the yolk larvae; thus later larval and prescreenable 

juvenile s taes c~~e~p ed to suf fer hc,-y mechani Cal -'aT-age 

and death. It is probable that virtually all of the striped 

_ bass entrained and carried through the plant will be killed 

from early larvae to pre-screenable juveniles. Those that might 

escape immediate death from the plant impact will still be en

dangered from the various after effects of the impact, such as 

susceptibility to predation, (25)(26). In one experiment, for 

example, whitefish fry were shown to be far more vulnerable to 

predation after only a one-minute thermal shock, (24).  

In summarizing the vulnerability effect, Barber states: 

"The increase in predation-from shock may be one of the more sig

nificant impacts of the waste heat discharge. This shock may not 

only result from temperature but also from physical damage during
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passage through a plant's cooling system or while entrained or 

from sub-lethal doses of biocides." (24) 

In determining the potential impact of plant removals on 

striped bass stocks one must assume that all fish withdrawn 

by the plant are killed, including those entrained in the cool-, 

ing water and carried through the plant as well as those impinged 

upon the screens. There is no proof that any significant number 

will escape death..  

Compensatory Effects, Predation, and Competition 

One cannot be certain of the type of relation that may 

exist between the quantity of striped bass and other species 

steadily removed from the Hudson and the size and vigor of the 

steady state population of striped bass. The number of variables 

involved in a natural-estuarine habitat are so great as to have 

prevented anyone from completing a really comprehensive analysis 

of this type. However, there is a background of knowledge, mostly 

fresh water, from which certain relationships are drawn and 

held to be true by many fishery researchers.  

The principle of overcrowding is generally accepted by 

fresh water fishery experts. It is quite demonstrable that if 

too many fish are crowded into a pond or small lake, the result 

is that individual fish become stunted from a shortage of food 

and do not reach a size desirable to fishermen (12).  

No applicable experimental results demonstrating overcrowding.  

in a ntural estuary are known to me. Estuaries are known to be
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very productive and a standing crop of 100 pounds pr more of 

fishes per acre would not be unexpected (9) From McHugh (39) 

an estimate of 250 pounds of fishes per acre can be estimated 

for the Chesapeake. Productive fresh water ponds, lakes and 

reservoirs also hold more than 100 pounds of fish per acre (12-).  

Certainly, any typical estuary holding far less than 100 pounds 

per acre of fishes could not be considered overcrowded. It has 

been estimated'that the Hudson estuary in the vicinity of Indian 

Point (Haverstraw Bay to the Bear Mountain Bridge) holds only 

19.5 pounds per acre. Of this amount, 10.3 pounds per acre are 

white perch, the most abundant demersal species there (13).  

Striped bass are estimated at 1.9 pounds per acre. These low 

Point is not overcrowded with demersal species for an estuary 

considered at one time to be as productive as the richest of 

fresh water lakes (14). However, these standing crop estimates 

(13) do not have a firm foundation and could be seriously in error.  

The trawl catches of Carlson-McCann (1) also appear to suggest 

that overcrowding does not exist in the lower Hudson. The various 

samplings reported show that standing crops rarely exceeded 200 

or 300 small fishes per acre, weighing altogether not more than 

5-10 pounds. Striped bass were found to occur at about 25-30, 

per acre in the vicinity of Indian Point (1, Table 11) - a stand

ing crop of less than 1/2 pound per acre. Again, the sampling 

base of the estimates is very shaky and one can use the data only
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with the greatest reservation.  

Nevertheless, from the information at hand one gains th, 

impression that.the Hudson estuary is carrying less than its 

natural capacity of demersal fishes, rather than more.. If this 

is so, there should be no shortage of food for the young striped 

nor serious competition for food with other species, such• =s.  

white perch. Consequently, it appears that there would be no 

beneficial compensatory effect from thinning populations by 

killing fish at Indian Point. Still, the removal of millions of 

fish that striped bass feed upon - such as white perch - would 

reduce the available food supply to the striped bass. A short

age of forage fishes certainly would be a detriment to the 

striped bass of the Hudson, both the young that are resident 

there and the older ones that spawn there and then feed heavily 

before leaving .for the sea. The recorded kills for Indian Point 

No. 1 are made up in large part of white perch, a species that 

striped bass are known to feed upon in the Chesapeake Bay, par

ticularly in the late spring and early summer (15). (There have 

been no~detailed studies of feeding habits reported for Hudson 

striped bass older than 1 year.) 

One might also wish to examine the special situation of 

the early life stages to find if there are signs of any self 

correction mechanism which would balance the losses of eggs, 

larvae, and juveniles. Striped bass, for example, spawn masses 

k of eggs, most of which are not fertilized or perish from one
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cause or another before hatching. After hatching there is, of 

course, a high incidence of mortality throughout the juvenile 

stage (Figure 2). 'One might assume that with this high level of 

natural mortality, it should not matter if a significant propor

tion are killed by power plants because they would die anyway, 

owing to, a limitation of food or other causes.  

I have examined this matter in some detail and find that 

there is no reason whatsoever to believe that any balancing 

factors will compensate for the removals at Indian Point of 

larval or juvenile striped bass or white perch. That is, popu

lations of these fishes will, in my opinion, be reduced in direct 

proportion to the mortality imposed by the plant, as concluded 

byth C a f 22). hav Jnde-endat__Jy r)~ .h5o~o 

based on studies-in other waters, as reviewed below.  

Sommani (27) studied the striped bass of the San Francisco 

Bay estuary and found: "A close relationship between the abundance 

of the 1.5 inch fry and the number of 3-year-old fish . .  

This . . . "suggests that year class strength is determined before 

the fish reach a size of 1.5 inches." Sommani's findings are 

shown in Figure 4.



Figure 4. Relationship between logarithm of recruitment and 

logarithm of fry abundance during 1959 to 1965. The 

.1959 data were omitted when the relationship was 

calculated. (San Francisco Bay striped bass. Source: 

ref. 27)
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Turner and Chadwick (28) studying the same striped bass 

stock (San Joaquin - Sacramento estuary) found a correlation of 

r=-0.9 between abundance of the young bass and the percent of the 

water pumped from the estuary by the Tracy Pumping Plant.  

These two factors together indicate that: first, the abun

dance of juveniles (about 1.5 inches) is controlled directly by 

removals from -the estuary - high removals resulting in low abun

dance-of juveniles - and; second, since the stock of older fish 

three years later is a direct function of the number of juveniles, 

it follows that the fishery depends directly on the protection 

of the young from removal from the river.  

In addition, Chadwick (29) has found no indication of any 

n .d-s-ty cn-rol<gn -e-survival of -:striped bass in the San Joaquin

Sacramento estuary. In the Chesapeake Bay, Hollis (33)found a 

relationship between young juveniles and the fishable stock 

sufficiently exact to predict catches of the commercial fishery.  

Striped bass is a 'year-class' species, varying in order of magni

tude in density from poor to good years (30)(33)(32), thus 

eliminating any idea that the population is held to a particular 

level by density-dependent factors.  

Furthermore, there is no evidence whatsoever that growth 

of Hudson striped bass or white perch is reduced because of an 

over abundance of fish in the Hudson. The average growth of 

striped bass to the end of the first 15 weeks of life (about 3 

inches) is essentially the same for the Hudson (1)(7) as for the
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Chesapeake (15) (30) and the San Joaquin-Sacramento estuary (35) 

stocks, and is higher than for the Albemarle Sound (36)stock.  

The Hollis data (33) on year classes (catch-haul index) 

supplemented by length data (suppl.ed by Ray Scott, State of 

Maryland) is given below: 

Length in 
late Summer Year Clas.s 

Year (inches) Size Index 

1958 3.1 18.1 
1959 3.2 . 1.3 
1960 3.3 6.8 
1961 3.4 .14.9 
1962 3.0 12.2 
1963 :2.9 4.0 
1964 2.6 23.5 
1965 3.2 7.4 

.1.966 2.7 12.4 91 9 ViV 2.5 7.8 
1968 2.9 7.2 
1969 2.6 10.2 

From these data it can be seen that the largest year classes 

grow, on the average, as well as the smaller year classes,thus 

showing positively that there is no density effect on growth of 

Chesapeake striped bass.  

White perch grow to about the same size at the end of the 

first year in the Hudson (37) as in the-Delaware (38)and the 

Chesapeake Bay (34). At age three the Hudson stock is about 

equal in size or a bit larger (140 mm) (37)than the Chesapeake 

(138 mm) (34) or Delaware (135 mm) (38)stocks (some problem was 

encountered in converting lengths measured in different ways).  

The indications are that white perch grow as well in the Hudson 

as in other areas for the first three years of life. Consequently,
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there appears to be no density effect on growth for the Hudson 

white perch..  

My general conclusion is that the direct relation between 

the abundance of young striped, bass and the abundance of the 

fishable stock is not mitigated by density-dependent effects.  

This is confirmed by the AEC Staff's Final Environmental State

ment (22) showing a direct reduction of the striped bass fishery 

caused by reduction of breeding potenLial in the Hudson.  

Nor is there any reason whatsoever to believe that reduction 

in populations of white perch or any other species of Hudson 

Estuary fishes would be offset by density dependent factors.  

.OTHR SPECTk:S 

Screen kill records of Consolidated Edison show clearly 

that white perch, tomcod, herrings, anchovy, and otherimportant 

species are killed in great numbers on the Indian Point No. 1 

screenss. Much higher kills would occur on the Indian Point No. 2 

screens, probably increasing the total kill of these species at 

the Indian Point site each year by a factor of 5 or greater, as 

previously shown for. striped bass. The kill of species other 

than striped bass is estimated at 6.2 million fish per year 

(Table 6).'

Although I have not made quantitative estimates of the 

effects on pther Hudson fishes, it is clear that planktonic and 

pelagic pre-screenable stages of the other species would be ex-
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0
posed to risks from entrainment and death in the Indian Point 

No. 2 cooling system similar to those for striped bass. The 

breeding periods of such important species as white perch, 

anchovy, -nd herring, also occur from May to July and their 

planktonic early life stages would be vulnerable to withdrawal 

in this period.  

Thus, the populations of other valuable species can be 

expected to suffer serious adverse effects from Indian Point 

No. 1 and 2 alone. With Roseton, and Bowline Point also operating 

with once-through cooling, the combined effect could be disastrous 

to much of the fish life of the Hudson.  

ADDITIONAL POWER PLANTS 

The adverse effects on the striped bass populations of 

removals at Indian Point will be far more serious in combination 

with the effects of other power plants being built on the lower 

Hudson. Certainly the total number of striped bass and other 

species removed and killed will increase greatly. With Roseton 

and Bowline Point operating the remaining population would drop 

to less than 45 percent of the original population (44). With the 

proposed Verplanck, Sing .Sing, and Storm King plants, the numbers 

remaining would fall to a nearly negligible proportion of the 

original population and the resource would be gravely endangered.
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DURATION OF EFFECTS 

I have shown that removing and killing larvae and juvenile 

striped bass will cause a proportionate direct reduction in the 

fishery; that is, if 39 percent of a year's brood are killed, 

that year class will join the fishery depleted by 39 percent of 

its potential size. In a few years, the new, reduced-size, year 

classes will make up most of the fishery stock and the size of 

the total fishery would fall by 39 percent - a corresponding 

decrease would occur in catches. This would be the initial 

status after about 4 or 5 years. 39% reduction from direct kill 

of the young.  

Then furthcr recduction is Vetdb asetebodn 

stock would also be reduced by 39 percent and less larvae would 

be produced in each breeding season. This would lead to accel

erated reduction of greater than 39 percent and in time could 

lead to extreme depletion. These effects are shown by Jensen 

to be sufficiently adverse to lead to the complete extermination 

of a stock (brook trout) in a fresh water situation when 50 percent 

of a year class are exterminated in their first year (43). Serious 

consequences from this secondary, or feedback, affect could result 

after 4 or 5 years of operation of Indian Point No. 2 with once

through cooling, such that the fishery would suffer massive 

long-term losses. Even operation of the once-through cooling, 

system through two spawning seasons will have long-term detrimental 

effects on the fishery through reduction of catch and breeding
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stock. The total size of the fishery might possibly be restored 

over time through a combination of natural and management means, 

but the lower fish population will be a real and irreversible loss 

so long as it lasts.
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eak!. KAF. 2N: MOy : have j tst one mmaeyt 

2 Vr. caiyi 1. believe afte- the e.ata list will. be read 
ot h re , p i ete" # I be ie e ta. pi -. , .

off , to make t ecord is cam- lieve tha 

4 neglected to request of My Panel of witnesses vhNther they 

5 _adopt the Final Bnvironmental Statement s corrected 

6 as their testimony in this proceeding.  

WITRESS IIGW2ON Ido.  

8 WiTMES COUAR N T: I do.  

9 WIT"ESS SWA-TV: I do.  

10 WITNESS CARTEj>, I do.  

W, ITNESS OBSTM~e I do.  

1WITNESS G QDYEAR. i do.  

13 MITSS YEi I do.  

14 MR. IRAP!4IA1: Thank you,.  

CEAIRAN JFNSCH: At this time; let' s ree.s 

16 to reconvene in this room 
at 2-:50.  

17 O(ecess.) 

19 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25

S

0
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CHAi ii JENSCH: . Piease come 1-o order.  

at! vn The procedurees that we cofsidoerd at our 

-3 Nventber 22ad conference contemplated that in order to 

/1 provide schedules for the Staff Witn4e6es, the Staff W-.' s 

5 would be cz.3s-exanined first. Vhich parity would d6aSire to 

6 proceed with the cross -examzatLon firet.? 

7 MR. TROSTEN . App.iCat will proceed .  

S CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Would you proceed, please.  

0 R TROST1EN: We would like to croas-.eiaimlne 

11 Dr Phillip Goodyear first . Mr. Chainmain 

12 CHAIRNAN JENSCH: If you leel would be more 

23 convenient to have him at the witness stand -

14 MR. o WV X(AR: Mr., Cihairman, we would prefer,. 1f 

possible -- this Is a team effort ard hao been with r espect 

--n an eth u.vixomnqeltal statement. Dr . Coutant is here, and 

he worked with I'M. Coodyelar on this ' thi nk it probably 

would be rora practical if we 
can wo~k from the panel.  

If it doesn't work out, we. an swing it the other WW 0 

CHAIM-LIN JENSCH: Is this a compromise - why 
2.0 

not have Dr. Goodyear and 
Dr. Coutant both go to the stand? 

MR. 1KAW-RN: We .-- if we can add Mr. Siman-TGa, 
* 22 

Twe would have no objectlon 

CfHAIFMAN JENSCH: I thought the people could hear 
t4 

25 better.•
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MR., KARMAN: If the three car o up, that would 

be fLe° 

CHIAIrMAN JENSCH: It will be unrderstood if any 

A of the witnesss desire to have 
conftrances with the other 

5 persons at the Staff table, they should feel free to invite 

6 the participation of the other 
Staff personnel.  

71 Proceed, Applicant, ploas 

8 MR. TROSTEN.: Thank you, MrWo Chairman.  

MR. TROSTEN: Dr o Goodyear, am. I caxrect in 

11 understanding that you were 
responsible Principally for 

12 the sections of the Final EnVixomraeml.oa.- Statei-it dsal.Lg 

3 wth biological impact? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Y z 0s 

MR. TROSTEN: Dr. Goodyear, I think I have 
your 

6 qualifications here. Did you graduate from collea in 

1966, is that cozrect? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR. TROSTEN: And you reeceived your PhD 
from 

Mississippi State U,ive7sity in 1969, is that correct? 
20 

WITNESS GOODWZ94R: Yezt.  

MR.o TPR3STF: Could you tell ms what was the 

subject of your PhD thesio? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: The subject was -- the 

25 dissertaton.was entitled Vision and Learning in osquitofish.
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5R. TROSTEN: So the mosquitofish was the subject 

2 of the thesis? 

3 WITNESS GOODYEAR. !ighto 

4 MR. TROSTEN:' Is the msquitoftsh a native 

5 to the Hudson Pver? 

6 WITNESS GOODYEAR: No.  

Wel, w Pt R. TROSTENt Is it an estuarian -- excuse me.  

8 Well, what Is its J ~t 

9 WITNESS GOODYEAR: It i a fresh water for r . t 

To does go into estuaries. Preently it is distributed very 

H widely throughout the U. S and z4road it's been introduced 

to control mosquites.  

MR. TROSTEN: Do you find it in the middle 

Atlantic states north of the Chesapeake 
Bay? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: I ami not certain. it may 

well occur there.  16 

17AR. TROSTENz Is jitr an anaaromous fish? 17 

WITNESS GOODYEAR; No.  
18 

MR.- TROSTEN: How large would you say ft grows? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: 
Oh, about iwo nches. That 

would be average.  21 

MR. TROSTEN: flow large would you say a striped 

bass grows, average size fish? 
23 

WD NESS GOODYEAR: Most og the striped bass that 

24 

are taken in the Chesapeake only make it to a pound 
or two 

25
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in weight. On the Atlantic coao t, they grow larger 

than that. This is a paoblem V.nethr you are trying to 

,ay what is the laxgest fish or the" ac'We.  

MR. TROST- : I iust meant some of the Jfih that 

are taken in the, Hudson ri.ive'r by the coam.rciLal, fishermen° 

lArent they up to -

WITI4ESS GOODYEAR: 5) pound s or so.  

YRo TROSTEN: How large wcmld a f sh like that be? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: In length* 

MR TRSTEN: In length yes.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR- 28 inche, 30.  

1M. TROSTEN: Now the imquil.ofih, do . es It. ,av 

eggs? 

WITNESS GOODyEAR: No.  

MR. TRWO)STEN: In other wordsa it hatcbes its -

the young are hatched inside the female f.ish and born a.'ve 

is that right? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR. TPOSTENt Now the striped bass lays eggs, 

Is that correct? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR. IfROSTEN. I am so ."ry. I do not- recall 

whether th title of- te acimentixic papers you had publiished 

were containe-d in your biography. What were the titles of 

those papers?
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WITNESS G-OODYEAR: I would have to look a.t th~ 

Iig f,-. There are 1ike, 20 p~apers~ deaiiq with a varie y 09 

1 3ubje~cto 1 have a single copy of the lis~t of -,.y publvcA'

4 tiono re-.1 m e 

5 MR. TRQSTEN: Would you minet binging tha-t? 

Do~~~~in~ yo auchls wt yu 

brn t to you so I could hear ua v 1s e 

10 ~~WITNESS GOODYEAR: I probably could in k mc 

MqR. 1111STEN: All right. ThEank you.  

IIC11AID14N JENSCIM: While there is~ a pueI 

4 won~der if I could udertan.d the relzman'w of sontc- ok the 

inquiy. I it your Contention that t11ha disciplines of fish 

studies ara dif ferent orc that because -,-hcA f Jh are dif -erXnt, 

the stuie s hould be differant? 

MR. TROSTEN: It is certiy~ our view m W.  

9 -armn that the disciplines, or rather thn.expertie

20 involved in studying different species of fish or different 

types of fish axe differento yes. This is the basic purpose.  

22 I am ipquiring as~ to the 
background the witness had with 

23 regard to the fish in question,~ particul.arly with regard 

24 to the st-iped bass, whi~ch is the sulbi)ect of the Staff Is 

model.  
25
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jC A. JEN40H: Vehrv wall Thay you.  

lei WITNESS GOODYEAR: The first publicatio. that I 

actually the fi--at ttw7o publications I vv-as a party to wers 

both abst.ac-ts of papers that wereM p inm-tin.  

at the Ma mPpi 1Academy o f Science. 196 3 , I reported 

on preliminary study for pa rasfti trematoeo 

7 MR, TROSTEN: I am sorry . 1 dcidn t understand 

thoat 

T,11NESS G~OODYEAR: It, 1,1s wall, ;2 pz.jim1az-y 

10 atudy of a parasitic trematode.  

1-R. TROUEN: What is a txnatd-? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: It is a it is a zma1 

i a 

MIR. TROSTENt l I t a fish? 

WITNESS COoDYE : No. It is an iwvkrterate 

MR. TROSTEN: Thank you very ouch.  
WITNESS GOODYERR: All right.  

yp These--again back to the titls. Preliminary 

sI tudy of a paras ic trematode found in the Trichiurus 2OI ~ o 

lepturus from the Mississippi and Chandeleur Sounds.  

CiAIRM AN JENSCH: Excuse me. May Iinterrupt a 

moment? 1,r,. Reporter, I free to ask questions.  ,3 
(Laughter .) 

25 WITNESS GOODYEAR: The second was in 1965, 
25
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eitftled " Sonma Serologicai. Stidies. with the. genus Peromyscus, 

at the Misiazippi Academy of ieceo 

K MotROSTEN, I don't want to string this out 

4 to xmch, but could you v me eu idea of a z animal we are 

5 talking about? 

6 'WITNESS GOODYEAR7 A mrnaLl tivn~ral nciwi 

FIR. TPROSTEN= Living in watez or living on Land? 
7j_ 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Thio wafi, a te-rwetrlal rmaaa.  

MR. TROSTEN: Okay .  

WITN1ESS 1,O0ODYEAR; The third was 1966, *distribu

tion of gars on the Mi3sissoppi Coaot, General Journal 

of isissippl Acadamy cf Scie.  12 

1 1967, feeding habits of three species of garz, 

Lfepisosteuo, along the JL-zsAoDipp1 Gulf Coast, the Transo 14 

American Fishery Society.  
15 

kv5R. TROSTEN: What kia. of a fish Is the gar? 

Is it a fresh water fish? 
17 I WITNESS GOODYEAR: It is prixlairily a firesh water 18 

fish, but it does iVa in brackish water habitats. This 
19 

was a tarrestrian aaviro nnist here :T he food habits 

differ somnwhat betwe en fresh and terrestian environments° 
21 

M. TROSTEN: Is that an anadromous fish? 
22 

23 WITNESS GOODYEAR: That's & difficult question 

to answer. Within the boundaries of the location that I 
24 

was studying, you could call it an anadromous flah. It 25
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51 I did not spawz in salt water° Howe for the rnost part), 

2 the gars are strictly fresh water.  

3 M. TROSTEN: But on the basia of your studyp 

A it is not very easy to tell that, is that right, whthek 

5 it io or is not an. anadromous fish? 

6 WITSS GOODYEARz Well, Jt is tot in the 

7 classical senee It i* not an% anad&CoRO .sz ih 

SMR. TROSTEN: I see.  

WITMiESS GOOP)7BAR: it does not requi-, salt water 

for aportion of its ex nce 

M IR. TIROSTEN I sea.  

o d WITNESS G ODYEAR.- The nort in 967, Uie pathway 1 

of endrin entry in black bullheads, Ictalurus melas, Copaia.  

MR. TROSTEU: Is that a, freglh watzr fish? 

*1 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes. Then, my master Is thesis, 

Gaxbusia affinis. PhD, learning and. orientat n, vision 

and loarning in the orientation of mosquitofsh, Gambusia 

S affinis, and sun-compass orientation, published in Animal 

Behavior, 1969.  

1970, terrestrial and aquati. orientation, 

Fundulus notti, Science.  

22 MR. TROSTEN: What type of rganiam s that? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: That is a topminnod, very vmuch 

like many of the forms that are found in the Hudson. It in 
24 

a Cyprino dontid fish.  
25
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MRS. TROSN: Go aa, Doctoco 

WITNESS GOODYAR2 Orieattion of bullfrogs 

duri*g mia.aephosis, Copeia 

gaI wnight r ,,tLon that ome of 

S t:ee have-; other autho: as w::l.  

6 MR. TROSTFN Yama.  

7. W T NESS GOODYEAR: in 19"7, xomalc and dry 

matter and protein in gravid fariles of several 

1971, nutritive quality of food in the ecological 

systas , hydrobialogy o 

S1971, protein conten- t i cx on ra o .. s and 

S anphibians 

14 '72, simipl technique for detecting effects of 

toxicaAts or other stress on a predator-prey intersctiono 

Transactions American Fishermen's Soci e t y .  

)7 72, relationshipo between primary productivity 

and mosqultofioh production in large microcosms.-,8 

Oceanography.  19 

1972, elemntal composition of largemouth bass0 

Hicropterus salmoides, Transaction American Fishery Society.  

MR. TROSTEN: Is that the fresh water variety of 

bass? 23 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

In 1972, 1 assisted in the thannal effects, 25 .
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S annual literative .view, Joc.rnal of Water Pollution 

2 Control Federation, and 1972, I haw, o-ne artiale that"S 

no-w in pre- , tlhe lea.rned orientation Ll the predator 

f-avoi ance behavior of amosquitofigh bevior That may be 

5 n 1973 alsoo. I air :oat sue.  

6 MR. TRAOSTEN: Yeso 

7 WITNESS GOOK)YEAR 21,d tho.e are thO -- ehe 

SiLmary publ.catio..Mo. i have3 a '1-w reportS, too, of the 

same natura.  

10 M.TROMRo TR'i!E1: 1I1 1 rbem r the JAst cotrectly, 

your mastzrls thesis and your doctoral tI'-e d two of 

the papers that you have writt-n since your phD 

were on the mosquitofsh. Z that corect? 

WITNESS C-OOD EAR- Would you repea? 

MR. TROSTWN : If I reMelr ti1e• Iist co-ectly, 25 

both your master's degres and your dootor's degrnm relat.d 

to youx' work with mosquitofish? 17 
WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR. TROSTENs And tw.'o of the papers that you have 

done since you received your PhD dealt with MoSquitofish? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes. Three, actually.  22 

MR. TROSTEN: Excuse me? 

2 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Three.  

MR. TROSTEN: " X beg your pardon.  

2 didn't hear any of those papers that dealt 25
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withtheStp~d baso. D:id 1 miss MY ? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: No, 

15 

16 

8 

9 

20 

22 

3 

20 

25 
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1R. $~ Uow STEM: of XMMYOI Vose Papers ti-i t. you 

2 lis ted --- exrcu.se me. Let me rephrase that With'zrC~Pe ot 

3 to how mny of those pape.L3 xwere you -the serior author? 

WTNESS GOODYEAR: One mainnt. Pourteen.  

M. VROSTEN: You viere the senior author of fcqnzteenio.  

6 those papers? All right.  

7 14itheagrd tothe others that -with rea;pect 

6 to wihyou were n'ot th senior' autnhor, wha' vvaz the role 

'cI hat vou had in the prepa~- o hs aes 

MR. KALIV: Jlrx ChaLrzttafl aran tv-e goii a. Iittle 

too far on t.his? Vle have-- so-mne 20-oed -mblication.s or 20 

2 and D~r. Goodyear has said he has been the senior nw*; onX 

i3 fourteen,~ I think we a~ie really stxeci 9 thisa itl 

beond the scope of testing qualilticato s for ti-he ii ness.  

I aEm not sure hoi4 :Ear down.- the road -vi can go wit this,.  

CkHIR4Z JE-SCH: Could you :~your response 

Ih di caIt e your rolevanqy situation? As 1 uiaerstaid it,, you 

feel 1that if e. mn. hadn't studies striped bass, his i.s noat 

qi. ali.fied to talk about striped bass, is that yoUljcAiew? 

MR. T OSTEN: Moo I am not sayingj that'i, Mr. Chairniani 

I 'thin~k that to say -that the only,, person who could. talk zabout 

striped bass was a man who had spent his life studyLn g it *would b 

to unduly restxict the field.  
23 

obviously, I certiaflly. ould naver pat that positioni 

forth. But~ I do think that in art area such as the =e we
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are discUsi in this hearing h sQ Fuch frankly, Mx.  

Ch-irman depends on expert opiY.n- beCuse the data are 

not that conclusive and it is a raatter of interpretation of 

data that i.t is importat -to determine the bakgqround of 

all individual so that one can have a better feel. for hi

abilii .y to sponsor the sort of testimoy that he iS 

sponsoring. I don't want to st:t:ing this out and i.t il 

move along quickly if I am just allowed to proceed.  

C-.._ A N JENSCA Proceed.  

WITHESS GOODYEAR: Would you repeat the question 

again? 

MR. "EROSTIN: 1rhat was your role with regard 

to the other- 3ae-S , Dr. ""O "a 

WITNESS GOODYEARt Do you at:IC each one? .  

MR. TROSTEN o Nor just a general statement 

WT1-ESS GOODYEAR* For most of the other papers, 

I either was responsible for the work in its ntireiy or 

as a shared responsibility for the development oI then.  

MR. TROSTEN: All right. That is fine. Thank you.  

Dr. Goodyear, when did you last inspect the 

Indian. Point Nuclear Power Plant? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR, A little over a year ago.  

DIR. TROSTE1N. And did you -. were you there prior 

to that visit that you just described? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR No.
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LR, TRO in other ,ords you have been to the 

"di oinNuclea Power plant once? 

WIi~SSGOODYEZAR-. Well,~ once 'vhers an jinpc-ion 

was carried o1t T have been there one other time.  

T*oRC.W9M: Al 1i.c t 4 Wit" regard to that one tiire 

,whn an inspection was carried out, what did you inspect? 

WTNESS G0QDY&EZR " The intate structures canal I 

discharge structures o 

11R. TROSTEN: How long would you say you were there? 

WITZESS GOODYEAR: Several hou.2 

lv!R TROSTMN And you were then lookil.9 at the 

intake structures and the discharge sto'ures? In other words 

you waIked along the dock, is that basically what. you did? 

SW " S- GGODVE o Basically. I 

MR. TROSTEN: Right. Were the intavae in opeati:

at the time? 

WIW3$SS CODYEAR. Yes.  

MR. TROSTEN- ave you yourself peziformd sampling 

of eggs and larvae of gishes in the udson Ri.ver? 

WipiNE SGCOODY/EAR~ o o 

MR. TROSTEN: Have you performed smpling of 

zooplankton in the Hudson River? 

WITh@ESS GOODYEAR: No.  

MRo TROSTENa. Phytoplankton? 

WITNESS GODY'.AR: No.
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M1R. TROSTENt 'Hve ou perfox-,med s~plinj Of" eg 

Or laa'vae of fixsnes in some other river? 

qaxtic nave ipated tyith no 

not in rivers. I have parhiicpated in sapling in lakes.  

MR A. TH you y Performevd the 

sarnpllxIn o-$ Ehyt in oth,:x bodic . of w,,iater besides 

the Hudson River? 

W.TNs G0GO"AR Could you emplain what .you Fiea-n 

by Sampling? 

MR, TROSTEN; The actual -- 01alection of phyto

pla2i-con samrples in a .xive.  

P.IVINESS CODUE..AMU For abemldance es-imates? 

~M0 ..TE.: Or -ieis fw.p-tion estimat'es 

MR. T.RDSITEVo -Have you done that ty;:i. of saxpling 

for zooplankton? 

WITNESS G3ODMAR. No.  

iR. TROSTEN: Have you yourself engaged in a 

tagging study of the st-riped bass? 

WITNESS GOODYEARIt No.  

MR. TROSTMN Eave you engaged in another type 

of Uie"d study of the striped bass? 

IMPR-ESS GOODYEAR: No 

MR. TROS'EM: Have' you ena-ged in a study involving 

the migration of anadromous fish?

6
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WITNESS GOOD5EAR: Would you expialin by - what 

you mian by stuLdy -i have studied data in the literature 

Very e teensively 

!,R. TROST E: I mean a f.eld study.  

WTNIESS GOODYAR: N0.  

PR. TMCSTIR EM Have you ever been on a field trip 

on the Hudson River? 

WTESS - GOOD YAR- No.  

.MR. TSOT3N Have you ever perairmed a p'pul 

dnua ics study of the striped bass? 

WITNESS GOODYFL;U,.No°Mo.  

MR. T_ROSTEN Have you ever perfocm-ed a popuv.ation 

dynamics study of another fish? 

WITUBSS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR. TROSTEM Which fish? 

WITNESS GODYEAR: Mosquitofish.  

MR. TROST.EN: Have you ever performed a population 

Sdynamics study of aadromous fish? 

WITNESS IGOODYER: No.  

e, AIRAN JENSCR: What is a population dynfrics

0

study?
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1These are the sort of studiee that are of ten 
0 cGe for ,_resah t-:0ater ponds an,9 .strea~rs in ordr , eet,rmne 

what soxat ol ishing iiIts :w.ight be. a;ed or they are done 

4 in connection with coimermcia. isheries to see hcw the fisherie 

should be xianaged .  

CHAIA..N JENSCH!I Thawak you. Do you accept that 

PAtR.RO N: Did i co"I:rectl de.irib = I ? 

9WiTNESS GOODYYEAR. Generally Sp.e1..,..Ing, you did.  

0 1 w.'ould .ike to xmake it clear that I VS!1 --ut, r..etim your 

HI questions as field studies.  

4MR. 7'ROS.JTiSN"- That is what 1 meat.  

2 ' 3 &{nd hoetever4 i would like to e(Lc?-QN. id yquestion 

14 ti. regard to -- you are not saying that you perfoimead a 

65 theoretical study of the striped bass othe: th-= the one 

16 that is -reflected in the P'inal 0Pvi!onxental Stet of 

17 population dynamics study, are you? 

8 ITNESS GOODYEAR: Other than thAt, no*...  

9 MR. TROSTEN: That is rig-lht.  

20 O I understand from your responses to my questions 

2V .that you haw never performed a population dynai.ics_ study., 

.22 either a field study or a theoretical study of another 

23 estuarian fich other than. tell os itcfish you indicated 

24, Lives in a mar-s. I guess that has a slight favor of an 

25 ij estuary to it.

WITNIESS GOODYEAR: Would you repeat that, please?
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MR. TROSTEN: Have you eve:. performed a population 

dyn.aIics study either a field study o:r at heor tical study 

of &- estuaran fish? 

WITNE.SS GCODYEgAR: Not for the total population 

dynamics of the fish. I have been ivolved in por'ticnso 

The: stt-idies conducted on gar provide a fairly substa.tia.  

portion of population dynamics.  

MR. TROSI24:N: That is a f resh water fish, is that 

right? 

WiVSS GOOD 'EAIA" In ema estuarl.a environ-mwnt.  

DIR. TRSTEI4 *2: see.  

Now, I understand that youa were the principal 

sponsor of the portions of the F'im al :nvironmen'tal Statement 

dealing with biological impact,. is that correat? 

WIIESS G0ODYEAR-. I am I was the one thiat cura

piled the information, yes.  

DU. TROSTE4: Well did you have assistance in 

preparing portions cf "the statement? 

WZNESS GOODE7AR-. Would you please 

iUR. TROSTEN.: Well let's take Section 5. Section 5 

has a section D which begins on page V-7 called, 'Biologicai 

Impact of Station Operation of Units I and 2'" and it runs 

through -- oh, about page V-73, from V-7 to V-73o Did you 

prepare .tihat section? Taking this as an example? 

WlInNESS GOODRUAR. I prepared the -- most of. the
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'information included here. There were o,.her people .,ho 

assisted in prvoviding so1,e input inforlomation and some of the 

: .zite-ups llhave been atipented by people.  

MR. .TROSTEN-9 But in othexr• wox-ds, I can .. ross,

;examine you with regard to this portion of it and i you 

need -- if there is a particular question^s you ,,All -t rn 

.to sam.et.iing else is that correct.  

MR. TR0SR.n!9 All right. You have as sistaiceo.  

.ho were th- ,eople -ho assisted you in preparing q-_hapter 5, 

Section Dv -the pages I have just indicated.  

WITNE.SS 0DYEAR: Dr.' Coata:nt 

PJIR. TROS' EN- Which part did Dr. Coutant help 'ou 

syth ? 

RZ. AM-9,Xll: I am~ not q~xte oartain we ha- :;e to 

-so clearly define every line that hias b~em :included in this 

Evironantal Statement.. Dr.. Goodyear has indicated as 

had 1 when we introduced this evidence -that this as an 

eUfort of the Regalatoery Staff .and its consultants.o Dr.  

Goodyear -has indicated that he is prepaxed to respond:. to 

every -part of this matter in consulta-tion, with tle. other 

witnesses present here. I think if we are going -to get to 

whiph secretary gave him' certain figuresv I thiikW e are 

going-to go way,way off base.  

CHATPiA JEDSCH: I think that as Staff counsel poin'

I
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out. the quesli-n is for -- to what extent will this witnss 

assigne responsibility for these statements if he says 

tI wll. t, Ake so.,yfor this section, he gets the 
til Co.< S epniilt 

q .estions ,, 

I, RA M ON Ee h think we Csho11d 1eve.  

any furvthe3r than that.  

MR ^TOSTEN I a not t'ying to deve].op Moe. C.:cirwma 

:assume.,*,-. he answer "Is quite s~ilmp]e. two pra te t 

.. oodyea 4 a:e Dr. Coutant wid Dr . Si.manTo ". I suppose 

that is the answer of course.  

KHA REP4 AM jEN CO o 'Yes. To the 'ete-nl they can 

pick out po rtions or contributions. I suypose it is.  

soe-'ewhat difficult to. q.ntify.  

(L',aughter .) ".....  

MR. TROSIEN I mer.ely anted to find -out who 

iire the people who assipted and I will be able to 

address vay qut.estion more appropriately.  

CrMIIU JEUNSC: I thi..k the objection of St&df 

counsel is sustained if he can~t p.ck it out line by lii),ao 

MR., TROSEN: Nx0 Chairman,, may X rephrase myr 

question and ask about the areas? 

CAAIMAN JENSCH: Poceed6 yes.  

M.Y TROSTEN Would you please tell mxe-0 Dr. Goodyear 

which areas you had assistance in ond fr.oz whom? 

V 1INESS GCOODYEAR-0 Most of the material that is in
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here ref lects consultation w hile the anayy.sis was going on.  

14R. TROSTEN: For example, did you have assistance 

from Dr. Coutant in the ria'tt-.e of the lfect of elevated 

temperatures on phytopleakton? Did he help you in that area? 

V0,ETN*SS GOODYEAR: Yes 

MR. TROSTEN: Did Dr. Simani1ov 

WITNESS SIHAXNTOV: M,:-. Simpn=-Tov.  

2R. TPOSTIENo Did he help yo with regard to the 

Hudson Piver hyd.odynamic aspects? 

W:rNESS GOOD~fIIEWI Yes3.  

UiE. TROSTEW: Were -,th-e-h aspects that you 

care to tell. A you had help on? 

WIV71SS GOODYEAR: We3! agaill what I a-- saying is 

that I am primarily responsible for this.  

MR. TROSTEIN All right. Okay. I just wanted to 

be clear because I didn't want to bother asking you a question 

and then having to turn to Dr. Coutant and tryi g to remember 

what my question was.  

Okay. Now, vyhen -- you joined, the Staff at 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 1970, is that correct? Or 

was it 1969" 

WXTNESS GOODYEArZ: 1971.  

MR. TROSTEN: I am sorry. Wlat has been the scope 

of your duties since you joined the Staff at Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory?
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WIT EsS GOODYEAR: For the most part analy;ing informi

2 %t.on Such as is; in h e reo 

MR. TROSTEM 2 ye you bee assigned jhust to the 

SIndian Point Project since yCu joined 
in 1911? 

6 Tr'ITESS GGOIMARo- This has -bee!i ny D rr 

7 respmnsJ.bilitY7 yes.  

A M. TROSTE1N All Iigh- In other words,, you 

9 spent most of your -.ork on the indian Point Project and you 

10 had not worked on other projects sGsaneousiy 

I WIMMESS GCODYUAR: I had wm.oked on 'other projects 

'j IMR. IKAP''3 Mr. Chairman,, we are going too farr.  

13 1 don't understand E#Lro Trosten's point. Mr. Goodyear has 

14. indicated he has spent most of his time on the Dndiae POint 

Is Project. Whether he spent two hours a week on som~e unre-lated 

16 matterv I think that is really not pertinent to the winatio.  

7 Ile have a Aong row to hoe and I think We are jusolh going dow 

18. blind allies.  
19_ is pa~rt of 

CUAIRMAN JENSCH-. Vlel1 I thi nL thi i prto 

20 foundation to the extent to which 
he worked. If he just 

21 joiri,d the rWC in 1971 and 
we are almost done with 1972, 

22.. but If he is responsible for 
a project that is ranging 

23 in cost possibly from 60 million 
to 190 millionI think he 

24 probably is going to take 
this row hoeing in some dctail.  

25 Objection overruled. Proceed.  

KR IAN Yn addition, I think the 
recordought
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to indicat that DK' GOd e 0, i.z 

SizmiaTov ae not eployees oZ the .ic rgy Coissio. .  

0110MOU9. JENSCM: Yes. That lhould be noted and 

estab ished in the zecozd I pr2es3xe -i3 Union Carbide ? 

MRar TexSTE% Wnat training o "  , eienC h 

YOU. hal in the field of t; .,-3tLC,? I didn't heax ayt'ling 

mationd your ro specia Did I tiniisn 

WIOS GOODYEAR: N~ospc alC~J -tranng.
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MR. TROSTEN: Excuse me. I was distracted. You 

-yere Starting to tell me about the other p noject you had 

worked on.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Doing soe thermal effects 

research as well as the input into this dicument. These 

involve principally the population d i of a lar..

xmouth bass population in a reservoir with a ther'mal aeffluent.  

PIR. TROSTEN : In what 0 sir? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: In a reservoir that receives 

a the.rmal effluent.  

I have participated i aiding other 

preparation of other impact statiements, other staff.  

,R. TROSTEN; INI'ht special doaning. &± you have 

in -the f ield of math ematiCs Dr, Goodye.r? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: None.  

MR. TROSTJSN . What special training do.. you have 

in th. modeling of biological systenis? 

W-TNESS GOODYEAR: Would you ale .... am not 

certain what' you mean by special ir. this case.  

MR,, TROSTEN: What I mean is Te have here in the 

record a mathematical model developed by the Atomic Energy 

.ommission Staff, developed by you. 1 wanted to know whether 

you had special training in the development of such mathematica 

model'? Had you developed a mathematical model like this for 

other fish?
0
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Let's take a sp.ci..c queztion .  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: No. However, i would like to 

point out that I have had special assistance from people who 

are modelers within our division.  

MR. 1ROSTEAT: All .ight. 1.ow, :331 Dr Coutant 

help you with that model? Of the striped bass? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Not frai,4 the standpo-i. t of 

the mode . itself with input to it,, 

MR. TRO Did Mr. Siman--Tov help you with 

regard to that model? 

VIIINESS GO~ODYEAR: Would you non.w please clarily 

which model you are speaking of? 

MR. TROSTEN: i assum.e Ptv. S..xean-ToV probably had 

a cons iderable input in your model w!hich is cescribpd in 

Appendix 5-2 but did '.he help you -with the model which is 

described in Appendix 5-3, which is the matheinatical model of 

the impact of the plant on striped bass? 

WITNBSS GOODYEAR" Not to the same degree, no, 

MRo TROSTN: But he consulted with you? 

VJITNESS GOODYEAR: I consulted with him.  

1-IR. TROSTEN" Was there someone else you haven't 

identified vet who 0onsulted wi.h you in a significant way 

on the developmant of the mathematical model 
for the striped 

bass which is in the Final Environmental Statement? 

WITN1ESS GOODYEART Several ot.er people have, yes.
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MR TROSTEN Who were those people ? 

WITNESS , GOO]DYEAR: D~r. Charl es; Ha'll, 

k"R TR.OSTEN.- V;1o is~ Dr. Charles Hall? 

WITNESS GOOD~YEAR: I MSry 

MR~. TROSTE1~s Who is Dr Charle~s Hail? Who s ho 

Does he work for ro .kave National Lab...atory? 

may be sti.]L --.. X Ii he's half-time ., Connvell anid half-time 

Brookhaveno 

MR ROTN I seex Wh~o els helped you withi tat 

WU:.ESS,, GOODYEAR;. --Tst a .moman'h, 

WITINIFS GOODYER Ai r:cived cosieable~ assis 

from programmers A our math division,.  

M4R. TRDSTENs By programm~ers, you xuwan tha ths 

are man whom after you have developed the computer program, 

they tran, :ate thi.s into the computer lg e is tht r t 

Is that what you nean by a progza nrer? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: In th s they ara in the 

math division, The asssance was fom" the math 

Tt invo.lved vor than just tr an....ai nq4 'my p'oqrai Thc a 

language to be solved in the computer because muc of the 

infoy:.mation , I cxios -checkd with them to make sure methodology 

is correct.~
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. honi I

if I could

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Just a momrent 0 

(witnesses. conferring.) 

CHAIRMAN JE1N1SCH: WhiWle there is a pause, I wonder 

unders~tand the question.

MR. TROSTEN: Did they actually -

CHAIRMAN JENSCH*: Excuse mt. Had you finished? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR. TROS~EN: 1 beg your pzi-mdon , Dof..t1,or.  

Did they actually develo-p the a teaia model 

or portions of it? !he theo.ry, ini other -#oyds the equations 

that later vwmre -tramslated int~o computer language.  

41TNESS GOODYEAR: The eqv.atin that have~ been 

used are largely my own. They were checked, Coss-checked 

with several other model~ers - with several moelo-rs to see 

if they were legitimate or not.  

MR. TROV-PEN: Do you knmi if any of Uncse m~odlers 

had ever developed. a compuater - a mathelmtatioral morlel involvinic 

the population dvn-2rics of a fisfh? 

T..NESS GOODYEAR: I don' t knf.w.  

MR. TROSTEN: Do you know what Dr. Hall's backgroum,.  

is? is he a biologistI? 

WITNESS-GOODYEAR: He is a biologist, yeS.  

MR. TROSTEN: Do you know if he has lka .. any spelcial 

training in the MoCdeling of the population dynamics of a

0
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Sil W~What is the special training? Are you really 

2 saying, what is his training :?nd you can determine whethezr 

it is special or not? 1 mean -special training may mean • "~ 
4 something to a graduate student and to an undergraduate or a 

5 Ph.oD.  

MRo TROSTIEN: Excuse me. I 'will rephrase * th 

7 question: Do you knozq if Dr. Uall has, ever develo-osd a 

mathematical model for the life cycle of a fish? 

WITNESS COUTANT: IF I might answer .. h t Dlr. Fall 

did have his Ph.D. training in systems analysis and modelin 

at the University of North Caroiina and part of his thesis 

training was the development of such models, and I believe 

he's --- excuse me. his thesis research involved such a 

4 preparation.  

. MR. TROSTEN: Of matheatical xt-ces? 

U WITNESS COUT.A!NT- Of a mathematical model for a fistl 

population, right.  

MR. TROSTEN: A1.1 right.  

Have you any special training in computer program

ning, Dr. Goodyear? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: What do you mean by special 

22 training? 

U MR. TROSTEN: Would you describe the training that.  

24 you have in computer prograiming? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: I do not have any formal trainin1
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i in computex progranmling. I have been- if you 4:an include 

trai nin on-he-job-type training with iancefroma progra 1 

3 :me's cnd modelers , then the answer is yes have had it.  

S MR. TROSTEN: Wlould you say that the on- the-job 

training you have described was principally the training 

t tiat you have had since Joining the Oak Ridge National 

7 Laboratory' 

8 WITNESS GOODEARg Principally yes.  

9 MR. TROSTEN: In other wori5r, the o ,-.

W0 training you have had has been principally in the development 

of a mathematical model which is the subject of the Final 

a ]Environmental Statement? 
S 13 WITNESS G1'ODYEAR: It is related to it, ye.  

SMR. TROS'TEN: But is that the principal on-the-job 

i training that you have? 

WITN.ESS GOODYEAR3 The principal training is in 

the development of a mathermatical model 'for triPed bass 

19 The model that is used in the Final Statemen-t is a much simpli 

lied version of 
it.  

MR. TROSTEN: But am I correct in understanding tha 20O 

the principal training which you described as on-the-job 

training was developed in connection with the preparation 2 

of the model which is the subject of the Final Environmental 
23 

24 Statement? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: I am sorry. W4hat do you mean by 
25
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subject of the Environmental Statement? 

TROSTEN Well, the-re is a model presented 

in the Final Environwen'ta Statement° 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yee.  

MWR TROSTENz The preparation of that 1odel 

-equired prograrni-ing o e co'rputer i asked you. if you 

had had any -- I asked you uhat your t:-aining was in the 

progra aiing of a computer and you said that you !had had on-the, 

job training i ,anted to know i thie on-the-job training 

that you just described w6a the training tiat you rece.ved 

*-Yhen-you were working on th.s model? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Working on striped bass o 

yes.  

CHAI%4"AN JENSCH- Was that in the plural, Striped 

bass Irodels? 

MR. TROSTEN: Striped bas,,; 

CHAIKN JENSCH: Was that your answe-z- included 

more -than one model? 

WIThIESS GOODYEAR: Yes.o 

C AUIRIAN JENSCIH- Thank you. Proceedo 

WTVESS COUTANT: If I might amplify, we do have a 

research program at the lab'Oratory that involves .population 

dynamics modeling and Dr. Goodyear has a part of the research 

work in that programming. This program involvvs other models 

in addition to the particular model which was used 
for the
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imwpact statICennt before us. So I think it is unfair to sug

gest that the only on-tho-iob training is with --espet to this 

parti<:ular model. He Is working with other models and3 

Coi-siderably more generous az,'e his models.  

MR.~ TROSTEN: I didn't mean to be unfair. I was 

just trying to inquire about it.  

Now wr.hat special. trinn do you have in the'-, 

spc~cialty of hydrolacry, 1Or 0 Good~vear? 

WITNESS G~OODYEAR4~: None.  

'AR~. TROSTN: 'What specia.l training do you haive 

Vjith -regard to -- excuse me. I shouldn't use that phrase.  

I I-All stop.  

Whhat is the training that you have, either 

vrofessional training or eperiential tra.ining , with regard t.  

factors contro~lling phytoplaflkton groweth , you, Dr. Goodyear? 

WIT'NESS GOODYEAR: Factors controllinlg phyto

plankton growt-h

MR. TROSTENt Factors controlling phytoplanitton 

growth.0 

'WITNESS GOODYEAR: Well, virtually all of the 

biological'training that I have b-ad is oriented around facto) 

controlling not only phytopl.ankItofl but other form~s of life 

as wl

M.TRO0STEN: In other vrords, you are a biologist 

and graduate biologist, and hence 
you have a general -- you ha0

i
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the understanding of a biologist of factors which control 

phytoplankton growth? But apart from that, was any of your 

3 work specifically devoted to the subject of factors controllin 

4 phytoplankton growth? 

Let me be as specific as I can. There are 

6 sections in here, in Appendix 5-ie for example, thnat deal 

7 with the factors that control phytoplankton growtl and 

8 diversity. I wnated to know if you had performed any special 

9 studies in your professional career that dealt with those 

10 very subjects? 

1 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes, I hava.  

12 IR , TROSTEN: Would you describe them? 

13 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Let me collect my thoughts for 

14 a second.  

15 One of -- again there are so many different 

16 things that control population.  

17 MR,, TROSTEN: Yes.  

18 WITNESS GOODYEAR: I have worked with phytoplankton 

19 for a particular controlling factor and related that to 

20 secondary production.  

21 MR. TROSTEN: Which factor was this, Dr. Goodyear? 

2WITNESS GOODYEAR: This is nutrient input.  

23 MR. TROSTEN: The effect of nutrient input on 

24 subsequent phytoplankton production? 

25 ' WITNESS GOODYEAR: Subsequent phytoplankton producti
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and production by consuumecs.  

KR. TROSTEN: Yipu did not work specifically on the 

effect of heat on phytoplawkton production? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR.- No.. I did not.  

MR. TROSTEN: Did you.. work on the effect of 

chemi cals on sribsequent phytoplankton pzroducti on? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: I have assisted in studies 

of that. I have not: done them speifically myseLf, 

MR. TROSTEN: All right.  

Which -- have you performed studies yourself to 

determine the effects of temperature elevation on speces 

composition of phytoplank Lon? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: No., 

MR. TROSTEN: Have you performed studies yourself 

to determine the generation time of phtoplankton relative 

to temperature effects? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: We are still talking 

field studies? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, sir.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: No.  

MR. TROSTEN: Have you performed studies yourself 

on the effects of temperature elevation on species composition 

and abundance of zooplankton? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: No.  

MR. TROSTEN: The same question excepting chemical,

I
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WITNESS GOODYEAR: For 0oop".&nktoD? 

MR. TROSTY.N: Yes.  

WITESS GOODYEAR-. No.  

MR. TROSTiEN Dr. Goodyx 13.o you thinA that it.  
imoran i 8a Irt., T-,- -I the px oposr..*doezai.' 

is jmportant in d iscussngh Yb. t- o:t : 

of a -acill ty to make ciear whet-hier the ,,.port.g ei C .  

based on theoretical laboratory, theo- etical .aaratory 

that is, or st our fi 

W I T N E S S G O 3O D E A R T... .i s t In...h....  

MR.. TROSTN Y.s. In othor cyrds, do you 

when you are making a stud y, do you -It isimpo 

to ma e it clear whethe the supporting evidenca w rey 

from which you are arawing your n.is 'based Cm 

theoretical oz laboratory or ht or Field studies? o 

you say would you a ree? 

WTNESS GOOD Y.E& .. Yes.  

Do ymk ree that generally each site r. t be 

evaluated individually in ol-der " dte rrAie the i 

impact of the prCoposed operation of powe' iint? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

4R. TROSTN: And do you be'.ie"¢v that tha.. is the 

most :apprOia. way in which yoU can dec,.de what the 

optim, baeff.--e of costs anw-d be~nefits is lo. at[



ail i the individual site? 

MR. ROS6"T:Do y-ou ag~cen ht 

4 s~pea'king the data uo1 a) t.d ino 

1 in . r. flnq" the env Trfo n zak irvpact of coe .  

WITN S GOODkEA;n .es..  

9 f i a oiis of (..L t.mrvr 1, this 

da,--dwovwb- ('VC p~~ &1972 tc d3.i -t4 %2 rN1 's c-1 

~ant, we;uit yOU ws'ixt to coon.ide' t~h osa t c i:a in r 

your judgvefnLt. about the e!WC-.rVmkz" G2 t e npca .. t0a' - t? 

th( 
'-r-,),w Po'n .2O UiS"A 

15 7ette1r ...... .... am going 197t give. Ci:tom", in I u.. .... e 

2 li tLeni t of e tyod u,'l~lS the n o.. nf h r w r 

27i f ± ndf l P oint.' 2 prcsse di?. on whi& A.,. : . ........ .. p.......  

t8 to rely for" a fu .l te.rIT, full ptri'e - oper; ti.ng ii: O... .  

MR.7 i<A~vC2XN: Does the wit-.n---s,, hawvc; a c::ri¢V' Cf 

2is thatPvSS 

Z£ wR "N" I am Iiif to give it to -,!i in just 

a monsento Thank :'<,<'&7 Mr. Karnar± 

Let ne show-. you '1ie lin .t nokw°, 

3I
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your questions and perhaps ae n .ak a rece. after 

you have stat"-d the question and he can look at thak ..

MR. TFOSTENo I wou:ld like to have you look at he 

ist, "at the first break. Dr.. Goodyear, and I would like yo 

to tell the Board and us whether you have personai..y reviewed 

S and evaluated each of these documents and the portions of the 

7 transcript -that are also identified on :tt piece of pa-r)-a._.  

8 you have, with the exception, of the ones that are dated 

9 October 30, w,.. were offered in evidep, to-day pzior to the 

10 time your work on the Fin. Envi. ronmieta) Statement was con

?i cluded. Would you do that? 

C2CAXRMAN JENSCH; You don't have to answer that 

is right away. .f you would like to ta.le a rec.ss to co. -.er 

4 it, I see there are three or four or five pages there.  

15WITNESS C OODYEAR: Yesd.'i 

16 CHAIPiziIJ 1 ,NS Would you 'lke to mswer ncq,? 

?7 We can take a recess.  

78 rMR. TROSEIEN We can go to another subject.  

CHAZIRAN JENSCH: All right, If you can deficer that! 

20 and give us your answer later.  

2.'1 Proceed, Applicant.  

22 MR . TROSTEN: Thank you.  

23 WITNESS GOODYEAR; Before we go on, the question 

1P was for which of these documents were reviewed before I 

25 Completed
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4mi 1 M4R. TROSTEN: vour wa.-k on thne Final Environxnenta1 

Statement. There is a list of docents. Perhaps Y: can help 

you a little bite, Dr. Goodyear. - On -CnTat list is a list of 

all the principal documents the App licvut inten'ds to rely on.  

Some of that list consists o. I documents -that we offered in 

eviAdence today. I am excluding that from the quest.4on. I1 

am asking you: with regard to aij. -,'he doctuim.enzt,; except41 those 

that we put in evidence todlav, but including Ohe cones that 

were attached to our comments on the dra:~t cA!.tae-e 

did you look at all of those and personally review and 

evaluate those documents before your work on the Final 

Bniv,. ronmental~ Stateuie.nt a conc luded? 

I will proceed, Mr. Chairman.  

THJAI1R14UN JENSCHX Proceed, yes.  

M~R , TROSTEN: Did you review and evaluate the 

testimony of Dr. Lauer of New York University and Dr. Lawler, 

dated April 5tlh, 1972? You have the two docuimierts in mind I 

am thinking about? 

WITNESS GOODY EAR: The striped basa model.  

MR. TROSTEN; And the effects of temperature and 

the effects of chemica.1 discharges on biota.  

KITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR. TROSTEN: Those are Dr. Lauer's two documents.  

Did you review those three docuaments prior'to the 

time your work on the draft environmental statement was
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mil I finished? 

a CHAIRh1AN jENSCH3 Pe.:haps he 'ou.d have to take a 

3 look at the documents. If you have theim available, he can 

review th1xse during a recess, too.  

MR. TROSTEN.: Yes. Xill shoax them to you.  

61 CLAIRAN JENSCH: If you can give them- to hi, at 

7 the break, he can review them.  

8 Please proceed with another question.  

9 If you desire to have the answers now, we will 

take a break.  

MR. TROSTEN: if we can take aminute, Mr.  

O Z Chairman.o 
3 CmRo KiMAN- Iw ould just as zoon have the witness 

i 41 to be able to sit down during a recess, 

15 CHAt SMAN JE4SCII: Do you have another question 

16 like this that wili have document review? 

17 MR. TROSTEN: I 11 go on. We can get back.  

CHAIRMAN jENSCH: All rig3ht. All right.  

MR. TROSTEN: Dr. Goodyear, have you had an 

20 opportunity to review Dr. Lauer's Octcber 
30th testimony 

2t which concerns the work performed by 
New York University on 

22 the effects of Indian Point plant 
operations on Hudson River 

23 biota? 

24 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Not in detail.  

25 MR. TROSTEN: All right. Well, if you have reviewe
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it in detail and if it contained any material that caused you 

to alter any of the conclusions which you expressed in the 

Final Environmental Statements would you so advise the Board? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let him take a look at that 

document, too, also, on the recess.  

MR. TROSTEN: Would you look at all these documents 

Dr. Goodyear:, and we will go on from therce.  

CH.AIRMN JENSCH: All rignt. Let us take a - if 

this is convenient, how long would you like to take, 15, 20 

minutes? f........  

MR. KARMAN I understand the question, Mr.  

Chairman.  

C AIPM M4A JENSCH. All right. Let us take --- at thi 

time, let us recess, to reconvene in this room at P10.  

(Recess.)

I
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CHAIrmAN JENSCH: Please com to order.  

Will the w-linesses please restune the stand? 

31 Staff counsel, did you have. a statement? 

M.R. KA : Yes, Mx. Chairman. After examining 

5 the rather lengthy list of documents which the AppliCant 

G stated he wanted Dr. Goodyear or taiz -- and/o: the other 

7 two.witnesses to look at, so much paper has been proliferated 

8 during the course of this proceeding that Dr. Goodyear 

requested of m and I certainly concurred in that opinion, 

to that we would appreciate it if we 
could look over all o.  

thooe statements during the course of the evezing and that 

12 tomorrow morning e can definitively say.  

We feel in all likelihood we have looked at 

14 every one of them, but Dr. Goodyear does not want to at 

this time indicate, because so much has been 
seen by him 

that he just wants to make sure that the item in question 
16 

is the one that he had looked at.  

s MRTROSTEN: Mr. Chairmin, I think it is an 
'i8 

extremely good idea that Dr Goodyear have an adequate 

20 opportunity to review these 
documents so he can be sure 

that he has seen them and has taken them into account. 
1 

think the Staff counsel's suggestion is very 
well taken.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We will try to make a provision 
23 

for that. I think it means that the evening time will be 
241 

needed by the witness.  
s
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1* B~~Iefore we eed, or (udng the reces, I 

2 Inq~uired of Appllcantl s couxnsc3. dit.- you have mra questions 

that involve~ documentary review? 

AJ MR. TR0STN: Not really.  

CHiAIRMAN J:ENSCH: Do yot-ia~~ to p~oceed with 

6 other quesiLons? 

7MR. TROSTEN: Yes, I will, pz:oceid.  

CHk!RK&N JENSC~H Proceed.  

9 MNR. TROSTEig: Dr. Goodyearr 1 would lika to move 

10 w anxoth~er toic.  

, I ~ Basica'ly vhat I aiould CJk o ~ wt o 

12 ow are the effecfxi of eztrai~nnt and elavated meaue 

,S and chemical dischar'g(ce on aquatic blota, just zo we are 

all talking ab~out the aama things.  

15 1 have a genteral quaton I would like to ask 

16 you firs-IC' Wcald you say that all power plants have the 

0iale ef fect an antrained organisms? 

WITIMESS GOODYEAR: Would you explain oef fct 11 

19 R. TROSTEN: 'el for example, take the effect 

20 of el.evated -temperatures on aa entrained organism,. an 

21 organism might be affected in a certain way, for example, 

photosynthesis might be inhibited in phytoplankton by a 

certain temperature. And so taking that-as an example, 

-would you say that all powar plants have the same effects, 
24 

25 citing thiz one example, on entrained ozganimxus?
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WITNE ,;OODYEAR: Basically, y 1es.  
1 4Ro TROSTEN: They al1 have the Same effect? 

3 WITNESS 0YERGOODA: Al of *them thlat us

within a -- each porwer plnut will have its own specIfic 

attributes 

1MR. TROSTEN: That's what i Ineanto I other 

words, each plant by its deSgn and ope ig c .racterist1c:, 
7 

would have its on specific attributc.s -hich would have to 

be con sidered , doa., t you agz-ee? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes, the ambian -Wi- anar 

mn, all types uo organ-i&ms would have to be considered.  

MR,, TROSTEN: All powe. plats do not hav i the 

? same effects on organi3ms, each power plant would have to be 

looked at to detearmine its effect on the ert%'a"nad organsim? 

WITNESS GOODYEARg Right.  

1 MR TROSTEN: RIdhto 

Now what are some of the factors which can 

vary the effect of a power plant uptn atxaiend oarganaims? 

You started to mention some0 

WI"NESS GOODYEAR Well, of course, the temperatuEL 
20 

of the condensers.  

. MR. TROSTEN: Right.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: I need to make oure wie are 

talking about the same thing. When you say an effect 

upon aquatic organisms, are you talking about effects on 
25
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Individual orgeniant? 

MR0 TROSTEN: Yes. I ar ref:ring to the effects 

on the individual organisms, a; they pao thugh the coolllg 

4 syftm of the plant.  

5WITNESS GQCOZAR: All 21ght The chedmcal 

6 anviraoment they are exposed to; the ratire snv.roa.

7 Lrtnt they are exposd to; and the amoUnt of turbulcnc., 

8 charAge of pressure, 

9 M TRO.STEN: Now would you say that tho 

residence tize is ipoz'tant? 

11 WITNESS GOODYEAP.: Rezidante tiim ii "!irmortant 

,2 in astablishing Uhe actual zzpasure.  

MR. TROSTEN: YeS.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Not only to chemicals, but 

5 temperatur- as well.  
15 VIR. TROSTEN: In other worda, if the residence 

time were very short, this might ha;-e a rnuch losaer effect 17 

is than I the reoidence time were relat vei long? It right, 

I say? 

WITNESS GOOD1YEAR: Yes.  20 

MR. TROSTEN: All right.  

Now it is also important, of course., that you 
22 

address yourslf to th type of organism that's entrained, 
23 

right? 

EE WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yee.

I
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S2MR. TROSTEN: That s the most important thing, 

2 isn t it? 

3 WI NESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

S 4 MR, TROSTEN.: All right, 

5 Now what lkappens to an anilal organism that is 

6 either killed or i.yjured As th result of entkain ent through 

7 a power plant? What nldght happen, let's put it that way? 

8 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Well, there's several alterna

9 tive things that could happen . The organism co-aid 

10 actually decompose without bei-, ccn iumd by some other -

11 in other words, it could be an effect of decomposition.  

i 2 MR. TROSTEN: Let's take, for example, a mackerel 

13 invertebrate zooplankton-like vertebrae? What would happen 

14 to that? 

15 WITNESS GOODYEAR- He could eitheK decompose or 

16 It could be consumed by another arganiam.  

17 MR. TROSTEN: In other wordso, when t-he 

individual gamrarua came out of the discharge canal, it 

19 might, if It were dead, sink to the bottom and decompose 

20 or if there were a fish there which ate gammarus, it might 

be eaten by the fish? 
21 

22 WITNESS GOODYEAR.- Yes.  

2 MR. TROSTEN: Did you want to add something, Dr.  
23 

Coutant? 

WITNESS COUTIAT: Just a comment that it could 
25

-7
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I be broken by zrechautical damage so it cama out as parts 

2 rather than thae whole.  

SMIR. TROSTEN: Right. Thank youi.  

4.' Not% and, in -*ac--. the -- one reason firsher.me 

5 like 1o go to the outfall of powe.r plants is bcause 

G the ....rdk f a are, th r nd acfe ding. T hat' s 

on reason why tihey Iight C th-.rs I a.... ... t S..n 

8 'that is the reason, but perhja.- that's tioe reason% 

WITNESS COODYEAR3 Is t hAt 

0 MR. TROSTEN: Yes,, 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: " don't really know.  

MR. TROSTEN: So you said then the individua! 

S3 organism that goes through the plant, Ln this case a 

14 consumer organism such as the xooplanktcz could serve 

5 as food for a highttr trophic leve2., s t3- a correct, if 

it were entrained and killed? 

17 WITNESS GOODYEAR. Yes.  

18 MR. TROSTEN: Axd if it wae entrained and injured 

for example, if it were sturned, it could also serve as 

20 food for a higher trophic level? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

22 MR. TROSTEN. Now is it possible that particular 

23 organisms which are entrained in a particular plant will 

suffer no adverse effects? I say it is possible this might 

04 happen? 
25
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WITNESS GOOD "xR: Yes 

2 MR. TROSTEN. Couid thi be tru for phyto

3 polankton? 

4 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Under sami circumstances, yas 

5 MR. TROSTELN: Could it ?G t'Cz;ea for oplankton? 

WItIESS GOODYEAR: tl,.dex sore cixcurwtanceso 

7 1MRo TROSTEN: How about fi h eggs? 

8 WITNESS GOODYEAR: (No pons 

9 MR,, TROSIIEN. Is : t poos~bja a fish egg might

10 not be injured? 

WITINESS GOODYEAR.- We t i c3-rtalny p : 

2MR. TROSTEN : kow about larva? 

13 WITNESS OGOODYEhRZ :Agni it is pzble.  

MR. TROSTEN: Rqht. Okay.  

Now is it po3sible that although iidividual 

16 orgaisms might be dilled or Injured by entzainm-nt at i 

power plant,. that this would hav&,e no eiguificant impact ou 

the populatioas of those organisms? 10 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR. TROSTEN: Just to take anexp I guess 20 

2 1 underatamd yoreu answer, but supposing only a small 

perc22gq of the total number .of present In the 22 

area were killed or injured. Would that haveva miaor 
23 

effect o th In the Xiver? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: That would depend upon tie 25
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organiosm itself.  

MR. TROS'TEN: But under cetain circ'u-ltances it 

x ight have a minor effect? 

4 WITNESS GOODYEAR. Yes.  

14R. TPOSWN:~ Suppoa, gor . nly that 6 

, relatIvevly larSe =bmsr oT organisms :' the iMmed.,,ate area 

7 were killed o.t injured, hut that the organisms ware very 

8 wiel distr7ibuted avzthe riex In 11a 

9 Mi~ght thr@ be a y.:nor ;Ipa--t on the total pulation? 

WITNZSS GOODYEAR: There co-1,d be.  

MR TROSTEN: Th~era zmght be only a Wrnor impct? 

WITNaE3S GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR. TROSTN: Right.° 

Now suppose you have Xam ogengam that has a 

5 very high. aortality rate, normally 9o that a very largo 

6 parcisattge of the organ!Lsma. kv ould dl' -. very quickly Z'yo 

They are dying, you knoow , b.ing born and dying vrely quickly.  

NNow 3f a nAuib er of those o e. kiwlad by antrainent 

in a poxwyer plant, might that have oin'iy a minor Impac- on 

2 the overall populations of those 

. CNALOAN JENSCH: Excuse ne, could you tsll me 

GoMething about time factors involved? Ara- you talking about 22j 
. a minute or two,, or tw-,o nvontis, or two year s? 

MR. TROSTL. - I am talking about a -- well, to 

take this example, My°. Chairman: Stipposg you had a populati: 
25
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a that's prese nt in the area during the suii-artime, and 1,his 

2 population haas a very short generat.Aon -iinc The- an-A wals 

3 are being box.n, dying very, very quickly; and I an rsh-n 

S 4 ~Dr. Goodyeadr if under these circumstancea, if the poimer plant 

_ were operating on a ri1ver during tha_,t period of time and a 

(3 nuber f Uhesa organisms Tv.re being killed,~ but. Uthese wvre 

7 1orgnismsthat were being born and were dying very, var~y 

E,, uiclynow i"gt the on the zporuaflov of thosie 

9 organi~Lfs be very smal1l because of the rasbn 1 have just 

10 givezr you? 

11 WITNESri GOODYEAR: It would really -- the answr 

12 deey~dsupon whei.har o-" not the mortality thzit you have 

seen the natu~ral rate of die-off, depnd upon what cauises 

that natural rate of die-off.  

I MR. TROS TEN-. Right. It would. depend, for 

'1 eample, if thiz were strictly an additive process, maybe 

it vwOuld have a signif icant impact; but if it werGi not a 

Is ilc-1y addiitiva process, than it would no~t have a major 

19 impact. Is that right? 

20 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Right.  

21 ~ MR. T-ROSTEN: Now I1 have askedi you a seriez of 

qu2sions about circuyw-tanca5 that might exist where 

23 orgzanismie wexe 1heing antrained in a power plant, and they 

2A werre heing killed, but under thass circumsances the result 

w3vas having a ralativaly minor impact on the popvlation, and
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ari0 1 you have indicated that there might ba circumitances like 

2 this that would exist. Now I am going to ask you, is it 

3 possible that any one of these circumstances or all of these 

4 circunitances exist at Indian Point? s it possibile? 

5 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Fox some species.  

6 MR. TROSTEN: It is possible? 

WITNESS GOODY'EAR F'or som pe jes, but n all 

of them.  

9 Mi. TROSTEN: Okay.  

10 Not 

II CHAIPM4AN JENSCH: Excuse mso Is that a apeculartavc.  

g2 question or -- would it be foundation that that ds occur? 

13 MR, TROSTEN: I was merely asking him fr a 

general statement of principle.  

15 CMPIRMAN JENSCH: Are you going to be able to 

U6 upply avidence that that is a condition? 

MX. TROSTEN: Yes, we wvl! zupply a foundation 17 

CHAIRU I2P JENSCH: Very well. Thank you.  1B 

Proceed.  

MR. TROSTEN. Now turning to page 5-22 in the 
20 

Final Enviroxmantal Statement, i wanted to ask you a question 
21 

22 that is suggested by that page. 
If an organism did not 

passivaly float in the Hudson River, and if its distribution 23 

were not uniform in the Hudson River, ould the rate of 

efnralwaent of that organism not be eimply proportional to 
25
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I the flow through the condensers? if either or boh of 

2 those condit:m oan exioted, let ne repeat t.c conditions or 

3 yu 

4 WITNESS GOODYEAR,. Please 

5 MRo TROSTEN: i ask you to assume a situation 

6 whare an organism dIdn t passively foat in the .hiidson River 

7 and/or its d itribution wasn't uniformi in the 1udson, River.  

8 In other words, there were iore,. on the east bank than the 

9 west bank or vice versa° Under those circwstances, isn't 

10 it true that the rate of entrainirtant of such an organisai 

1i would not be simply proportional to th. flow through the 

12 cozdensers, of water through the condensers? 

13 WITNESS GOODYEAR: The piobleyp that I am having 

14 is with rate of entzainment.  

15 MR. TROSTEN: There to a -tatement that appoars 

16 on this page, and I.1i1 read it to you. You L'y -- you talk 

17 about the biological consequences of power plant operati.on 

Is with once-through coolIng. 2re you the author of the state

19 Mont? 

20 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

21 PR. TROSTEN: All right. You say tha importance 

22 of such. predation, you are likening power plant operation 

23 to predat-ion, is related to the rate at which organisms 

24 are consumed and for passive and nearly passive organisms, 

25 consumption rates are similar in magnitude to the rate at
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which the watec As used.  

No z; am sing you if an organism did not 

pavely float i. the Hudson River, or i its ds.-Stzbutlaon 

was not uniform across the rive cross : ec ioa, it not 

t .nle that the rate of entrair.rwnt of that organism would 

rot be simply proportional to the f .ow -f wae: ,h ough 

the Condensers? 

WITNESS GOODYIEAt Again Uth rato itould 

have to be proportional to the rae .f wateax winthdranal 

H*-ever, uve have got two factors we have got to look at.  

One ig ths magnitade and the other Is the fractio
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e 30 
e ak .II 

2 cI AZ.p/ NSCEA- Let him 1nh- 2o he2ad., 

, XXt 'oS I a SO. . I j:t~ fel.t mny qu -* ' 

3 KV O- mS a questc ler 

4 1 dijnt th3k i was ma-&:ing my questiO- clear.  

Th~AX2AU JENSC.: I toght he w7a. in the iddle 

,. -4 the magi-it - e -- of 

7 withdaaal is goi?.0g to depend upon -- or the 'Ma
" 3- -de of Vie 

. tai-Aty :or those oxgap a i's joing to be 

toL2 tat S it iL ot n e6e- l 
.... to the, vace i's r....wwil 

be a fraction. or point is th . a3 I ndestarO It .S 

that you could have a ropoo, difference f.oM the 

1-3 depth of distribut on.  

1 N.M.TROSE 1 think wc pre passing each other 

like ship s inthe niqlht on this. Let pie t,.y again.

" If you. take am Organi -hsr which lived on the 

west ba - of the Hudson Viver, only lived on the west b k 

of the udson P.1vero Now there is water flowing sic and 

forth in front of the Indian Point plant. Now the rate of 

Consumption of that orqganisia which was living on the west 

ba %k of the Hudson River wouldn't s.niy. be proportional to 

-Uie rate at which the water from the -east bank or the water 

2 .from the Hudson f1oVe8d through th.e condensers .because it 

0 24 never to the east bank,, isn't that correc? 

I WIrESS GOODMEAR. This is true.  

'5
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M TOS ENI, That is a' I a.  

Sat.  

W k CO)1iR iypint that I was trying 
3 

4 1 o cl-ar s tht itis th-ll-e fact that you. havea 

5 V Yation acoss the river doesxi t aflec' the p..O..rtio 

6 the tail ke of the ent ainrnent that is till going to be 

a ELMction of the wk:ithdlza a ! Of ater 

MR.eti na , ti t live a " 

9 Lets say that you had r orgmism -that didn'"t live OnlY 

!0 the west bank Of 'the Hudson FUXver n tlvd nap, o 

of the udson F~ive it lived in the lo;ar center of the 

i2 rludson jRiver, s "'YO , say? 

Uhat 'is realiy the oBIY place where it lived i-ia 
3 

mm? all ot the wmater that goes through the. plant.  

doesnl't compe .9:om the Im.e center of the Huxlson R Ver. SOV 

t. ..refor.e, the rate zit which that organism -eh af lived in 

'i 7 

the bottm- of the Hudson Piver in the center woul&nt just be 

sirply propoixronal to the ece of flow of te Hudson Wivae 

20 water thzough the condensers, would it? 

WI-NESS G)ODYEAR: Againol we have the same problem.  

You are saying the propoM-Aon of the Hudson -iver water going 

23 through the condenses? 

MR. TROS91 N. Well 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: See 
25 

MR.- TROSTWEO I 9-ess m y knowiedge of hydraulics,
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eak3, 

..  

Sgues is too :-aulty to make this point clear, but really 

2 all I . talking about here is the rate Lt which the orgwlism 

'S withdratn froa the r.iver NOc. perhaps if Yon coulddis

4. ttnguish betwea the .erins, magnitu:de of th.e;a p or

5 tional to floa £' and tDe -rate of -cnsumption, i't might hel.) 

r me and 'ight help the racor6.  

7 NIM ESS G.ODY-AR: The dist:nction I Pa u maiing is 

8 tha. the magnitue ould be .in nimbaezs if n dividuals and 

9 he rate would be a proportion teaken per 1,1.1it time ot 

.0 proportior. of so~mething, would be a oatio of what is with drain 

and what is there.  

12 YR. TROSTE'N g Welle 1 will haeto think about Utdis 

13 a little bit further. Let irm just ask you one -question 

IA which I think e:esses ray question aind I thinik you probably 
" Ii 

have already answered it. Xf an orgc-ism were rniformly 

16 .distr ibxted throghOut the river so that it -- at iny pointh 

1 7 in i he riverits distribution were the same as at any other .! 

16 point Am the river, then it would seem to me as a layzaan 

19 if the plant were withdrawiing water from the river, that the 

20 nLumbera of organisms that would be withdraan relative to 

21 the total number of organisms in a segment, oay, of the river 

29 [would be proportional to the amovunt of water that was withdrawl 

by the plant relative to the am o nt of water in the seq-lento 

24 so that you could tell how many what percentage of the 

25 organisms were being withdravi1 by simply taking'the 
aimount 

of f lw through the plant, utitiplyinq it by the time the
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e ak 4 1 water was going throiagh the plant and then comp ting 

th e v o l ume o f w a e n o s c - n s eC i 1 -m i e S g e a o f th e 

H 1udson River.~ it emns a nl-tie~gnn 

4 jBut if an orgadiom %-e not~ -ifozmxly disriue 

5 1throughout the segmient, 11-hen the aimouat of i- L1ma 

6 fwoW-d be withdravn,, cannot be compate~d is- that1- -very sidmply 

7 way. Would you agree with:'..',,hat? 

0 INM7SS GOODYfEAR: Yes.  

9 4.~RoE:oy. Tht ras really the ol 

10 uestion1. I will have to think about the othex thing you 

said and ee if I Cw n dex-stand it.  

12 no; tak2ing that simple ca*.-e, If an ogns were nod~ 

S ~~~3 ~ unifox-mly distributed throvahout e U-ie j ~in~zhl 

we sayp of the river, ruould-all yozi have t;o consider what 

5 its biological charao-*eristics wsre i-n order to 4deteriinre 

16 ts real, rc: 1 world suscaptibility to Toithdrawal? In other 

* words, instead of s imply raompating the amount of water going 

Sthrough the plant anti figuiring out howa many gzallonis of water 

19 there are in that wabmatter, wduldn t you have to study 

20 that organism and decide ,for example, whether it lived 

2 1 on the west bank? 

22 WI,.VNESS GOODYAR: Yes.  

23 MIR. TROSTINt: OMay. Than .. you. Now .on page 5-22, 

2A you refer to certain fish species and invertebrate spec is 

25 ein.g susoeptible to antrainment. For ex&eri you refer 

to bacteria, planktonie. alga, many invertebrate species, 

Jor. the bottom -of the ,2qe there. Do soVme of the
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I Invertebrate species that are found at Indian Point e-ii 

2non-hoogenUw3 distibut.on -in the Vertical. water colimm? 

21 WITNESS GOOD iA11% Yes.  

4.I Mfj zmSLO~O ~O ~egiad larvae of 

5 triped bass? Do they ezhiibit -non--ho.. ogen~ous distributir",i 

in the Vertical water colammm~? 

7 ~~WITOSS GOODYEARO Yes. t nxel hers'' 

13 M~R. TROSMN.: klight ti oi-lec ~.ss 

9 ceptibility to entxv !n-&aent? 

10 n M..,S GO)ODYEAR Yes.  

MR. TROSJI) N: Could it reduce their susceptibiLity 

'13 IIWITNESS GWI)YMR: Certainly. 

14. MR. -TROSTEN: N~ow, I would like to turn for a 

moinnt to a discus siosi of phytaplanktrn. Now in Ithe dsuso 

of producers that you have that appears in Appendb- r1 you 
'16 

are -the author of Appendix '-1, is that correct-? 

CHAX1miNq JENSCHI: What was the refe'rence , please? 

1R. kR~~:Appendix 5'K of the 1PXinal Emvironme tal 

- State1ent~ M'r. Chair .man. It appears starting on page AV-1.  

20 CHPIRMM~ 3EMSCH: Thank- youi.  
21 

V1INESS GOODYEA.R: Yes,, this is a compilattion of 

23 infon-natiofl galthered fromi various saurcesA, 

24: 

Sis an. asterisk and says manuscript by C. P. Goodyear- OWE 

25 
SRidge National Laboatorly. You are the author of this?
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ESS GO.YEA R I put it tethe ys, 3 

viR, 7TROSEM l!han-k you.  

"Now is it cO.r.'/Ceot that 11-h1e infozoation -ahJ.-h 

.1s 'availaC rxoau Othe- poer plants which is "Cited in 

yur Ap edix V-1 6 indicates that ph'Otosynt£esi 0-P 

may be stimulated in he v -a axp I e.  

some qwts oif the sum-e-er off any pa:..t cuax yea-? 

WITNST G OODVEAR- Yes o 

AR. TROSTMN: And is it wcrt thiat tVhow of the i 

rerenCes -which yc; cite which also indicated S-i.c..  

0f the lvrge size receiving water popu .a-i have :Vdiated 

no ef fects of entzanmea~nt on the receivin water populations 

of Vhytopl anktoll? 

WITHESS ODYBiA: I have to ref.ect on that a 

moment.  

MR. TROSN: You want to take a look at it? The 

Pages I am efe'iflig O Cre pages - they start on pages V-2 

and r .n -through page A S5.  

CHAIPIBN JENSCH: You may take the tire to read 

that if you want to freshen your .. col on it.  

26R. TROSTEN: Mr. c aixrman, I wm sor ry.- din I !I 

think of thIs as being a document request. It is just a page b:re 

1Po I., AM& Did you say AV-2 to A-55? 

mR. TROEBTSEN- Wihy dQnlt we go on? MIhy don't 

you Consid- that question Dr. Goodyear and we can talk about 

thLS t-,orro to.
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. ~CHAPIRMA TNTM. Very wel.  

U Will Staff counsel mve a note of-that? 

VTh-amk yoU. proead.  

4 fMR. TROSTEN: Just a Cent Cazlmam.afo 

5 All right. blowe when yo, are thin. ting aboc%. hat 

ei question -- you have the qcuistion. Thatil t'he only question 

7 I w1nt yon to look at. The one refec~ec in the ... cord.  

0 Now gOing bad noi to page V-.33 of t F Final E3mviizon-j 

9 men'tal Sta-emento yoa msa{ on that page that significant 

changes, in species population and Co-ald occur 
S:Dt1.  

,.p .n 
op ato in the phytoi-lci-ton commun-Ity as a r'su.-t of pla"t opr" in i 

You see where you say "that? 

' mesponse.) 

MR. TR0STEN, to hat is a ol u-eteimnt that in this] 

ticular case I gat-hex- refers to the Indian PCint plant and 

It 'is not jt a. general state.aent that says that in so:;me powe,: 

plants .such andsuch an eveint migh]t tak place.  

o is -ha-t eail what you moenet? 

Did you really mean that is something that might 

20 'happen in some-.power plant:s? 

Wi.2MESS -ODME AR : o. Would you -point out the 

location? 

VAR. TROSTED I am sorry. The first sentence of 

the paragraph under Item 2., the ve-.rJ first sentence.  

WINESS -GOODYEAR: -vip what was your question? 
25 

MR. TROSENo ,& question vwas did you mean the
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Indian Point plzmt? 

WITNESS GOODYkAR1 Ys 

R.o TE N is the four.D ion for th&@.  

statement the basis .pOn , hich you dre3 t-%t conclu-sio 

containea in pages A-52 thr",h A'55f t31 Pags I just 

re vurred you to? 

(a Jp p was g 'U9 to 

is this smzething you woUld want to rs7iew in order to 

a on-,."" for yoxjr stateLefnt or V-33? 

1 21ROS1N Xsnlt it true Dr., Goodyear, that 

what you have done here is you have p-epar.ed tl m usri4t 

that appears in Appelndix A-51 which is a study of -.. literature) 

sureY of tep ature effects on phy&%anktoI ad it is on 

the basis o! that literature suvey that you formulate, this 

conclusion, isn t that xight? 

S GOODYAR, Not entirely, no.  

iR. TOSTE!N Is thee other bases? 

WITVESS GOODEAR- There is bases within the 

1 

Section 2, producers.  

MR.: TROSTRIM: in other vorft- there may be 

statements in here as well? 

WITHIESS GOOD.EAR: Yes.  

MR. TROSTEN: Okay. Pineo 

Isn't it true thait with one ex c-ptio
n the 

2.5 references W-ted on pages A-52 thxough A-55 -- and I think 

this is also t-v.,s of the referevaces cizod oi pageV- 3 3 through

6337
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t I o the re r-ces that appear on page V34 to theA an s 

3 studies which. defintely deal with hytoplankton, bt : am 

A. refering to -the Ateratus e surveys. thtY .W::QKe 

O.n P"9a AV-52 thro h An,5N -and .nj other " .itera suxMey on pfge 

SV-33 through V-39?" 

WIiWSSGOODYAR: D:ost of tne.:qorr. "a: b'en., 

17
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23 

AN 

25
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MR. TITOSTEN- I am talking about the specific 

-references you cite here; don't they dieawith one exc.ption 

with periphytonl' *4 
I ~ ~WITNESS GOODYEAR: 1 am not sure how many ecp-10 

there are. The basic work has been done 'with perihy2iyCv 

JMR. TROSTEN: Would you look at it tonight and let 

7 me know whether there ax'e any xreferences besides one that dealsi 

Wit , '- I an sorriy. Would you let m kna;-i whether all the 

references but one deal Koith e'eir hy" tn that are cited in here? 

10 WITNESS GOODYEAR Certainlyo 

MRo TROSTEN : Okay. Thank you 

12g- CHAIRUMAN JENSCIH: I think as -we go on in response 

I3 to the question froom Applicant's counsel during t.he recess as 

1,(, to how late we go, the rore quet!ons we heve 

15 the les time we are going to extend this session this 

I 6 evening. if that is agreeable with the parties., As you keep 

97 adding documentary review, we bring it back -5 minutes or so.  

is We are going to stop pretty soon here.  

(Laughter.) 

20 Proceed, 

21 " It is all right. All your docunmentary questions 

22 that you can give him. I want to afford him enough time to 

23 do the review.  

24 MR. TROSTEN: Yes. All right.  

25 Ill continue in accordance with the Chairmnan's
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suggestion to pose a ques.ion to you and that is were the 

pe;-riph- that are the subject of these literature reviews, 

and I au suore Dr. Coutant could help you with this very 

quickly, weren't they exposed for a much longer period 
of 

time than would be the exposure of phytoplankton at Inodiazi 

Point in the plant uaxd " ia -_he plume? 

For examnple, Dr. T-rezTObley Is Study 18 It it true 

the periphyton there were eposed for a m.:uch longer pe-riod ef 

time than was the e posure of the phytqpIzanton in the Indian 

Point plant and plunge? 

V-7iTNESS GOODYEAR; Certainly. I don t want to maiake 

a broad statemeant about everything that is in here.  

MP.. TROSTEN: You cartainiy ' -ink before you check 

it, that that was the case? 

WITNESS GOODYEARx Yesi 

MR. 14ACBETiH: Could the Applicant counsel 

identify what he means by much longe period of time? 

MR. TROSTEN: Much longer in terms of hours versus 

days or maybe longer than that Hours as compared with days 

or weeks.  

CLAIRM4AN JENSCH: Very well. Proceed.  

MR°. TROSTEN: Now were those plants, that is 

the periphyton that I am referring you to, not exposed to the 

elevated temperatures for a period of time several 

times in excess of their generation rate, wouldn't. 
you say.
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11

7WITNESS GOODYEAR: Certainly.  

Fig.0 TIZOSTEN: Nowv in *Lhe cas'e at plan~ktonic algae, 

the phytoplankton which you are describing oai page 5,-33 

through 5-35, aren't they expocsed to the eieirated tmeaue 
at Indian Point for. a muc Ibre medo ie than, thei~r 

generation time? 

WITNESS GO0DYEARi- By what -- you have to %-he 

answer to that depapds on w..hat elevated temperatture 15 

degree delt%'a T for a Aruch shorter period, yes.  

M4R. TROSTEN: ,Let's think about it in statem-eat.  

The generation t-ime of phytoplankton of the typeure are 

talk~ing about under optimum condition3 could be three times 

a day; would you say that is probably right, under laboratory 

conditiions0 the generation t-ime of the phytoplankton we are 

talking about could be three times a day? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Could be, yes.  

MR~t TROSTEN: But in the case of Indian Point, their

that is true? 

WITN~ESS GOCDYEAR: Yes.  

MP,. TR OSTE .l right. Noiw if periphyton were 

exposed to elevated tepeatutres for a rpioid of tima 

considerably in excess of their generation rate, that is~ the 

timte necessary to produc.. a new qenera-,ioa as X undrtand~ 

that ter~i, v,.ouldn~t 1-his alloyx a shift in species to manifest 

itself ?
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generation tLme, that is the 'ner-ation time ok. those phyto

Plank ton 1would be coxasliderzably le. than that because the 

Ht mson R:iv.er is so turbid -chat the htyteiay 

aciv 2onef is only at the surface an:d therfore the genera

loge 1-hn heopimro- rate of -t-hrce tMLeo a day; so theref-arej 

we can think of the genSration time be ing ccnsidlerably 

loncier than three 4%timles a day? 

WiTNEVSS GOODYEI'kR: -Yes.  

MR. TROSTEN.: All righf -. o t eking that as the 

baois for tlhe question, we nowu look at t_-he time -h-t these3 

phyjtaplaikkton are fzxpose:d to elevated t.; tres" NOW they fy 
are ex.pose4 to the elevated teprtrsall Pnim~oint Eor 

up to a couple of hours', shall we saya or tip to a. fewu houins, 

right? 110 11uan It yr.ou. Say that ~S crrect.? 

WITHESS GOODYEAR: For SPeVCeral. hours.  

WLR. T~ROSTEN: For several hourn, okay.  

So therefore the exp'noeuxe osf the phyto-plankton at 

Indian Point, that is. several hours,~ if",.Tsuch less than the 

lengt h of the generation timec of these ph to-plankton which is 

collsiderably more than eight hou~rs, isr- t that correc-t? 

WTV7THSS.GOODYEIXR: Fdr the cells that are-in the 

Plume.  

VIR TROSTEN: That. is what Y ai-4 talking about# the 

cells that are entrained and i.n the plume.
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WITNESS COODYEAR3 For the par'ticular cells the 

enerateion the im e frr thexm to 'mrodsce t lves, 

would not necessarily ba tlhe samne as th generation time for 

the average throughout the water coloiv. Obvriously the Ones 

close to the bottox are not reproducing.  

MRo TRCOSTEN: Right.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: So I couldn't I dan't beIlieve 

I could answer whether the feneration time wculd necessaily 

be a lot diffexent than the exposure t~ime i the p:[Ue 

MR. TROSTEN: Let me ask 

CHAUUlN J2NSCH: Now let him finish. I know- you 

don t mean to interrupt. X think he wants to add a little 

U1r %e. GO a~head, Doctor.o 

MR. TROSTEN: Please prevet Me from inte2. ruptiZg 

you, Doctoz o 

(Laughter. ) 

W-hat were you saying? 

WtjTPSS ( OODYEAR: The cells that are in the plie 

or that are on the surface naturally don't have the sazre 

generation time as the cells that are in deep water.  

N.A. TROSTwi: Right.  

WITNESS GOODEARi And the average throughout the 

vater colun is i-uch different, actually would be much longer 

generation than those cells wfhlch are on the surface and 

exposed to the plmeo
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6mil KllR TROSTEN Right. I c-tainly caA ua.erstand 

2 that, I think.  

3 Now, but even under optimum labo-atory coaditiona, 

4 the generation time of the phytoplanlton that we are 

5 talking' about is eight hours a day, aproximatey, in' t that 

Correct? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Depending on the speci.es; th1 

a -range.  

MR. TFOSTEIIN: Well, on parje 2-31 --- 2-31 --- X 

10 think It is 2-31. This is where I got the idea -- you' 

Sindicate that the generation~ tim~e is longer . than thre timesG 

a day I had the imqpras.on that the genexation tiita for the 

}3 particular species wa are talking about h ere, the times you 

14 examined in your report, under optmom labotzaory conditions 

is is about three times a day, do you think that's correct? 

1. WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

17 CHAXNMAN JENSCH: Could you give us the -eference? 

MR. TROSTEN: Page 2-31. I am draw.ing a ereferenqe 

from what Dr. Goodyear said, but T thought I understood it.  

20 CHAIRMAN ZENSCH: Yes, yes. Thank you very much.  

21 Proceed.  

MR. TROSTBN: Would you agree that basically the 

23 generation time of the phytoplankton 
we are talking about, you 

24 and I are discussing here, 
is probably about eight hours 

a 

2-5 day under optimtm laboratory conditions?
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WITNESS GOODYEAR: SolP.oething on tilhat order..  

MRo. TROSTEN: All right 0  Now isn t it -- isn t thail 

nha the generation time that the phy.oplankton teill 

longer 1,- a . ... 
S : 

would -- isn 't that generation time longer 
than the t.ive 

that the phytoplankton cell .s that art entrained in the plant 

and then appear in the plume briefly would be subjected to 

these elevated temiperatures? In other words you said a 

miorent ago that the time of exposure of tiese cells that 

are entrained and go into the pamie 
5.s up to several hours, 

but not as mrch as eight hours. You know it might be t ;,jo or 

three and a half hours. But not up to t,-o or thriee times 

that like eight hourzs 

W1tlESS GOODYEAR: Again, it depends upon where you 

cut off the elevated temperature.  

WITNESS SiMMN-TOV: We genexate the temperature 

!5 degrees or 8 egrees.  

MR0 TROSTEN: Let's say 15 degrees 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Will be much less.  

MR. TROSTEN: Let's say 7.5 degrees.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Still.  

MR. TROSTEN: Still much less, 

Lets say 3o25 degrees, half of the 7.5 degrees.  

That would be pret- small, too w ouldn5t it? 

WITNESS, SIMN-TOV
- That niqht decrease.  

MR.. TROSTEN: Could that be maybe a few h.)urs, Mr.
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WITNESS SIMN.N-TOV% it might covme to closer than 

a few hours. It depends really -

MR, TROSTEN: Thiat might begin to approach -

%viTNESS STRAN-TOV. Tla ).days.  

NR. TROSTEN: Somaewhere ,from maaybe two to eight 

hours?
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WITNESS SIRIN-TOV: Yes..  

M.Ro TROSTEN: Okay° Now ho; long - 2et s see' 

Okay. I guess we have established that the generation time 

is about eight hours wid under some (ircA-5sta- c e s if you 

got down to as little as 3.25 deqrees the enposure might 

begin to approach eight hours from the bottm end. it 

would-be scomewher e from two to eight houl:s. Okay.  

Now what are the elevated tf.nperatures that are 

expected to be in the plume from xndian Point 2 during the' 

hottest part of the year? I ars taLking about July or 

August.  

Now I am talking now about the hottest 
part of 

the plume, not the part that sees the 
entrained water just as 

it comes gushing out of the submerged 
discharge, but out 

in the river, once a certain amount of mixring has taken 

place? 

MR. MACBETH: Mr. Chairman, can this question be 

clarified somewhat? I find it hard to understand just how

Siman-Tov?
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much milxing Appiicea-Its counsel is talking abouit in this 

hypothetica.?.  

MR. TROSTENg Let me try to rephrase the question.  

CHAIRIC.i JESH Proc~eed.  

TR~fOSTEN: it is tr'-M.sn it, N4r. Siman-To'i7, 

that the part of the plume t-hat would see a 15 de 're rise 

in temperature is vay small? 

WITMSS SIIMT-4OV: R iht 

MR, TROSEN And it is -. so true that the )art 

of the plum. that would see a 7 5 doegree rise in temprature 

is very sp, all? 

WITNES S.,&MN-TOV: Depands on what yo call small.  

MR TROSTEN: All rigyht. ARe you in a position 

to t*ell me nm, not how small the part of the plueis that 

Sees the 7 5 degree temperaUre, but to 1"e-l me how long 

it would see the 75 degree rise in temperature? 

WITNESS SIKIANe-.OV: Long in time?
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17 

S 1 MR. TROSTEN : Yes lon in tireo 

2. 'WITNESS S.AN-TOV: In -tie p .iU it mens 

_T am considering t-side of the dischage poiJnt° 

" ~: TROSTE.- Just i" ',, ...de:.o 

WIT .ESS S:WLAW-TOV Pight be a matter Of a minute.  

MIR. TROSIIEN: A minute or tug? 

7 WITNESS 0.1 _T-TCv... O..  

0 MR. TROSTIN: Okay Can vou I. me how long in 

9 time the plume would see a discharge ri-e of 3.25 degrees 

10 Fahrenheit? 

WITNESS SIMAN-TOV: It's more diffictilt to say.  

12 I said before, i comes c'ase t day.  

13 MR. T, OSTE1: C.lose to a day? 

14 WI0TISS 5S11, 1AN-TOV: -. woul~d f ay about a hil.  

15 day or. something like that, just as an estimate, 

116 MR. TROSTEINi All right. N'? in maling this 

17 statement, 1 asstue that you are basiz. . your estitrtate on the 

18 more conservative. You are not basing this on the. Applicants 

tO jet diffusion coefficient of -- ihat it ought to be? 

20 WITNESS SIVMN-TOV: Riqht. ~ ~ 

MR. TROSTEN. On pages-k -a

22 those&arg the pages .L referred you to before, where ace the 

23 result- ,f fAthe Vlew York University studies performed under 

24 Dr. Lauer's direction reflected? Can you. show me where 

2s they are reflected on those pages?
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MR. TPR.STENs The 5z.U&GS LeC oCM -"e..  

York Unrve.s'ity that are reiic-ted in ti testotiony 

LaUe dated Apted 5 .... October 30.  

A., obvionsly 'hey ot be 

October 30.  
. ,. Al! q'ghto The Z p-¢i 

" T OST : A l e r3 3. 5 

1,1R. TROES'ME2I Page A-52 thzouh the oh 

Serce I wed to ask you 0=1C l pageA513 toug 

I- A p -1j

.... this e0e7i0 o .  

anticipated rece~s ,o hi uo ei 

(LaUUg'hte 8. ' 

TR O'N would you loo k a that W et ' 

know tqAhe-e the :-esults of the New,- Yo:k UniVesityVs 

,tudiesa re leZ10cted or those pages? 

All rigk-t. I w.ill make a note of tha-.o 

CHAI MUM JNSCH- Proceed.  

.. DM. TROSTEN: We 1 wll get back to that when YOU 

have had a Chance to stdy that

Navy :Let: a think about theo matther Of -- lu 

54sof photosythesi nd phytopI.M.kton that are svirttte, 

to elevated .tepspeixtuieS Nag supposig that carbon 14 uptake 

capability by phy.op)-an were :educed by as a

6349 

. KX4 At~N= What stu2ldies ame we taJing 'W- oat
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Iof the subjectionl of the organism to higher temperatures. i 

Ithere proof that this caW~ Ii,;y --;,ill pnot reStore itein 

3 tile? 

4 WITNESS GOOYEAR: Pr'o t.,aat it will niot.  

5 ~ ~ TROSE: That it k3ill not. In othar words,~ as 

6 1 i mderstafld it, it has been mta that carhon 3A aptakm 

7 caj a I I iL~ty of phytoplakton~ caa be bnkahied by c5s~&1fl' 

B ira~fl ee M.ike vat m te1perature em as I unders-Lafl 'the 

facto and please corre*ct w-,if I am wrong, -this is a measure 

10 -that is used by bologicts in dete i-ni-ag whether possible damac

1-1 ay be occuring to such a podu..ar. 
Nvnv what I am asking 

12 you is thist is there proof12 that- if carbon 14 Uptake is 

in~hibited as a xasult 6f ex:posure. to elevated a pacxaturees 

thata- :9- eriod of time the capability of -the organism 

WITIL'S GODF-M, nSm aa I th1rink it has beeld 

MR~. TR0STEN: In other wrs f htpako 

19 were exposed to elevated temperatures,as a result their 

20 photosyflhtsis activity were inhibitede it is possible.  

21 after a period of time they would start to photosynthesize 

in the normal way again and they -vould go on about t-heir 

b3 business doing whatever phytoplaflktondo? 

MWESS GDOD1YEMR: Yes.  
24 

25 MR. TPOSTF-Nt May.  

(Laughter.)

I
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eak3 I MR TROSTF"': Now'0 when you -- on page V-33 when 

2 you estimate a reduction of 17 percent of phytoplan.Itop 

3 poductiV-ity at Indian Point resu n. from a complete 

4 reproductiAve kill of the entrain-d phyto-plaflitorn S that 

5 estimate of 17 percent reduction in prodciitivity based on 

6 100 percent kill of all the phytop1!nkton that axe actua1y 

7 going through the plant axnliually? 

8I I NESS GOODYBAR: is it says, it is a mazimum 

9 poseible consequence.  

MR. TROSTEN: in other words, this l let we see -

10 
11R. KAMAM: What page? 

MR. TROSTEN. V-33. My usderstaiding of that 

statemelt is that you estimated 
that 17 percent of the phyto

13 

plankton that are in a segment of the river at around 

Indian Point, 17 percent of the productivity of the phytoplankt ,n 

16 in the rivear around lndian 2oint might be eliminated 

..7. if 100 percent of tAhe phytop.afktofn that went through the plant 

1 %were killed? That is they were dead, they couldn't 

photosynthesize.  19 

WITNESS GO0DYEA. Right.  
20 

MR. TROSTEW: Is there empirical evidence 
from 

4 21 

22 plant studies at Indian Point that such a 100 percent 
kill 

' e 22 

i .will actually occur in Indian Point? 

23 
WITNESS GOODYEAR: No.  

24 

25 MR. TROSTEkM: And do not the NYU studies that are
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-the subject of Dr. Lauers April 5th testimm.y -- am.d i 

?Onf't ask you about the Octcberz .4 :h et -- d to r ated' 

Chat this is not so , that 100 penrceat kill does ot onoc1 

W'TNESS GOODYEAR- That is right0 

M , TRCSB-N-. in other w or ds th e Yiuiin you 

are taaki: " -bout, the Sta estiate of 17 yorcen-t redc.ion 

of phy-t.oplakton p:roductii.ity describes a situation that has bee 

showm not to exist at InPian. - It is just a 

yp~thetical. estimate of what might h.ppen btit it is ne'; an 

estimante o2a what actually has happened or could happen? 

WI-T'ESS GOO EAR: This estimate as 

You put it is an Upper boLdary.  

C.H9AIKe2UN JENSCHS Let him go a*head. please 

I think he iB going Ito tell vou moxre about it.  

Go .heado 

WITIRMSS GOODYEAR-: It is an upper estimate of direct 

plant entrailnment losses, but it does not ;:eflect e4:1caimn-m-nt 

in the -la ue any losses which might occur ij, the Pie° 

The nimber of 17 percent was based on that yeazly 

average withdrawal.  

PM. .T.ROSTEM: But what you are saying as I understan 

it is it is an upper estimate tflat describes a situation 

that mlight possibly occur whereas the evidence indicates 

that this couldn 't occur because the temperatures arenvt 

-there aind so forth.
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e k SWESS GOOD1RE Again,, if you can extZapolate 

2 Unit I to 2.  

3 MR. TROSTPN" Rigjht° 

S.......E.. CODYEAI. Then you Fouid expect that this 

U vould not occur.  

6j .RZTh 5OTENZ- Eght. GO if xc-e .... it you have the 

-7 situation, the design; t tho .oe ratin conditions of Ufit 2 

8 idicate would be Producrd he ye VonoChat gt -this situoti- i 

•9 This is mereSY ;a upper bound situ'ation, zomtieti-g that wo.ld 

to occur if you killod evexthig that went tzouagh th.,-plaiit• 

7! but the evidence h a shown that you do[zt kill everything 

12 that goes through the plan2t? 
I " 3 WITNESS GOODZAR, Ya .  

T~I5 Cf~"AR: es 

14 J ILR. Z STPEN, Okay Nou,, ini addition in Ap xndi .r.  

you state for most algae spacieso date le-al 

16 temperatures rangre from 91i5 degrees Fahrenheit 

7 with the majority of lethal temnperatures being 101.5 degrees 

16 Faenheit.  

?WETNESS SYYWNT OV.- What page? 

20 4MR. TROSTME: AV-4, it is th .ext to the last 

2 paraliraph and says lethal temperature of the algae Varies 

22 with.the specie.. For most of tle alga1. species to date, 

he3 temperatuze is in a range fror 91.5 degrees 

24. Fahrenheit to-113 degrees Fahrenheit with the majority being 

0 25 Ill degqees Fahxenheito Is that a correct statement?
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WmiESS OODEAR; For lethal in the 

sense of direot mortality from the temperat u re.  

, . OSTrt N will su a tWe:'1euatVh-, of III 6egrCes 

Fahrenheit ever occur at indian Point Units I in -the discha ge 

WITNESS .GOOD 1AR: b!o, 

14R TROST :  Will. it ever ocmc in2C the plumx~e? 

11TSINESS GGODSTAR-a No.  

MR. TIROSTN - All rgiht. So thcvt ti majority -o 

lethal te~mre, , "chat are .the sube¢t of this statement 

will ne-qer occur i r either the dischargiL canal or the plxmv4 

in Indian Point? 

WI12NESS =0OD1EARx This is trMe.  

m. TROSTMIE- Okay.  

CYI1%4N JNmSC92 Was -.yom-: last question related 

to XIdian Point 2 or Indian Point I? 

21R TROSTER: Both of t-hem or either of them 

separately.

0
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CHAIAN JENSCH: Thank y u.  

Proceed.  

3 MR. TROSTEN : Okay.o 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Would you repeat rliatz again? 

5 MR M RO.TEN. " said ia it crrect that va -will 

not see ILL degrees 1"hrenhS"It in the d &charge can-al or" 

7 the plumei- when the ki~dcaa Point 2 pwa t is operativvj or 

8 the lnadan Po int I or the tV'o of theum operating? 

9 WITNESS COODYEAR: This IS true.  

10 MR TPOSTEN Okay.  

Now will you see 91.5 degce3es i i the plume when 

2 the Indian Point 2 is operating? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: On the . urface? 

'14 MR. TROSTEN: At the surface, y(;jso 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Not ft a a vb a'hended period o 

ti me .o 

MRo TROSTEN: In other words no . you have 

8 indiL ca te d, Mr. Siman-Tov, that you expect the surace 

I9 diacharge cjteria of 90 dagreeo is going to be met. 1s t 

20 It correct you won't Se 9!'5 degrees at the surface? 

2 1 WITN SS SXVIAN-TOV: According to my knowledge.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: I wouled asse. that 

MR THOSTEN: All rdght. Noel will you Sea it at 

0.any oth r point other than the surface, 91.5 degre? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR In the .canal.
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I ~MR. TROSTEN: You might see it in the canal? 

2 WITNESS GOODYEAR. Yes., 

3 M.. TROSTEN':" But noq-,in the~ pluffe? 

It WITNESS GOODYEAR: Not on~ the surf ace~, no.  

5 M4R. TROST~EN: Well, you o~ight 3ee it somewhere 

6 between the point of dischargs on the sufaoe at the - - in 

7 thess fractional instants when the cold water is mixing with 

8 the hot water, but it is really just seconds, isn' t A? 

9 For seconds, you milght see 91.5 degress? 

!0 WITN0ESS GOOUYEAR: Yes.  

MR. TROSTENg Okay. In the cas of the discharge 

canal,. you say you will see 91.5 degr~ i oiouwul e 

S 91.5 degrees if you assume a 141.5 dagre; roughly Delta T 

across the condensers only in the iuain ex~use me a 

minute. Just a mroment. Let me collact my thioughts.  
15 

'16 Lot ine rephrase that question You wv.ould se 

17 91.5 degrass in tha discharge canal in the situation where 

is you had -- you added 14.5 degress to say 79 degrees, and 

19 you would get 93.5 degreas in the dtzaharge canal.- 'That's 

20 a sit .uation where you might see 91.5 dogrees in'the discharge 

canal, is that Correct? 
21 

WITNESS SIMAN1-TOV. 'I would like to add here this 

is a minimunm possible. Although the upper possibility is 

80 degrees in-take plus a 14.8 for intake.  
* 24 

M'R.~ TROSTENJ: All right. Now that -- the 80
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7 deiee the- tmperature in the discharge canal that, you 

2 juat postulated wiould only be seen :n a zituatlon w hze you 

3 did in fact have an 80 degxe. intake t m p atu" r and 

A you did alro have a 14.8 degree Delta T? 

CiMR. T)ROSi3N: rfe- is betwac-m theA 

Staff and thi Applicant as to whether you will ss 80 dc.gravee 

in tho intak st ructure, is thait co:xxct? 

MR. TROST:-0N: The AppjjcAVE t en doesnt 

agree w'ith the Staff's Conclus iono .YOu -"Pid1 se 80 degres.  

In fact' the Applicant says you won't es* more thnaZ; 79 degrear 

at thei mtake temperature. To that correct? 
13 

WITNESS SIMKN-TOV. That's whzt you aiviy, ycs 

15 MR. TROSTEN. If you did see 80 degrees, 
if you 

were right and we were wrong about this, you wouldn'at see 
16 

80 degrees at the Intake temperate very of tem wcild youz, 

probably? 18 

WITNESS SIMA1*-TOV: You would -e YLt every tidal 
19 

r.ovemn-nt in the situation° 
20 

MRo TROSTEN: You said you would or you might? 

21 
WITNESS SIN-9.-TOV: You wil 

MR. TROSTEN : You will? 

23 
WITNESS SIMN-TOV: Woi ll it depends on xtlhich 

flows and what time of the year and so on. We are talkinci 
25 1

I
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S e 
-2 Mr TROS~TMN. So in oi2ar -words, thare E-rkit~ua-

WXTNESS S2IVSNTOV: SuM.Su-e 

MR. :TROSTIEN Okay All righto 

C A I L J SC : Surely 5la Iox fro a moioI't, Mr hzxr 

-1R,, TROSTENMt Uow let's ...... tco .pave 5-36, 

Doyo kno imilidah~ber the eaos n. a- fKnlutas',ch -,r 

10 depicted n riago. 5-36e Figure 5 'Ah0,-JI-h is cantl " s 

phytoplaraktoi abundauce at lr, 2ianl P t aol mare or less 

severa then those which occur .. ... te,. i..udo Rive? 

By the wav before you an.. r 1..hat qustion,, 

this figure that I epoduced oa page ;5-36 1-s taken..ofx-" 14 

studies by New Yor3k Unive~rity p ovided to Uie Staff, ,,, t 

that correct? 
16 

WTNESS GOODYEAR: yes.  
17 

£IIR. TROSTEN: Do you kaxow w-hether the szeasoal 

e f luctuations that are depicted on that fgure --ar mare or Ie. 3 

severe than those which ccm-' alenewhra-,% hra Hudson River ? 

WITNSS GOODYE AR: Not for certain, The other 

sampling location, .d hae to check the data to make sure, 

but as I rember xmy original araiyvis, they are quite similar.  
23 

DMR, TROSTEN: You thlnk th!ey are quite similar to 
24 

what appears in other parto of the Hudson River?:' 
25



7 WITNESS-GOODYEAR: Yes.  

2 M1.TROSTE'N: LOIVIf it WereZ' S-1hoIl tO ! Gu t 

4 5-36 arei osaially the sa.a as *k-s ses onal- fluctuations 

- that appea. in other p~eat of the Xiver whae I71dan Point 

6 isn'At, might -that af f act ymir concluplor -as lto 'Whethe-n the 

.7 orations osP the Indian. Point plant were c ausing f utZons, 

8 seaonal flCtua~tn? 

9 WITNESS GO.ODYEAR: No.  

10 ~N HM OSTEN: it wouldn't change your 

WITNSS VOODYEAR o 

MR TROSTEN: In other xqords, if - I am a little 
* 12 

Spuzzled by your anewr Dr. GoaOyear. You 'Day an the~ bottoin 

of page 5-34,' going aver to the top of page 5-35 Ithat 

*pesnt data Indicate that fuctat~ons prdci, Inth 

.6 preveding diaC-usiofle And you are, tali4ng about -fluctuations 

in season~al abundane -- excuse ma -- in specie-'a coraposition, 

that such fuctuat.0na may already be occurring as the rosult 

of natural cycles which perha~ps are augmentad by the operation 
9 

of the Indian Point Unit No. 1 and the Lovett Plant. Now we 
20 

can agree that tliey may be occurring as the result of natural 

cycles, but y~u then go on to say which perhaps are augimnted 

by the operation .of Indian Point Unit No I and the Lovett 
23 

Plant. Now the question 1 asked you be-fore was thiz: 

If you could -.- If there were data that could be brought to your

6359
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r 2 attention that Would i$ndicate that the same or sntiUY~y 

the soi Ia fiactuations occur in parts ol the rtver 

3 that are completely beyond t'hs nf3,.ueece Of the Indian Point 

4. piant, might it alter your conclusiO. that pha5 the 

5 aeasonal fluctuations are being aunrted by the Operation 

6 of 1 ndian Point Unit No 1 aad the Loiett Plant? 

7 WITNESS GOODEAR. if thera were a careful analyvis 

8 to show. t3.1 lack of Pun incremantal addi .on" then th,, a,- th.  

9 augme %taton could be dropped. Hoaevwr, -the type of ';cespoxtse 

"10 that is presexated here is not a nor'real respones, but it is 

one whfich larg.Iy is depeandet upon tampte ature dspecia.ly 

12 r or changes in the compositi .  

13MR TROSTEN: Now If I understand what you 1ave 

14 said, it comes down to this: that yon are lookling at a 

15 figtwre that shoxs what is sentilly a -normal seasona1 

abundance, and will yo" accept gor the pur-oses Of ou discus

sion that this Is indeed a seasonal abundance which ia 
17 

rather typical of what appears elsewhere in le river? I 
18 

19 u ess you would agree with that, wouldn't you? 

WITNESS GCODYEAR: Yes.  

2-1 MR. TROSTEN: Then you are saying that perhaps 

__ uths -- these fluctuations ara being 
augmanted by the 

operation of the Indi a Point 1 pl nt and the Lovett pleat, 

e correct? 

But you are not saying that as a result of anything
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you oay in this figure, you are saying that perha.-p this 

is occurring sirply on the basis of the general walyziz 

and discussion tati you present. lse-whera. You are not 

saying this os the basis of this figure?.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: All right.
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lmTii ~MiP. TROSTEN ° JxStl spu ,in thiI for just axelother 

2 inute, this diagraj t-his graph rather depicts phyto

3 plankton zimnidance. at 'i2ndian, Point in 170 isn't that 

4 ', correct? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR- ROSTEN : McY was lhe Xndi,-n Point yes, it 

7 says 1970o Now was the Indian Point 1 plant operatinq in 1.970, 

8 WITNESS GCODYAR No.  

MR. TROSTEN: All right. Nov let~s go on to 

Appendix well, lot me just wrap this up.  

When you say that this seavonal fluctuation might 

be augmented by Ind.an Point I plant o.rat - Oz and you are 

is citing. 1970 figures, you are actually Citing a seasonal 

14 fluctuation that took Place at a time the p "ant wvtast 

operating? 

16 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes'.  

FIR. TPOSTED Now, !etts tirn to Appendix A,,5-2.  

18 You s-ay on the bottom of this page that chenges 

in phytoplankton abundance as a result of heated -- I amn 

20 sorry. You say there is a shift to heat tolerant blue-green 

2 algae when water temperature exceeds about 86 degrees 

2? Fahrenheit, is that correct? Have you found the place there? 

23 It is on the bottom of the page 

24! WITNESS GOODYEAR: Which page? 

25 MR. TROSTEN: A.5-2.
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t is also -- it is also stated in the third 

sentence, at least the point is made in the thir.,d sentence 

under heading 2, producers.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: What was the question? 

MR. TROSTENg I have&'t stated the question yet°.  

Doesn't the blue-green form begin om t her. the 

temperature reaches about 95 degrees Fal-n-renheit? I eui contras;t 

ing the data shot0n an --- I am sorry. I am contrasting -te 

population shift shamr on figure A.5-1. with the general 

statement that you made on the bottom of page A.5 -2 that there 

is a shift to heat tolerant blue-green algae when tb.e water 

temperature exceeds about 86 degrees Fahrenheit.  

WTNIESS GOODYEAR: Yes 

MR. TROSTET1 So is there discontinuit.y there 

between that figure. and what you said? 

WITNESS GCOODYEAR: Well, if you look at the figu'Ve 

you will see it has 'a temperature -- as the temperature moves 

up from 85 degreesp the proportion of the total algal 

population changes.  

MR. TROSTEN: Yes. it begins to change. You can 

see those curves intersecting there. But isnt it true the blu 

greens begin to dominate the greens between 95 and 105 as 

opposed to around 86? Isn~t that true? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR. TROSTEN: So isn't it true that the shift to



3ril I the heat tolerant bxl a-green algae oc~cu.rs a.hove 95 degrees 

2 rather than ai.oixnd 80" degrees as you suggested on the bot-Lom 

3 Of page A 5-27 

4 iNeS sfODRi begins

SMIR,3 'VROSTEN: Wei.]., yO!. see 

6 CAI4AN JNENc: Let him finish. I know you 

7 don-t mnea; to interrupt. But X" -think he carefully phrases 

a his answer Will you Proc d? 

9 M2R, TROSTEN: lr Cha ima1r , ;2lil D2,. 1 oodyenx J_,S; 

10 thinki q about this, ! apare lLy have m;.squoted him, really.  

I 1 1 guess I ridiszrad what he said J will qute what appea s 

12 on the bottom of page E.5-2. You state that reports of 

13 field studies of the biota associaetec2 W.th ......  

14 of power p3.ants, w-here tlie vwater tempe:ature is still 

1 essenti-aly as high as :it was when it "Ief-t" the cOlndensers 

1 W, noteA dominae oIF the periphyton co "unity by h 

17 tolerant blue-green algae when water teeratures exceed 

16 about 86 degrees Fahrenheit.  

19 That was the sentence I was calling for.  

20 WT_,SS GOODYEAR: Yeso You are wondering about 

21 the discrepancy bekvteen 

22 1Ro TROSTEN- That' s right, 

23 WfI-_PMESS GOODYEAR: This plot which has beer

g4 reproduced na.y different times in many different publications 

is specific for one particular situation. The scales actually 25
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dnt precisely Overlap in di"Lfere'nt leications. In other 

wiords, the 95 -- you are speaking of daon ance by the blue

greens at 95 degrees. There are situatimis wuhere it comes 

on a t lesser temnperatures thlal that.  

1AR. TROSTEO: In otjher v~ods, you are saiying that 

this plot doesn' t rpresent evexny possible siti2atiofl and 1t-hat74 

thare might be a situatian where dominance occurred below 96 

degrees as this plot indicates, is that 7vhat you are saying., 

WIT'NESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

MR. 7a1SVEH; Oay. Would yoil- say that tsPlot 

accurately portrays mr~any sit-uation3 or ymrbe even ixtrmrt 

WITNESS GOODY81IR: In a gener al forim 

MR.O TROSVENZ In a, general formi? 

WITN1ESS GO0ODYEAR- You notice tha height of those 

scales for donminance are not labolled.  

MR. TROSTEN: Right. Wallo waould you say that this.  

plot does show doninance even though it -- welle on the side 

of it, I note -- it's been called to my attention that it szqys 

relative number of organisms and as I und~erstanld this 

the gqraph or chart -~ I never cart tell wfhich itI is 

anytwy, as I understanld it, blue-greens ibegin to daminate 

greens about ninety -- above 95 degreas, is that generally 

the way you read it? 

WITNESS GOODYEARi That is one cozmlort --
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CHAI~nAA JENSCH: DiO yoju qjlt to go on with SOx

thn? Yo said th't is one cortizie~tv but your op1YL0ion is 

something el-se? 

WITN~ESS GOO0DYEAR: This is a ralative situatioxi 

uhich is not necessarily directly -- the scales cannot be 

directl..y e.,-mjned for the 111dian Point si-tuation011 

WITNESS CCOUAThZ. Coul.iAA I amlify jiint a "At? 

T hi iS a grcaph that I have used in publicat 5Oas.~ zic's 

been used by a nimber ofr authors in -the pastl- and if- you 

'becomea f a-miliar with tlxc astudy on idhidh it is 1-aed, the 

precise quantitative nature -4s so-Aiewia~t lacking. So 'E thiik 

itis really not apP-roprJite 1fOr us to avrsip. Spcific~ 

values to specific degrees of teirperatvure on that .-flire~ 

but only qualitative impression ofE the dcirinan~c of One 

type of algae'after -another.  

MU.TROS~bN: I thip1z that is a very i~~ot 

point,~ Dr. Coutaant-, and I think you have to -- I agree you 

cartainly have -to bear -that in mind wit-h rx to tis 

graph. Mhen you say -- would you say that sarae sort of 

observation you just made perhaps ought to be applijed to the 

genralobservation about 86 degrees Fahrenheit that appears 

on the bottom of- page A.5-2p that is that these studies 

the precise quantitative data upon which that statemexit was 

based are not 'necessarily subject to the interpretation that 

Ithe dominance occurs at 86 degrees?
U

U
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W6TlN Wi,.;ESS COUT1T VYe9- X think that is true° That 

2 is why the sevena ntmber s are gcivezh this ztuC.y 

MR. T' O- SN:LetA s tU.q -to tkhe ons we st1.uie 

SDr .. COU- anda isn t. it trme the doMinante o .-:- in tht 

Case when the temperature ee e..d 94'. de-r e .......... t? 

6 WITNESS COUT2"NT. At the -ie the data were 

7 collected fo~r that Panticara' S~wz1ff 94 ;,, wV thw- tMP,-at~i 

8 recorded by usin field the-mometers a he te 

9 MR. TROSTON: k Rgay o -iht 

NoW let's thjink abo.ut the s tudy Of Corectcmt 

.H Y-ankee that is reportced ,on -page A.5-4 in -the se, co-d 'araqvr;aqph.  

J-. .thir d line of thue secand aaiph 

'3 Howe Dr. Coutant, did not that qowe:.: pairn -

1 14 1 am sz3orry Did not the study repor)ted by Buck in that parti.

15 cular s'hudy involve disch-ares that exceeded 100 d eqes 

!6 Vahreflheit? ;m I ;o:,rect about that? 

17 WETNESS COUTANTz I have gozgotten the exaut 

.18 numberse, bult that could be correct.  

L9 19 

20 

21 

23 

25
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MR. TROSTEN: Will you evr B e 00 degreas 

Fahrenheit in the dischar'ge canal at Indian Poit-1 I and 2? 

WITNESS COUTANT: No 

MR. TROSTEN: Will you eveT sea tha plvm- ? 

WITNESS COUTAANT: No3 

MR. TROSTEN: Okay. Now on jAge A5-4, you refer.  

to ie Beer and Pip' ce po:t, is that coxract? 

WZTNESS COUTANT (No o 

NRC TROSTEN: Xt to in "iha zacond paxagraph 

WITNESS GOODU.ARz 3 was on down the pago a ways.  

MR. TROSTEN: Now, Dr. OGadyear, did you prepaxe 

that discumsion of the -- that paragraph that has the discussioi 

of the Beer aud Pipe's raport? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Most of this iaterial as you 

might have gathered ias -- as I cited earlier --- 'teas adapted 

from Dr. C012a-rit s review.  

MR. TROSTEN: Well; did you write that, the part -

the particular part vwhere you ZaLd --- I am sorry -- simiar 

changes iu species compo3tion of plankton In cooling water 

vyeren reported by Boor and 'ipes I an asking you the question 

to know to whom to direct my question, 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: I would really have to look and 

see the rough copy to tell you° 

(Laughter.) 

MR. TROSTMN Let me try it with you. Did you 

read the entire Beer and Pipes' report, Dr. Goodypar? Do
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at.  

I you xenwIbor whether you did? 

2 WITME1SS GOO0DYEAR: T. don't rwiiao~ber

MR. TROSTEN: Okay. Are y u aware frovi your 

4 rollecton of reading that report 
that there was no 

. sampling of the phytoplankto0 in the inlet t thi p 11t 

in conaection with that study? 

7 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Agaia I would hame to review 

8 the amunt of notes onit.  

9 HRo TROSTEN: You d1d not, I take it from your 

10 response, contact the authors of tUns report to inveatigat 

the extent to which they sampled thi :ntake. Is that co : At? 

12 WITNESS GOODYEAR: NO Yes, that's corract 

MR. TROSTEN: And you did not go back to the 

base data yourself to detarmin whether that had been done? 

WITNESS GOODYE.IA : NO0.  

I . MR0 TROSTEN" Thank yon 

T would 11%ke to tvurn now tcl another stibjcCt , 
'7 

8 Mr. Chairman, of zooplankton, effects of the plant on zoo
'8 

plank~ton.  

(Board conferee) 
20 

CHAIRVAN JENSCfl4: Proceed.  
21 

MR. TROSTEN; On pago 5-38, is it correct, Dr.  

Goodyeare that neomysis distributolo can vary from year to 

23 
year, depending on the salt front? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

25
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7 MR. TROSTEN; kflght this mean in aome ya ra the 

2 distribution of neo mmsis might be significantly 
diforant 

Z than appears in the data yoa refer t o. page 5-38? 

it _ 

4. tWiTNESS G3ODYEAR: Yes.  

5 MR. TROSTEII: Is it truo that large nu-mber of 

6 neomysis have been found over stxetches 
of the river 

7 considerably above and below indian Point, for exa-,pl., 

9fxoi i Newburgh to YOdal-rs? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yee. Howevir. I have not 

10 yet seen a longitudinal proZ le for an. particular inte vai 

S.~ of tim. which would indicat. e hetiher or not the distribution 

was the high concentrations at o ther locations, consiotd 

of the same base group of indivlduals which is present at 

Indian Point on acoasiOn.  

MR. TROSTEN2 All right. But this doesn't =ean, 

though, that these organisms are not widely distributed 

1 across the) river? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: They certainly are.  

MIR. TROSTEN: Yes. Okay.  

Well, do you agree with tha follwing statement? 

"The princlpal food of the young of the year striped baso 

in the Hudson River appears to be the stmall arthropoda 

23 hrimp gammarue crustaceous. " Do you agree with that statemant 

WITNESS GOODZEAR: .oung of the year up to within 

. a certain size, rang . The very early forms are eiting micro
25



1 crustaceals rather than gqr ru , There ir iot a great 

2 dea! of ;1nfaoxration on thc yo-ng of the y ean the old 

3 of- the young of "the yer.  

A 1MR. TROSTEN: S-o you would say when they reach 

-he size stage where they are eating the cka rel inverTtebaatek 

that the princtpal food would appear to b- g rumnaaus a.s 

7 that right? 

tg WITMSS GOODYE.AR: Front Ith 

9 N.o TROSTEM: 1 ask you %- ith.: This Lo a conclue.on 

.Q "that has been draw. by John Clvxk, one oZ the wi,.V.ases for 

A 1 the Hudson iver Fisherme' s Assocation if it were true, 

ifr. Clark I s coiusion we. co-ect, adi- I z-he.e~d you 

- agree ..gensrally with Ni. : Clar k Is ccan uol on, in tlA, especta 

14 would t.hi's 11easeen P.,e Algnif.icanco o any Impat thalth 

151- Indian Point I and 2 plant might have. on the neolsysis ppilula

26 tion? Kn other words, if the pri ncipa*AL food of the young of 

!7 the year is gammarus, then if the Indian Point plant were 

16' having some type of w impact on Uh&. neomysis population, 

19 it would not be having an impact oa the principal focd o Would 

20 you agree with that sntenc40, that statement? 

.21 WITNESS GOODYEAR: For the strilped bass? 

*e 22 

23 

25.
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MR. TROSTE N: Yes .  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes o 

MRo TROSTEIN: All right° Vlank you.  

Oi page 5-37 you state that if 

CIP4A7 JENSCH May I intearxr' pt a vloment? 

Was your -- may I ask the witness , was your answer to indicate 

that it was limited to stz-iped bass, but 
another fish 

when other fish were involved, it would. be a differenat effect 

as to what they would be eatiag? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: If another species were eativig 

the neomysis, depenedl3.g upon them vexy hevily then it gould 

affect that species.  

CBMIRFLAM JENSCH- The loss of the neomysis would 

affect the species? 

WETNES9 GOODYEAR - Yes.  

~2HI~N k1NSC11: But you Under~stood the plct 

question to be related solely to striped bass? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR% Yes. That was the indication.  

CH&IRMAM JEgNSCH: Thank you. Excuse me for inter

mpting3. Proceed.  

MR. TROSTEN: On page 5-37, Dr. Goodyear, you state 

in the second sentence under item B. 0Xf 
high entrainmelit 

vtrtality of zooplankton occurs"
- - and I am paraphrasing 

what you said -- "certain results vill followo'1 

You see where I am?
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2mil WIT1:'ESS GOODYEAR: Yes., 

2 MR TROSTE : f high • n mortality did 

S not occur as a result of Ind:i"a pont operatjo- them yoU 

4 conclusions vwould not apply is that not correct? 

5 W ITNESS GOODYBAR. Which conc)n.uSifS? 

5 1I4° TROS .N. Well your introduction to your 

7 discussion says if high entrainment mortality is encuntered, 

8 and then you go on to discuss a serits of t hings that mnight 

9 happen. Y am simply askicng you if high entraimnumnt mortality 

10 did not occur, then -the rest of your discussion would not 

,'I apply, is that vight? 

12 JIT-4ESS GOODYEAR: Not en'tirely, mo 

13 MR. TROSTEN: Well -

14 WIMNESS GOOD"! AR : Miany o! -tie entrainment mortality 

15 - things can happen to the population vhich result f-rom less 

I6 than - less severe of an impact than the mortali ty itself, 

17 population -

18 MR TROSTEN: Yes.o 

19 WITNESS GOODEAR : The conclusion -- I am not sure 

20 exactly which conclusion you were spezaing of when you -

21 MR, TROSTMN: Well, let's -- go ahead.  

22 WITNESS GOODYEAR: When you made your question.  

23 MR. TROSTN: Let's take a specific one. Let's 

24 take the sentence in which that quotation 
appears.' If high 

25 entrainvaent mortality is encountered, selection for heat
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3mil itolerant microcrustacans. with short turnover populationsi 

2will result.  

Nqxf if high rortlit1y did, not -Occur, I em cor--cec~t 

in~ assuming tha:t turnovers might hot reutor there vioulci 

beno basis -. rsaying it would res~ult, is t"ha t correct? In 

6 ot'he words3 

7 I11118S COODYRJA; Vell~, it wt-uldn't be as severe 

9 WITNESS3 GODEAR: Presur~es would not be as 

strong.  

MR TROS TEN: 1Le-t's say zero wortality occurred.  

Then there would be no basis fo sayin v polateat 

tolerant mi~crcc,.1st aceans with short troe ouain 

would result, would there? 

WITNESS GO0XDYEARt If there were no alterations of.  

reproductive capabilities.  

MR TOSTE3N: Let's assurfl there vwa- Paero Mortality 

8and no discernible effect oan reprodutive capabilitiS.  

WITMESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

P2.. TROSTEN: We could go doi=. each of the points 

being made on page 5-37 anid 5-39 end ask the same sort of 
21i 

22 uesion an you woul1d agree that if you had either zero 

mortality or very low mortaJityp that youi would have to alter 
23 

24 any of the observ~ations or conacl~usions tliat you made in herej 

to takte into account the extent to which -mortality was not 
25
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occurring; and of course, you would add to that, well you 

would also have to. consider whether they were being affected 

other than by being killed. But you see tb e point I am 

making, do you not? 

WITNESS GOODEAR: Yes.  

MR. TOSTEN: All of these conclusions in here 

would have to be analyzed to determine the. e tent to which 

mortality really does occur and the exten.t to whi.h injury 

really does occur in this plant? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR The thing would have to be 

analyzed, the degree to vhich the reproductive capacity is 

disabled. Obviously if he is killed, then there is no 

question; but if he is not killed, there is still the capacity 

for the plant to reduce the reproductive capIbility if it 

vorks - if it were eliminated, then as far as population 

is concerned, that organism might as well not exist.
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MR L~E et me txy it ag;az21n if- L: uI d 

be Shows that tlere was no .O Organs., w 

entrai.ed in this facilityg ead if it could be Shc.aw th;, 

there was no irhibtion O " d "' ty- then v 

=uld just sort of take Out this section on z o-op- kton, because 

there would be nothing really to worry azoa't2? 

WIVS GOODNEAR Yes.  

AI. TROS-II: 12 it could be shou,, that there ',s 

seze degzee of entrilinen' morzyL.,.xtaity A some n:'9'e f 

.rep.oductivi, ikIbitioil 
aL, not 100 Tcent kIle and not 

100 prr ct inhibition of reanO4vdu&tion then it woald 

a~zect ja some w ay e conclusian that -you have ¢ra nn he:-e, 

is • tha.T correcit? you m ight want to m,.,vdify your cc nudsio25 in 

.here, yPU 2 t? 

WZNTNESS GOODE0 91"A Yes.  

MR., TIOS.N Right NoW yov tould also agree 

that even if damage were sho-vra to ertrahied ogaisms that 

this doesn~t necessarily meaxn that population damage 'ill occu 

isnet that correct? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: This is trmeo 

MR. TROSTE . : Okay0  Novt I cuess this kind of 

gets back to the questiO[ s we hae asked you before and maybe 

will want to think about this over night, too,,. Dr0 Goodyear, 

-but with respect to page V-37 7 your general discussion of the 

influences of-plant oeatiOxn on rooplankVton community, have



eak2 have you studied Dr. Lauer's testimon oZ April 5th and 

a OcKtbe 30'th concerXning tevpera'lure tolerance W 

3 zooplan.kton ad the suxvival of tUhese th intake"• ' 

and dischargo cana! sawy-es MCI . .
£ 

R-. WHN Ho Iat. . ....  

6ke ,xeporter read t.. record eZs --. et& 

7 

Did you . thi.nk t h at you a w 

that with the other .. fern.3ce? 

10 
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a r"mougb CHAIRAN jENSCH: . A t U0 ho0001 ...... t '"..  

0ark 

him hough dfor t o t you %Jatw,? ' ns... Q' 

VMS? for thef game' andu he u can K Coxk on 2 &2a a <3 to the 

. questionao.  

5 (Laughter.o) 

7 on Vhe stand before?' 

9C N A I R M ,A N - J E N S C H : T h-e r e a s o n 1 ......... y o n l o U a": 'o" 

10 1 knaWApplicanft's couna'$cl WantS tog o alUntm 

that you neied for an answer, but as you ha , ob,.-,a, ha 

has a very carcfzdyt pzepared .'rema'-t'
,2;VitP' . ,  ..  

he wants., to movo along wi:th it, X kno. w ha , ,'-)f-,t wan;:" 

interrupt you. But you *hlL.d f.ool. that U yV;r.:y he-r..:1 

frther to answa. .sc, you acvtt VU2 

you o gie aawe.I hae had the %mpocxmrios tia0 som 

I C, of your answars'Ahre waepxil o wudt ea o 

17 

3 "ost, an cO o I sugyrst that If you have st oth' rt'her' 

01to give, Applicant's~ count.sel wantse your cnerwmc. lBut yUbU hzcve 

S got to tell him soeahig mosre to tell hm.i. That will 

221 ss him in his que toning.  

23~ Will you do that? 

.WTNSS CQODTIR .... underel. t..  

?.0 TROS2hN: XL v&y'v much appreciateU3 

25
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I 2 
,,imaosug:, con a'uI", poloize._to his th: ,:;e. Bo"s 

an hat he whould s 

. CHAIRMAN JE"SC; I thn..k I..  

41 have Wicatet a heoLia'aA..te i his anwr bt Zl 
'ha 

Ihad the impnresion athense that n. f .Y;$ -s he .waz not 

6 1 don' t think1 there iA any occasion for-y~ou to apoloie 

7 1 think it is.a lack o understanding by the witv3s s a to 

what he should do to Wui poso st his *rwe m:, 

9 Any other matter we can coasCLVYS beforn we rocacXe? 

0I think WCS Would gvei the aize r 

to confer with hzis asccitai on thaza matters. At Koko 

alikeL it ist e cu omprehpsfla 

It this an ag.~reable time tores? 

sWhat timeS do you sugg~esti th7-on ig 

'15 ~MR. TQR0STEN: May Wev' aOa :0,A himn 

16 or earlier, if the Chair wishe , 

(Laughter r' __) 

17 

Tp CAIRMAUS JSNSCu: I thik iL ",""-d ou the Ar time, 

19 
(Laughter.) 

20 At this time let's recess and reconvene in this 

room tomorrow torning at 9:00 o'clock.  

(whreupon, at 5240 pm., the .ainxq was ade;yrncdI 

23 to raconven at 9:00 a.m., D cember 5, 197.) 
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